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Preface

How This Handbook Is Organized

The @BASE Handbook is organized in two parts. Learning @BASE presents
a product overview, provides set-up instructions, and includes a self-paced
tutorial. Reference presents detailed information about @BASE commands and
functions.

How To Use This Handbook

Read Welcome to @BASE first. It provides a basic understanding of @BASE
features and benefits.

Read Getting Started next. It tells you how to install and run @BASE.

Finally, work through the Lessons. We encourage you to follow them
sequentially. The information and examples provided will get you started on
the right foot.

Consult the Reference section when you need detailed information about
@BASE commands and functions. It is organized to correspond with the
@BASE menu structure.

Before You Begin

Please take a moment to read the Software License Agreement and fill out and
return your registration card. We need it to keep you informed of technical
developments and future product enhancements.

Preface
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Typographical Conventions

Throughout this manual, the names of keys are represented using square
brackets [ ]. For example, the RETURN key is represented by [RetJ and the

space bar is represented by [Space].

Occasionally, you must press key combinations. These key combinations are
represented by [First key]-[Second key]. For example, [Alt]-[F8] indicates that

you have to hold down the [Alt] key and press the [F8] key.
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1Learning @BASE

Welcometo @BASE
(pronounced "at base")

@BASE is a powerful database manager designed especially for 1-2-3 users.
@BASE compares with popular stand-alone database programs like dBASE or
R:Base but it operates inside 1-2-3. Simple Lotus-like menus make @BASE
remarkably easy to learn.

@BASE uses exactly the same file format as dBASE III and dBASE III Plus.
dBASE is not required to use @BASE. But if your company has
standardized on dBASE III, @BASE fits right in. dBASE data files arc fully
compatible with @BASE. No file conversion is necessary.

@BASE lets you build and manage a sophisticated database application from
within the familiar environment of your spreadsheet. 1-2-3 gives you tools for
data analysis. @BASE gives you nearly unlimited data capacity. Brains and
brawn. It's a nice combination.

With @BASEyou can:

Instantly transform an on-sheet database built with 1-2-3 to a dBASE-compatible
database on disk.

Use 1-2-3 as a "front-end" for existing dBASE applications. @BASE reads and
writes dBASE files directly!

Build a complete database application from scratch using 1-2-3 to control database
functions.

Huge Data Capacity

You may already be familiar with the simple database features found in 1-2-3.
If you've ever tried to build a 1-2-3 database there's a good chance you've run
out of memory. That’s because 1-2-3 stores database records in the worksheet.

Welcome to @BASE



Learning @BASE2

@BASE uses an entirely different approach. Data is stored on disk where
record capacity is practically unlimited — @BASE data files can grow as large
as 32 megabytes each! What's more, with @BASE you can access multiple
data files at the same time.

Disk-based storage does more than expand your data capacity. It lets you
separate the logic of your database model from the data itself, making the
model easier to understand and validate. And it lets you use a single "standard"

model with many different sets of data.
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3Learning @BASE

Product Overview

In the pages that follow we will look at some important @BASE features.
We’ll begin by using @BASE to access and update an existing database file and
then show how a new database application might be constructed.

N o f e:
We encourage you to sit back and read this section before loading and running the
@BASE program. The overview is written like a tutorial and many examples are worked
out. But don’t worry about absorbing the details. And don’t try to follow along on your
computer. Just read and relax. You'll get "the big picture."

The @BASE program was developed with the help of Lotus Development
Corporation's Add-in Tool Kit. The Tool Kit makes it possible for developers
like Personics to build add-in programs which are tightly integrated with 1-2-3.
In a very real sense, @BASE becomes part of 1-2-3.

@BASE is loaded into memory and linked with 1-2-3. The loading and
linking process is managed by a special program called the Add-in Manager,
developed by Lotus and distributed on the @BASE diskette. Once @BASE has
been attached to 1-2-3 it is instantly available anytime you want it. Simply
press an [Alt] key combination (typically [Alt]-[F8]) and the @BASE menu
appears:

A1 MENU
File Data Criteria Settings Quit
Open, Close, Define, Modify, Extract, Translate , Field- rename, Status

ft B ~ C D E F G H
1
2
3

Figure 2

We’ll select File Open from the @BASE menu and get started with our tour.
We’ll open a file called SALES.DBF. In database jargon, each data file is
called a table. That's because data in the file is organized like a table, with
information grouped in rows and columns:

Welcome to @BASE



Learning @RARE4

Field Names
P R O D U C T Q U A R T U N I T _P R C A M O U N TS A L E _ D A T E P R O D_C O D EC U S T O M E RS A L E S M A N R E G I O N

01/01/86 1995333-81 Table

0 1/0 1/8 6 D3 4 5 6 2 2-7 1 D e s k

0 1 / 0 3 / 8 6 L4 4 4 6 2 3-1 1 L a m p
0 1 / 0 4 / 8 6 T 9 9 4 5 3 5 — 8 1 Table

0 1/0 4 /8 6 S3 4 5 6 5 5- 2 1 S h e l f

0 1 /0 6 / 8 6 S3 4 5 6 5 S- 2 1 S h e l f
0 1 /0 7/8 6 D3 4 5 6 2 2-7 1 D e s k

0 1 /0 7 /8 6 T 9 9 5 3 3 3-8 1 T a b l e
01/09/86 1444623-11 Lamp

0 1 /1 0/8 6 L 4 4 4 6 2 3- 1 1 L a m p

0 1/1 1/8 6 T 9 9 5 3 3 3- 8 1 T a b l e
01/15/86 CA23478 — 61 Cabinet

1 109.25
133.56

109.25
400.68

City of Dayton
Franklin School
Jamison Co.
Marion Brothers
DiCast Corp.
Best Products
T J N o o n a n I n c.
B L J S e r v i c e C o r p.
Tasknet Inc.
Fitch Assoc.
C h a r t M a s t e r
ASB Telefax

Thompson Central

Harington East
Williams Central

Elsenstadt West
Eisenstadt West
Solomon
B r y i o n
Solomon
Peterson
Harington
Solomon
DeFoe

3

1 3 5 . 9 5
9 3 . 2 1

7 8 . 2 5

7 8 . 2 5
1 3 3 . 5 6
6 5 . 2 1
4 2.75

3 5 . 9 5
109.25
155.55

3 5 . 9 5
95.21

156.50

1 5 6 . 5 0
1 3 3 . 5 6

6 5 , 2 1
85.50
3 5 . 9 5

4 3 7 . 0 0
155.55

Record 2

2C e n t r a l
East
Central
West

East
C e n t r a l
West

1
1

1
4

Field

Figure 3

The @BASE Browse Window

@BASE makes it easy to browse through your data. When you select Data
Browse from the @BASE menu the browse window appears:

MINI
File: SALES

SALE Mil PM COM
02/01/86 5345055-2
03/18/86 CA23478-6
01/11/86 1395333-8
02/26/86 1995333-8:
02/23/86 1995333-8:
01/01/86 D345622-7.

01/29/86 1994523-8:
02/81/86 C567233-4.
01/25/86 D345622-7.
03/02/86 S345655-2.
01/21/86 C567233-4.
02/18/86 C567233-4.
03/30/86 C567233-4.
02/14/86 L44462M.
01/06/86 S345655-2
03/14/86 S345655-2.
02/16/86 S345655-2
01/04/86 S345655-2.
03/26/86 S345655-2.
03/03/86 CA2347H.

REGION CUSTOMER
West DiCast Corp,
Hest Capital Tools
Central ChartMaster
Central ChartMaster
West Marion Brothers
East Franklin School
West Fish Movers

loolHorld
Central Fellsway Inc,
Central City of Dayton
Central Jamson Co ,
East Fitch Assoc.
Hest Hamilton Paving

Hestway Corp,
Best Products
ChartMaster

West fiSB Telefax
West DiCast Corp.
West Capital Tools
Central Langford Corp.

Record SALESMAN
1 Eisenstadt
2 Sandford
3 SoloMon
4 SoloMon
5 Eisenstadt
6 Harington
7 Eisenstadt
8 Bryson
9 Willians
18 Thomson11 Willians
12 Harington
13 Eisenstadt
14 Ill Mpson
15 So
( So OMOO
,7 DeFoe
,8 Eisenstadt
.9 Sandford
20 Solotton

24-Sey-S7 10:16 AM

East

Centra
Centra
Contra

OMon

Figure 4

Welcome to @BASE



5Learning @BASE

Note that the @BASE browse window looks like a 1-2-3 worksheet, except
that field names are displayed in place of column letters and record numbers are
displayed in place of row numbers. Only a portion of the SALES table is visi-
ble in the browse window but you can scroll up, down, left or right to see
more, just as you can in a 1-2-3 worksheet.

When you access a data table via the browse window, no data is transferred into
the worksheet. Data remains on disk and worksheet memory is not consumed.
You can quickly explore a database containing thousands of records via the
browse window.

While browsing, you can use simple query commands to locate individual
records. You can set a database filter which will exclude all records from
@BASE operations that do not meet your selection criteria. For example,
suppose you are interested in sales transactions for the western region. Select
Criteria Prompt from the @BASE menu and set the filter to REGION=’west'.
(The @BASE program will lead you through a series of simple prompts to
help you construct the criteria.)

Now, only western region transactions appear in the browse window:

NEWFile: SALES
Record SALESMAN

1 Eisenstadt2 Sandford
5 Eisenstadt
7 Eisenstadt

13 Eisenstadt17 DeFoe18 Eisenstadt
19 Sandford
24 DeFoe
25 DeFoe
26 Eisenstadt
27 Sandford
29 DeFoe
31 Peterson
32 Sandford
35 Eisenstadt
39 Eisenstadt
40 Peterson
42 Peterson
45 DeFoe

24-Sep-87 18:17 AM

Criteria: REGION:' west'
REGION CUSTOMER
West DiCast Corp .
West Capital Tools
West Marion Brothers
West Fisk Movers
West Harti 1 ton PavinsWest AdB Telefax
West DiCast Corp ,

Capital Tools
AdB Telefax

West A «B Telefax
West Marion Brothers
West Uelco
West Smith Inc ,

Mert Trent
west iadMont Indust ,

City of Belmont
West Marion Brothers

Tasknet Inc ,
West Tasknet Inc ,
West ft &B Telefax

SALEJATE
02/81786
03/18/86 CA23478-61
02/23/86 1995333-81
01/29/86 1994523-81
03/30/86 C567233-41
02/16/86 S345655-21
01/04/86 S345655-21
03/26/86 S345655-21
01/15/86 CA23478-61
02/26/36 CA23478-61
03/17/86 CA 23478-61
03/05 /86 CA 23478-61
01/21/86 D345622-71
03/03/86 1994523-81
01/29/86 1994523-81
02/01/86 D345623-71
01/04/86 1994535-81
02/12/86 1994535-81
01/09/86 L444621-11
02/25/86 L444623-11

PROD CODE
S345655-21

West
West

West
West
West

Figure 5
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Learning <3> BASE6

Transferring Data into the Sheet

The browse window gives you an easy way to explore your data without bring-

ing it into the worksheet. There are many occasions, however, when you'll
want to transfer data into the sheet so you can operate on it with 1-2-3. For
example, if you want to compute commissions for the salesman whose name
is DeFoe you might import all of his sales transactions as a first step in the

computation.

Start by setting the database filter to SALESMAN='DeFoe' and then select
Data Transfer Import from the @BASE menu. Select the fields to be imported
and position the 1-2-3 cell pointer where the imported information should ap-
pear. PRESTO! The relevant data is brought into the sheet:

B2 READY

A B C > E F G H
1
2 Recno SALESMAN SALE DATE

17 DeFoe 02/15/86
24 DeFoe 01/15/86 155,55
25 DeFoe 02/26/86 155,55
29 DeFoe 01/21/86 133 , 56
45 DeFoe 02/25/86 71,98

AMOUNT
3 156 ,50
4
5
6
7
8
9
IS

Figure 6

When data is imported into the sheet (a> BASE automatically sets the 1-2-3 cell
format to match the data type for each imported field. Character fields are
imported as labels. Numeric fields are imported as values and displayed with
the appropriate number of decimal places. (Internal accuracy is 15 digits.)
Date fields are imported as values and displayed in 1-2-3's long international
date format. Once data has been imported into the sheet you can operate on it
or change its format as always.

Welcome to @BASE



7Learning @BASE

Transferring Summary Information into the Sheet

The Data Transfer Import command gives you an easy way to bring selected
fields and records into the worksheet. @BASE also has the ability to bring
summary information into the sheet. The @ BASE Data Crosstab feature is a
powerful summary tool. Let's look at a few examples.

First, we'll produce a sales recap by salesman. Instead of importing detailed
sales data, we'll bring in summary information. Select Data Crosstab Gener-
ate and pick SALESMAN as the primary crosstab key. Next, position the
1-2-3 cell pointer where the summary information should appear and select
AMOUNT as the field to be summed. (For the sake of comparison, we'll put
it next to the data from the previous example.) The name of each salesman and
accompanying sales total is brought into the sheet. Note that DeFoc's transac-
tions, imported in the previous example, add up to the same figure found in the
crosstab table.

G2: REAM

ft B C I E r G N
1

Recno SALESMAN SALE DATE
17 DeFoe 02/15/86
24 DeFoe 01/15/86 155.55
25 DeFoe 02/26/86 155 , 55
29 DeFoe 01/21/86 133 , 56
45 DeFoe 02/25/86 71 , 90

AMOUNT SALESMAN AMOUNT
3 156 , 50 Bryson

DeFoe
541, 73

4 673.06
Ei sens tad 2007 , 42
Foulkes 207 ,13
Harinyton 788 ,16
Peterson 311,13
Sandford 909 ,12
SoloMon 1717, 35
IhoMpson 896 ,18
Uilliahs 654.60

6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
24-$ep-87 10:38 AM

Figure 7

Welcome to @BASE



Learning @BASE8

Now we'll generate a crosstab of sales by salesman and spread the results into
product categories. The following crosstab table is brought into the sheet-.
rw. mu

A i c
2 SALESMAN Cabinet

Bryson
Defoe

5 Eisenstad 155.55
Foulkes

7 Harington 155,55 195,98 400,68 35,95
Peterson

9 Sandford 622,20
10 Solonon 155,55
11 Thomson 155,55
12 UilliaNS 155 , 55 195 , 98 267 , 12 35 , 95

D £ F G H
1

Chiir Desk
293,97 133,56

Lam
35.95

Shelf Tahle
3 78 , 25
4 311 , 10 133 , 56 71 , 90 156 , 50

195 , 98 128 , 88 42 , 75 626 , 00 858 , 26
6 128 , 88 78.25
8 85 , 50 225.63

156 , 50 130 , 42
128 , 88 85 , 50 313 , 00 1034 , 42

171 , 00 234 , 75 334 , 88

Figure 8

Here's yet another useful variation of the crosstab feature. This time we’ll
count the number of individual sales transactions in each sales region and sum-
marize the results according to the value of each sales transaction. Transac-
tions with a value of less than $100 will be counted in the first row of the
crosstab table. Transactions valued at more than $100 but less than $200 will
be counted in the next row, and so forth. Enter the upper bound of each range
into a worksheet column before performing the crosstab. (You can break down
the range variable any way you want.) Select Data Crosstab Range from the
@BASE menu. The following crosstab table is brought into the sheet:

B12: (F2) READY

A B C D F£ G
1
2 AMOU T Central East West

Ti , 0 5 4 8
208 , 0 10 4 12

3 100 5
4
5 300 0 2 1

'100 0 1
7 500.00 2 1 3
8
9
10

Figure 9

Welcome to @BASE



9Learning @BASE

Database @ Functions

When detail or summary information is brought into the worksheet using the
Import or Crosstab commands, no active link is established between the data-
base and the worksheet. If you change the data in the database, any informa-
tion previously brought into the worksheet is not automatically updated.

For automatic updating you can use database @ functions. @BASE comes
with a complete set of these powerful functions to let you establish an active
bi-directional link between the database and the worksheet. For example, the
function -SJol * Os •2 s

su-w -fu Q1 1

@dbcnt("salcs","region=,westm)

goes to disk and counts every sales transaction in the western region and re-
turns the result. (More precisely, it counts all the records in the data table
named "sales” where the value of the field named "region” equals "west”.) Un-
like normal 1-2-3 @ functions, which refer to cells or ranges within a work-
sheet, database @ functions refer to database records on disk.

Here are a few more examples:

@dbsum("sales","amount”,”sale_date>=01/01/86.and.sale_date<02/01/86")

This function goes to disk, scans the "sales” table, and returns the sum of the
"amount" field for transactions booked in January 1986.

©dbmaxC'sales",”'amount",1,,salesrnan=,Pctersonm)

This function scans the same data table and returns the value for the largest sin-
gle sale booked by the salesman whose name is Peterson.

@dbavg("sales,,,',unit_prc,,
,"product=,deskm)

This function returns the average sales price for desks.

Welcome to @BASE



Learning @BASE10

Database @ functions can include cell references, formulas and embedded @db
functions. For example:

@dbavg(Msales,7,unit_prc,7'product=G12M)

This function returns the average sales price for any product whose name is put
in cell G12.

@dbfld(,,sales,7,salesman^@dbfirst(',sales,7,customeÎ B5,,))

Type the name of any customer in cell B5 and this function returns the name
of the salesman who serves that customer. Here's how it works: The embed-
ded @ function returns the record number for the first record which meets the
customer criteria. Then the @dbfld function goes to that record and returns the
value of the salesman field.

With database @ functions you can build a worksheet that presents a detailed
sales recap - by customer, by region, by salesman, etc. Then, next month,

when you want to see up-to-date results, simply load and rccalc the worksheet.
The latest database information is brought in from disk. And you can use
1-2-3's built-in graphics capability to chart the results!

Entering and Editing Data

We've shown how to access a database and bring information into the work-
sheet. Now we’ll show how to enter, edit and update the data itself. There are
several ways to put data into the database:

You can enter and edit data via the browse window.

You can enter and edit data via the edit window.

You can transfer data from the worksheet to the database.

You can use a database @ function which posts a cell value from the
worksheet to a specified record and field in the database.

Welcome to @BASE



11Learning @BASE

Let's take a look at how to edit the database via the browse window. While
browsing, you can move the cursor to any field and type a new value.

Suppose that the sale date for one of the ChartMaster transactions was original-
ly entered as 02/26/86 but should have been entered as 03/04/86. To change
the date, move the cursor to the date field, press [F2], and type the new date.

The new date is immediately posted to the database on disk.

MENU
SALEJA1E: 02/26/86

SALE MIE
02/81/86
03/18/86
01/11/86
02/26/86
02/23/86
01/01/86
01/29/86
02/01/86
01/25/86
03/02/86
01/21/86
02/18/86
03/30/86
02/14/86
01/06/86
03/14/86
02/16/86
01/04/86
03/26/86
03/03/86

Record SALESMAN
1 Eisenstadt West
2 Sandford
3 Solemn
4 Solohon
5 Eisenstadt West
6 Harinyton East
7 Eisenstadt West
8 Bryson
9 Will
18 Thomson
11 WiIlians
12 Harinyton East
13 Eisenstadt West
14 Thompson
15 Solomon
16 Solomon
17 DeFoe
18 Eisenstadt West
19 Sandford
20 Solomon

13-Sep-87 02:01 PM

REGION CUSTOMER
DiCast Corp,

West Capital Tools
Central ChartMaster
Central ChartMaster

Marion Brothers
Franklin School
Fisk Movers

East IoolWorld
lams Central Fellsway Inc,

Central City of Dayton
Central Jamison Co,

Fitch Assoc,
Hamilton Paving

Central Westway Corp,
Central Best Products
Central ChartMaster
West A&B Telefax

DiCast Corp,
West Capital Iools
Central Langford Corp,

PROD CODE
S345&5-21
CA23478-61
1995333-81T995333-81
1995333-81
D345622-71
T994523-81
C567233-41
D345622-71
S345655-21
C567233-41
C567233-41
C567233-41
L444621-11S345655-21
S345655-21
S345655-21S345655-21
S345655-21CA23478-61

Figure 10

Alternatively, you can edit records via the edit window. The edit window lets
you see individual records presented on a full-screen form. Move the cursor to
the field which must be changed, press [F2], and type the new value. Again,
the new date is immediately posted to the database.
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EDIT

SALEJATE: 03/04/86

Record 4 Of 50

Value
Solowon
Central
CliartMaster
02/26/86
1595333-81

Na/ie
SALESMAN
REGION
COSIONES
SALEJAIE
PROD CODE
PRODUCT TaMe

4QUANT
109 ,25UNIT PEC

AMOUNT 437,00

Press ESCAPE to exit
15-Sep-87 85:00 PM

Figure 11

To enter a NEW record into the database, press the [Insert] key while browsing
or while viewing records via the edit window. A blank form will appear on the
screen. Fill in the form and when you're done the new record will be appended
to the database on disk.

EDIT

SALESMAN:

Of 50Record 51
ValueNa«e

SALESMAN
REGION
CUSTOMER
SALEJAIE
PROD CODE
PRODUCT
QUANT
UNIT PRC

Figure 12
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With the Data Transfer Export command you can move a range of data from
the worksheet to the database. (Field names in the worksheet must correspond
with field names in the database.) Simply highlight the fields and records to be
exported and execute the command. The data is appended to the database, or
may be used to overwrite and update existing records.

POINT17! (F2) +G7*H7Enter input range: (15., 17
T G 1 IB IC

1
2
3

SAL^jATE Iffini“5 UflNi UNI
4J 75 iS

' 84/16/86 1994523-81 Table** 4 268!84
4 CUSTOMER
5 Uest«ay Corp,

Langford Corp
Hestnay Corp.6

7
I
18

Figure 13

@BASE also comes with a special function called @dbupd which is used to
move data from the worksheet to the database: Q 37 - VALUE lose POST?P

c/4-1
N 32 * l-or^7* 0.0 of Cc/

J&CCoGci. OJiy —.
@dbupd(,,salesM,,,quant"JS[32,Q37)

In this example, the value found in cell Q37 is posted to the field named
"quant” in the table named "sales" for the record whose number is specified in
cell N32.

Creating a Database Definition

When you build a new database from scratch, you must create a database defini-
tion before you can enter data. For each field in the new database, you must
specify a field name, field type, field length, and number of decimals (for nu-
meric fields.) Simple prompts in @BASE make it easy:

Welcome to @BASE
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m
Character Nuweric Logical Date
Character string

Length DecimalsTypeNawe
COMPANY

Figure 14

Once you have defined a database and entered data you can still make changes -
the database definition can be modified at any time. Add fields, delete fields,
change field names, change field types, lengthen or shorten fields. Your exist-
ing data is automatically converted to comply with the modified definition.

Translat ing a 1 -2-3 Database

@BASE lets you translate an on-sheet database originally created in 1-2-3 to a
dBASE-compatible data file. The conversion process is very simple. Start by
selecting a data range in the worksheet. (To simplify the example, we'll use a
very small data range.)

POINT !Fiz: ( D4) [Will 31678
Enter database range ! B2..F12

UI MBTC « :arasi i
tf --' Jt HF - GEC ' D8

1 * ElIS
Ruilton Susan $12, 500 ftdwin 11/13/84
Deuer Fred $31888 Sales 11/14/84
Chung Tailor $28, 900 Engin 09/08/83
Florence Bill $16!508 Admin B/85/85
Ttoupson Gus $28 , 808 fldmn 82/13/86

$19, 500 Sales 09/23/86

3
4
6 Coe
7
8
18
1! RobertaCrane
13

1
17

20
15-Sep-87 05 : 00 PH

Figure 15
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As soon as you execute the Translate command, @BASE automatically creates
a database definition which corresponds with the data range in the worksheet.
You can accept the definition or make changes as you see fit.

DecisisNine
LASTNAHE
FIRSTNfiME Char

0NumericSALARY
CharDEPT

START Date

Figure 16

Upon completion of the definition, the worksheet data is automatically trans-
ferred to the newly created database on disk. You can use the Browse window
to examine the new database:

HEW
File: EMPLOY
Record LASINAME FIRSTNAME

Janet
Theodore

SALARY DEPT START
23000 Sales 11/12/86
18500 Sales 02/01/86
22750 Adnin 05/31/83
38000 Ensin 01/21/87
12500 AdHin 11/13/84
31000 Sales 11/14/84
28900 Entfin 09/08/83
16500 Admin 03/05/35
28000 Admin 02/13/36
19500 Sales 09/23/86

1 Horvath
2 Johnson
3 Peters
4 Coe
5 Hamilton
6 Dewer
7 Chuny
8 Florence
9 Thompson

10 Crane

Fran
Michael
Susan
Fred
Tailor
Bill
Gus
Roberta

Figure 17
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Maintaining a database

@BASE is a full-feature database manager. It does more than provide a bridge
to dBASE III — It gives you the tools you need to build and maintain a data-
base application from scratch. You don't need dBASE.

Here are some of the features provided to help you maintain a database application:

Sort database file (multi-level, ascending/descending)
Mark records for deletion

Pack database (delete marked records)
Global search and replace on any field

Modify database definition
Convert data to comply with new definition

Extract database definition from open file
Copy records from one file and append to another

The Optional Index Module

An optional Index Module is available for @BASE which extends the product's
ability to manage large relational database applications. Some relational capa-
bilities are provided in the base product - multiple data tables may be open at

the same time and may be accessed concurrently with database @ functions.

The Index Module lets you go one step further. It provides indexing capability
and support for dBASE NDX files. It gives you the ability to "join" data
tables on common indexed fields and it lets you define calculated ("virtual")
fields.

The Index Module provides extra-fast data retrieval by allowing you to organize
tables around one or more "key" fields called indexes. Once a table has been
indexed, @BASE builds a separate index table that contains only the key field
for each record, along with a pointer that tells the program where the complete
record is located.

Because of their smaller size and organization, index tables can be searched
much more quickly than normal database tables. When you use indexes you
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can locate any record fast, no matter how many records are stored in your data-
base! And indexes give you the ability to instantly reorder a data table without
physically sorting the records in the table.

The "join” feature lets you combine several logically related tables to build a
single large "virtual" table. Suppose that data which pertains to order process-
ing is contained in two related tables. One table contains detailed information
about each customer while the other table contains sales transaction informa-
tion. The tables are joined on a field which is common to both tables. When
joined, data in one table can be retrieved based on data found in the other table.

Limitations of @BASE

@BASE competes with dedicated stand-alone database programs that typically
require lots of memory to operate. @BASE stacks up very well, yet, it
consumes less than 80KB of memory. How is this possible? What are the
trade-offs?

We've achieved good performance and efficiency by optimizing @BASE for the
1-2-3 environment. In general, we've tried not to reproduce functions in
@BASE which are already performed by the 1-2-3 program. We let 1-2-3 do
some of the work.

For example, we do not provide a special database programming language. In-
stead, we support 1-2-3’s macro language. You can use ordinary 1-2-3 macros
to drive @BASE applications.

Some stand-alone database programs allow the user to create free-style input
forms that look like a printed source document. @BASE offers several con-
venient modes for data input, but no free-style forms capability. Instead, we
ask users who want free-style forms to build them within a 1-2-3 worksheet.
Likewise, we rely on 1-2-3 to provide validation for data input and printing
capability. Examples are provided in this handbook which illustrate how 1-2-3
can perform these functions.

If you have never used a database program before, you may be surprised to
discover that it often takes time to generate a summary report before the report
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can be displayed on the screen or printed on paper. Here’s why: When you ask
a database program to accumulate totals on selected fields it must go to disk
and look at every record before it can produce the result. Since the access speed

for your disk drive is much slower than the access lime for RAM, database
number crunching is slower than spreadsheet number crunching.

Every time a database @ function is evaluated, @BASE makes a pass through

the entire database. If you were to run a benchmark test on a standard IBM PC
AT running at 6Mhz, it would take approximately nine seconds to evaluate the
function

@dbcnt(Mcustomcr'V,state=,CAn')

against a database with 1,000 records. If a 1-2-3 worksheet contains many da-
tabase @ functions, and if the database contains thousands of records, the work-
sheet will take a long time to recalculate. (It is a good practice to use manual
recalculation or a macro "let" command when database @ functions are used.)

@BASE performs well against stand-alone database programs. In fact, for cer-
tain kinds of database activities @BASE is much faster. @BASE sorts records
more than twice as fast as dBASE III Plus, and @BASE can pack a database
file nearly four times faster than dBASE.
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Howto use @BASE

If you use dBASE III: If you use 1-2-3's database
features:

If you are a first-time
database user:

With @BASE you can take an
on-sheet database originally
created in 1-2-3 and transform it
into a much more flexible disk-
based database. All your
records are moved to disk in one
simple operation.

All your dBASE files are fully
accessible to @BASE. No
conversion is required.

Lotus-like menus make
@BASE very easy to learn.
You can build a simple
database like an address file, or
a complete transaction
processing system with
relational capabilities. You
have room to grow. And
dBASE III file compatibility
ensures that any database
created with @BASE conforms
to industry standards.

With @BASE, you can use
1-2-3 as a powerful "front-end”
to any dBASE database. Import
selected records into your
worksheet, or use database
@ functions to perform
sophisticated database analysis
and reporting.

@BASE has a special file-lock
feature. With file-lock turned
ON, the @BASE program can
read database files but cannot
write to them. You can use this
feature to ensure that data is not
accidentally altered by novice
users who are given @BASE to
use as a front-end to dBASE
applications.
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@BASE Menu Structure

File Data Criteria Settings Quit

1T I T
Deleted Case File-lock Save Quit

I i i i
Prompt Edit Save Retrieve Cancel

i i ii l l
Browse Edit Replace Crosstab Sort Transfer Delete

i II
Pack ZapMark Unmark

St? ;.vt- .'::v

T T I
Copy Import Export Label-import

T
Generate Exact Range

I T I
Open Close Define Modify Extract Translate Field-rename Status

Figure 18
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Features and Specifications

Here is a somewhat terse description of @BASE features and specifications. You may not understand
some of the terms and concepts presented here. Full explanations are provided elsewhere in this hand-
book.

Key: U = Unlimited (Subject to DOS limitations) YES = Capability provided by @BASE
1-2-3 = Capability provided using 1-2-3 macros

Table 1

PROGRAM CAPACITY VIEWING/BROWSING DATA

Maximum fields per record
Maximum characters per record
Maximum characters per field
Maximum table size on disk
Maximum records per table
Maximum tables per database
Maximum tables open at one time
KB RAM required to operate

128 View records one at a time
Browse showing screenful of

records per page
View/Browse selected records only
Enter/edit while browsing
Start viewing/browsing at first record
Display next record
Display previous record
Skip to last record
Skip to first record
Skip to any specified record

YES
4000
254 YES
32MB YES
U YES
U YES
U YES
76k + 8k
per open
table

YES
YES
YES
YES

DATA TYPES DATA ENTRY/EDITING

Character fields
Numeric fields
Date fields
Logical fields
Memo fields
Decimal Accuracy
Maximum characters per field name

YES Fill in simple form on screen
Automatic field carry-forward
Edit/correct data during entry
Enter data while in browse mode
Edit/correct data while in browse mode
Enter data into worksheet then transfer
Use free-style input forms

Auto-increment fields
Required input
Constant default values
Automatic system date
Validate input

YES
YES YES
YES YES
YES YES
NO* YES
10 YES
10 1-2-3

1-2-3
1-2-3
1-2-3@BASE can use dBASE files containing memo

fields, but the memo fields cannot be accessed
or updated by @BASE.

1-2-3
1-2-3
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SELECTION CRITERIA FUNCTIONSRECORD SELECTION
YESUPPER converts string to upper case

LOWER converts string to lower case
LTRIM
RTRIM
TRIM
SUBSTR extracts substring from string
RIGHT
LEFT

Selection based on equality (For example,
select records where ZIP=94301)

Selection based on inequality (<>)
(example:STATUSoRETIRED)

Selection based on <, >, <= or >=

(example: QUANTITY<=120)
Calculation performed in selection expres-

sion (example: QUANTITY*2<=120)
Selection using wild cards

(example: ZIP=94*)
Selection using AND (example:

STATE=CA.AND.QUANTITY>10)
Selection using OR
Multiple selection criteria in

single expression
Case sensitive selection
Case insensitive selection

YESYES
YESremoves leading blanks

removes trailing blanks
same as RTRIM

YESYES
YES
YES

extracts rightmost N characters YES
extracts leftmost N characters YES
returns integer portion of number YES
returns length of string

MONTH returns month number from date YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
INT

YESYES LEN

returns day number from date
returns year number from date
converts MM/DD/YY to date
converts date to string
rounds number to N decimals
converts number to string
converts string to number

RECNO returns current record number

YES DAY
YES YEAR

CTOD
DTOC
ROUND

YES
YES
YES STR

VAL

DATABASE @ FUNCTIONS
(Key: tn=tablename fn=fieldname sc=selection criteria)

Returns count of all records
Returns count of selected records
Returns sum of numeric field
Returns average of numeric field
Returns maximum of numeric field
Returns minimum of numeric field
Returns value of any field
Returns TRUE if field has no value
Returns TRUE if rec passes select criteria
Returns TRUE if rec is marked for deletion
Returns TRUE if record is active

(i.e. rec is selected and not marked for deletion)
Returns rec# of first record passing

selection criteria
Returns rec# of next record passing

selection criteria
Updates record on disk with new field value
Opens .DBF file and defines as data table
Closes data table and associated .DBF file
Returns field name (n=field number)
Returns amount of memory available

@dbrecs(tn)
@dbcnt(tn,sc)
@dbsum(tn,fn,sc)
@dbavg(tn,fn,sc)
@dbmax(tn,fn,sc)
@dbmin(tn,fn,sc)
@dbfld(tn,fn,rec#)
@dbisna(tn,fn,rec#)
@dbissel(tn,rec#,sc)
@dbisdel(tn,rec#)

@dbisact(tn,rec#,sc)

(a>dbfirst(tn,sc)

@dbnext (tn,sc)
@dbupd(tn,fn,rec#,fldvalue)
@dbopen(filename,tn)
@dbclose(tn)
@dbfn(tn,n)
@memory(0)
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DATA/FILE TRANSFERSORTING

Transfer records
from database to spreadsheet
from spreadsheet to database

Read/write dBASE III and III Plus DBF files YES
1-2-3

YESSimple sort
Multiple level sorts (sort within sort)
Maximum levels sorted at same time
Ascending and descending sorts
Simultaneous ascending/descending sorts YES

YESYES
YES128

YES
Read/write ASCII files

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURESDATABASE MAINTENANCE

YESDisplay database status
Automatic generation of

crosstab summaries
Multi-dimensional crosstabs
Crosstabs on numerical ranges
Accepts control/input from 1-2-3 macro’s
Print columnar reports
Print forms and/or form letters
Print mailing labels
File-lock option for read-only access
Works with SeeMORE from Personics
Works with SmartNotes from Personics
Works with HAL

from Lotus Development Corp

Create new database definition
Extract database definition

from open DBF file
from 1-2-3 worksheet

Optionally, copy records to extracted file
Mark/Unmark individual records
Mark/Unmark selected records
Ignore marked records
Pack database (delete all marked records)
Zap database (delete all records)
Copy records from one file and

append to another
Global search and replace for any field

YES

YESYES
YESYES
YESYES
YESYES
1-2-3
1-2-3

YES
YES
YES 1-2-3
YES YES

YES
YES YES
YES

YES

INDEXING/RELATIONAL FEATURES
(With optional Indexing Module)MODIFYING DATA TABLE DEFINITIONS

Add new fields
Delete fields
Change field type
Change field length
Change field name
Automatic data conversion

YES Compatible with dBASE NDX file format
Open index
Close index
Define index
Modify index
Rebuild index
Automatic reindexing when

records added/deleted
Multi-field indexes
Join tables on common field
Calculated fields
Maximum tables in concurrent use
Maximum indexes per table
Maximum fields per index

YES
YES YES
YES YES
YES YES
YES YES
YES YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
U
U
U
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Getting Started

This chapter describes how to set up and run @BASE. It's easy.

@BASE is loaded into memory and linked with 1-2-3. The loading and linking
process is managed by a special program called the Add-in Manager, found on
the @BASE distribution diskette.

In the pages that follow you will learn:

How to use the INSTALL program to install @BASE and the Add-in
Manager on your fixed disk or floppy disk

How to use the Add-in Manager to load and link @ BASE with 1-2-3

How to invoke @BASE

U How to unlink @BASE and reclaim memory

Before installing @BASE, make sure you have a CONFIG.SYS file in the root
directory or on your boot-up diskette. The CONFIG.SYS file should include
the statements, "FILES=20n and "BUFFERS=50". Consult the @BASE
README file for more details.

What's on your disk?

The @BASE distribution diskette contains a collection of files:

ADN_MGR.DRV
ADD_MGR.EXE
DEL MGR.EXE

INSTALL.BAT
INSTALL1.BAT
P_ASK.COM
P_FIND.EXE
P M5G1.TXT@BASE.ADN

@BASEFUN.ADN
@BASE.TXT README

EXAMPLES <DIR>
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ADN_MGR.DRV is the Add-in Manager program. It loads and links @BASE
with 1-2-3.
ADD_MGR.EXE is the program that lets you update the 1-2-3 driver set to
include ADN MGR.DRV.

DEL_MGR.EXE is the program that lets you update the 1-2-3 driver set to
remove ADN MGR.DRV.

@BASE.ADN is the @BASE program itself.

@BASEFUN.ADN is a companion program for @BASE that provides special
database @ functions.

@BASE.TXT is a file that contains text messages for @BASE.

The EXAMPLES subdirectory contains database and worksheet files used in
the tutorials.

INSTALL.BAT, INSTALL1.BAT, P_ASK.COM, P_FIND.EXE, and
P_MSG1.TXT are all used to install @BASE onto your system.

README is a text file that contains up-to-date technical information and
revisions to this handbook.

Reviewing the README file

To review the readme file:

Start at the DOS prompt, A>

Insert the @BASE distribution diskette in the A: drive

Type: TYPE README [Ret]

The README file will scroll onto your screen.

Press [Ctrl]-[s] to halt scrolling

Press the space bar to continue scrolling
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To print the readme file

Start at the DOS prompt, A>

Type: COPY README PRN [Ret]

Setup Instructions For Fixed Disk Systems

If you run 1-2-3 from a fixed disk, you should log on to your 1-2-3 directory
and then run the @BASE install program.

Start at the DOS prompt, C>

Type: CD\123 [Ret] (Use the name of your 1-2-3 directory.)

Insert the @BASE distribution diskette in the A: drive

Type: A: INSTALL 123. SET [Ret]

Technical Note:
If you use a driver set other than 123.SET, you must use A:INSTALL drivername.SET
in place of the command in our example. If you subsequently modify the driver set with
the Lotus Install program (not the @BASE INSTALL program) you must reinstall
@BASE by repeating the steps above.

Finally, copy all of the files in the EXAMPLES subdirectory on the @BASE
distribution disk into the 1-2-3 default directory. (The default directory is
where your .WK1 files are stored. In the example below, our default directory
is named WORK. If you don’t remember the name of your default directory,

you can run 1-2-3 and type /FD to find out.)

Type: CD\WORK [Ret] (Be sure to use your actual default directory
name.)

Confirm that the @BASE diskette is still in the A: drive

Type: COPY A: \ EXAMPLES \*.* [Ret]
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That's all there is to it. @BASE is now installed on your system and ready to
be combined with 1-2-3.

Setup Instructions for Dual Floppy Systems

If you run 1-2-3 on a dual floppy system, you must first prepare your 1-2-3
System disk to run @BASE.

The following disks are needed to prepare your System disk:

@BASE distribution disk

1-2-3 System disk (Version 2.0 or later.)

1-2-3 Printgraph disk (Must be from same version of 1-2-3 as System
disk)

A blank formatted disk

If your
computer
has a fixed
disk, ignore
this section
and skip to
Page 30.

The @ BASE install program will copy several files onto your System disk.
You must first remove the 123.HLP file from the 1-2-3 System disk to make
room for these files. Use a blank formatted disk to backup the 123.HLP file.
(If your floppy capacity is greater than 360K, you do not need to remove the
123.HLP file.)

Place your 1-2-3 System disk in drive A:

Place the blank formatted disk in drive B:

Start at the DOS prompt A>

Type: COPY 123 . HLP B : [Ret]

Before deleting the 123.HLP file from the System disk, you must tell 1-2-3
that the help file will no longer be available.
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Start at the DOS prompt, A>

Start 1-2-3 as usual. (Typically, type: 123 [Ret])

Select / Worksheet Global Default Other Help

Select Removable (This tells 1-2-3 that the 123.HLP file will not be
found on the System disk.)

Select Update to update the 123.CFG file

Select / Quit Yes to exit 1-2-3 and return to DOS

Delete 123.HLP from the 1-2-3 System disk.

Type: DEL 123.HLP [Ret]

Now you are ready to install (5> BASE on your System disk.
£

Remove the backup disk from drive B:

Remove the 1-2-3 System disk from drive A: and place it in drive B:

Place the @BASE distribution disk in drive A:

Type: B: [Ret]

Type: A:INSTALL 123.SET [Ret]

Technical Note:
If you use a driver set other than 123.SET, you must use A:INSTALL drivername.SET in
place of the command in our example. If you subsequently modify the driver set with the
Lotus Install program (not the @BASE INSTALL program) you must reinstall @BASE
by repeating the steps above.
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Next, copy all of the files in the EXAMPLES subdirectory on the @BASE
distribution disk onto a data disk.

Place a data disk in drive B:

Type: COPY A:\EXAMPLES\* .* [Ret]

Remove the 1-2-3 disk from drive A: and replace it with the 1-2-3 System
disk.

Type: A: [Ret]

@BASE and the Add-in Manager are now installed on your 1-2-3 System disk.
You're ready to move on.

Using the Add-in Manager

Now that you have installed the Add-in Manager, it can be used at any time
during a 1-2-3 session. Let's take a look.

Type the command you use to begin a 1-2-3 session if you have not
already done so (Typically, 123 [Ret])

After 1-2-3 has loaded, press [Alt]-[F10] to call the Add-in Manager

The Add-in Manager menu should appear:

iiiA 1
Attach Detach Invoke Clear Setup Quit
Attach an add- in

A B C D E F G1
l
4
5
S
7

Figure 19
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You can use the Attach and Detach commands to manually load and unload
@BASE at any time while you are using 1-2-3. Alternatively, you can config-
ure the Add-in Manager to load @BASE automatically every time you begin a
1-2-3 session.

Manually Attaching @BASE

To load @BASE and link it to 1-2-3

Select Attach from the Add-in Manager menu

A list of Add-in files will appear in the control panel.

Select the add-in called @BASE.ADN from the file menu

This is the main @BASE program file. The @BASE add-in can be attached to
an [Alt]-function key combination. You must attach the @ BASE program to
a function key if you wish to call it up at any time during the 1-2-3 session.
If you do not attach @BASE to a function key, you will have to go through
the Add-in Manager menu each time you wish to invoke @BASE. 1-2-3 lists
all of the available function keys in the file menu:

(Ti
No-Key 7 8 9
Do not assign add-in to a key conbination

8 B C P £ F G H1
2
3
4

Figure 20

Choose a function key from the menu. We suggest [F8], as that is the
key we use in our lessons.

The @BASE program will be loaded into memory and a copyright message
will appear on the screen.

Choose Attach again from the Add-in Manager menu, and select the
add-in called @BASEFUN.ADN
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This is the file that contains the special @db functions associated with
@BASE. This add-in is not attached to a function key.

Press [Esc] to clear the Add-in Manager menu

Now that you have attached @BASE using the Add-in Manager, it can be

accessed at any time during the current 1-2-3 session by pressing [Alt]-[F8].
You can detach (5) BASE by using the Detach command from the Add-in
Manager menu.

Attaching @BASEas an Auto-load Application

If you prefer, @BASE may be loaded automatically each lime you enter 1-2-3.
Follow these steps to set up @BASE as an auto-load application:

Invoke the Add-in Manager menu by pressing fAlt]-[F10]

Select Setup from the Add-in Manager menu

f Al HEW
Set Cancel Update Quit
Select an add- in to automatically attach, and attach it

Keyftuto- Inyoke :
Auto- Invoke :
Auto- Invoke :
Auto- Invoke :
Auto- Invoke :
Auto- Invoke :
Auto- Invoke:
Auto- Invoke :

1 Key2 Key3 : Key :4: Key5 Key :6 : Key :7 Key :8
Add- in Manager Release 1 , 1

26-0ct-87 62 : 53 PM

Figure 21
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Select Set from the Setup Menu

Up to eight add-ins can be set to auto-load. If you already have other auto-load
add-ins attached, choose the next available auto-load number.

Select an auto-load number (1 - 8)

A list of the available add-in applications will appear in the file menu.

Select @BASE.ADN

Now you may select a key that will be used to invoke @ BASE.

Choose a function key from the menu. (We suggest [Alt!-[E8].)

At this point, @BASE is loaded into memory and a copyright message appears
on the screen. If you have already manually loaded @BASE, and attached it to
a function key in this 1-2-3 session, the copyright message will not appear.

Select No or Yes to auto-invoke the add-in. (We suggest No)

If you choose Yes, @BASE will be automatically invoked each time you enter
1-2-3. If you choose No, @BASE will not be invoked until you press the
[Alt]-[function key] combination.

Now set the @db functions to auto-load.

Select Set again from the Setup Menu.

Select an auto-load number which has not been assigned to another
add-in (1-8)

The available add-in applications appear in the file menu.

Select the application called @BASEFUN.ADN

The @BASEFUN.ADN add-in is loaded into memory and inserted as an auto-
load application at the number you chose. Notice that the Auto-invoke choice
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for this add-in defaults to No and the key choice defaults to a blank. This is be

cause the @BASEFLJN.ADN program is called automatically when an @db
function is entered in a worksheet cell.

Select Update from the Setup menu to save the current auto-load
configuration

Press [Esc] twice to clear the Setup menu and the Add-in Manager menu

Now, @Base will be loaded automatically each lime you enter 1-2-3, and it can
be invoked by pressing [Alt]-[F8].

Invoking @BASE During a 1-2-3 Session

After you have loaded @BASE either automatically or manually with the

Add-in Manager, you can invoke @BASE at any time as long as the 1-2-3
control panel is empty. Just press the [Alt]-[function key] combination that
you assigned during the attach procedure.

If you did not attach @BASE to a function key, you can invoke the add-in
through the Add-in Manager menu. First, invoke the Add-in Manager by
pressing [Alt]-[FI0]. Next, choose Invoke from the Add-in Manager menu.
Finally, select the add-in called @BASE.ADN from the file menu. This in-
vokes @BASE and brings you to the main @BASE menu.

The @BASE menus behave the same as 1-2-3 menus. To leave the @BASE
menu choose Quit or [Esc].
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Detaching @BASE from a 1-2-3 Session

The main @BASE program file, @BASE.ADN, takes up about 68 K bytes of
RAM memory. Even though this is a small portion of the available memory
in most PC's, you may wish to remove @BASE from memory during a 1-2-3
session. If this is the case, you can easily detach @BASE by using the Add-in
Manager.

Invoke the Add-in Manager by pressing [Alt]-[FI0]

Select Detach from the Add-in Manager menu. All the loaded add-ins
appear in the file menu

Choose the add-in called @BASE.ADN

Note:
You can only detach the @BASE.ADN add-in. The accompanying add-in file,
@BASEFUN.ADN, occupies about 9 K bytes of RAM and cannot be removed from
memory during a 1-2-3 session.

If you have @BASE configured as an auto-load application, this procedure only
removes @BASE from memory during the current 1-2-3 session. The next
time you enter 1-2-3, @BASE is loaded into memory again.

Canceling Auto-load

You may want to use 1-2-3 without loading @BASE every time you enter a
1-2-3 session. If you have already set up @BASE as an auto-load application,
you must use the Add-in Manager to remove the auto-load status and update the
ADN.CFG configuration file.

Follow these steps to remove @BASE's auto-load status if you have already
set up @BASE as an auto-load application:

Invoke the Add-in Manager by pressing [Alt]-[F10]
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Select Setup from the Add-in Manager menu

Select Cancel from the Setup menu

This choice lists the add-in numbers ( 1 - 8),and prompts you to choose an

add-in application to cancel and unload. In our example @BASE is at autoload
number 1 and @BASEFUN is at auto-load number 2.

MENUHi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Select add-in to cancel

Key: Hlt-F8ftuto-Inuoke: No
Auto-Invoke! No
Auto-Invoke ;
Auto-lnvoke!
Auto-Invoke:
Auto-Invoke:Auto-Invoke:
Auto-Invoke:

1: PEASE
2: PBASEFUN Key

Key:3 Key:4: Key5 Key ;6 Key7: Key:
Add-in Manager Release 1,1

26-0ct-87 02:53 PH

Figure 22

Select the auto-load number associated with @BASE

@BASE is removed from the list of auto-load add-ins and unloaded from mem-

ory. Next, remove @BASEFUN from the list.

Select Cancel from the Setup menu

Select the auto-load number associated with @BASEFUN
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A message indicating that the @ function application can not be detached
appears at the bottom of the screen. This means that the memory taken up by
the @BASEFUN.ADN add-in can not be released until you quit 1-2-3, but the
add-in can be removed from the list of auto-load applications. Press [Esc] to
erase this message from the screen. The @BASEFUN.ADN add-in is then
removed from the list of auto-load applications.

Select Update from the setup menu to record this change in the add-in
configuration file ADN.CFG

The next time you start up 1-2-3, @BASE.ADN and @BASEFUN.ADN will
not be automatically loaded into memory.

Troubleshooting

If you are unable to install or invoke the Add-in Manager, it may be due to one
of the following error conditions:

Allocate Write Failed

When the @BASE install program updates your 1-2-3 driver set to include the
Add-in Manager, a file is created called -TEMP-.DLB. This file requires ap-
proximately 60K on the 1-2-3 System disk. If there is not enough free space
on your disk, the above error message will result. You need to free 60K on
your 1-2-3 System disk and then re-install @BASE.

Press [Esc] to exit the @BASE installation program

Type: DEL A:--TEMP—.DLB [Ret]
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Type: DIR [Ret]

At the bottom of the directory listing you will see a display of the number of

bytes free. If this number is not at least 60000 you will need to remove some
files from your 1 -2-3 System disk. Do NOT remove 123.CMP, 123.SET,

123.COM, 123.EXE, or LOTUS.COM. You may remove (he 123.HLP file
from the disk, if presently following the instructions on page 28. If you are
not sure which files to remove, call Personics Technical Support at (617) 897-

1519.

Once you have created sufficient space on the disk, you can re-start the installa-

tion process.

Invalid. .DYN file

The 123.DYN file, found on your 1-2-3 PrintGraph disk, is used by the Add-in
Manager to link @BASE (or any Add-in application) to 1-2-3. If you have a
123.DYN file from a different version of 1-2-3 than the version that you are
running, the above error message will result.

If the file sizes for your version of 1-2-3 do not match those below you will
need to locate your PrintGraph disk from the version of 1-2-3 that you are run-
ning and copy the 123.DYN file onto your 1-2-3 System disk or into the direc-
tory on your hard disk where you run 1-2-3.

For 1-2-3 Version 2.00 with 123.CMP = 133848 bytes you need
123.DYN = 10913 bytes.

For 1-2-3 Version 2.01 with 123.CMP- 135142 bytes you need
123.DYN = 11157 bytes.
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Can not open driver set file

There are a number of situations that might cause this error message to appear:

1. The driver set file, typically 123.SET, must be present on your 1-2-3
System disk or in your 1-2-3 subdirectory when the Add-in Manager is
installed. If you are running version 1A of 1-2-3, you will not have a
driver set file.@BASE works only with version 2.0 or later of 1-2-3.

2. Check to see that you are in your 1-2-3 subdirectory when you run the
@BASE install program and that the 123.SET file is present.

3. Be sure that there is not an error in typing A:INSTALL 123.SET
when you run the @BASE install program.
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Lesson 1
Exploring an Existing Database

In this lesson, you will learn how to enter @ BASE, view and organize data in
an existing database, and use criteria to select specified records.

Before you continue with Lesson 1, be sure you have read the Getting Started
section and properly installed @BASE on your computer's hard disk or on a
diskette. Throughout these lessons we assume that you have set the Add-in
Manager to load @BASE automatically when you load 1-2-3, and to invoke
@BASE with [Alt]-[F8].

To Start @BASE

Start 1-2-3 as usual. (Typically, type: 123 [Ret])

The @BASE copyright message will appear after the 1-2-3 log-on message.
If the message does not appear, it means that you have not properly installed
@BASE. Refer to the Getting Started section if this happens.

Press [Alt]-[ F8] to invoke @BASE

The [Alt]-[F8] key combination invokes @BASE and displays the @BASE
main menu. You can invoke @BASE at any time during a 1-2-3 session as
long as no other menu is present in the control panel.

Opening a File for Processing

Before you can use @BASE commands with your database file, you must open
the file for processing. Once a file is opened, it remains active for the remain-

der of the 1-2-3 session or until the file is closed.

Select File
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Select Open

This brings up a list of .DBF database files located in the 1-2-3 default
directory. For this lesson, we will use the EMPLOYEE.DBF file that was
copied from the distribution diskette.

Move the pointer to EMPLOYEE . DBF and press [RctJ

@BASE prompts you to enter an alias for the file.

Definition:
Alias. An alias is an internal name that @BASE uses to distinguish between differ-
ent open database files. @BASE can have a number of files open at once. Each time
you open a database file, you indicate the alias to use with that file. The file name is
the default alias, but you can assign a different alias whenever you open the file. The
alias can be up to 12 characters long and can consist of alphanumeric characters and the
underscore character.

Use the default alias, EMPLOYEE.

Press [RetJ to accept the alias

Browsing Data in an Existing Database

When you have stored many records on a computer you need an easy way to
look at the data. @BASE lets you view your database quickly and easily using
the Data Browse command.

Select Data from the @BASE menu

Select Browse

@BASE prompts you for the alias of the file. EMPLOYEE is highlighted in
the file menu because it is the only open database file at this time.

Press [Ret] to select the EMPLOYEE database file
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Now you are asked to choose the fields to display. Let's say you want to look
at only the fields associated with name and address.

Choose Select

A field selection screen is displayed which lists all of the fields in your database

file.
HEM

Na«e SB Length Decinals
FIRSTHAHE
LflSTNAME Char 12
STREET Char 18cm Char 15
STATE Char 2
ZIP Char 5
EHPL01NUH Nimeric 6 0
SEX Char 1

Char 18DEPImm Numeric 10 2

Press ENTER to select field, ESCAPE to exit
97-0ct-87 03131 PH

Figure 23

You want to select the fields pertaining to name and address. The fields will be
displayed in the order that they have been selected, so start by selecting the
FIRSTNAME field.

Press [Ret]

The "selected" marker next to the FIRSTNAME field indicates that the field
has been chosen for the browse table.

Now select LASTNAME, STREET, CITY, STATE and ZIP (in
that order)

Press [Esc] to view the browse table
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MENU
File : EMPLOYEE

Secori flKMK1 Stephen
2 Dennis
3 Nor«an
4 Arnold
5 Willi an
6 toy Beth
7 Robert
8 Eugene
9 Doug

10 Williah
11 Undrew
12 Francis
13 Howard
14 Abe
15 Don
16 David
17 Kelly
18 Joshua
19 Gwen
20 Oliver

07-Oct-87 83: 31 PM

MlGIBmmi mm
McPherson
Bender
(/ngerwann
Finniey
Dal eg
Stancouicz
Tracy
Bradford
Killians
Connelg

Lavoie
Loniere
Carver
Craig
Banning
Rosenberg
Fallon
Davies
Davies

410 Market St
624 Holiday Hill
1615 Del Terrace
207 (Inglewood M Littleton
5 Pixwell Blvd
91 EelMont Dr
23 Mountain Oiew Maynard
838 Centre Park Rd Brookline
9 Lawrence St Burlington
243 Washington St Janaica Plain

Fitchburg
Burlington

472 North Uincent Revere
101 Mayflower St Sudbury
1899 Abilene St Burlington
100 Catherine five Burlington
31 Belvedere Dr
160th Ct H
22 Punta Del Este Sudbury
8 George Dr

Boston
Burlington
Concord

MA
(Aw

lift
Lexington
Maynard

MA
1ft
MA
MA
MA
MA

44 South Park St
PQ Box 1752

MABass
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

Fitchburg
Sudbury

MA
MA
MA
MAHestboro

Figure 24

You can use the paging keys to scroll through the browse table. Use the [Tab]
and [Shifi]-[Tab] keys or the [Ctrl] key in conjunction with the RIGHT and
LEFT arrow keys to scroll the browse table from side to side. The complete
list of the browse table movement keys is given in Table 3.

Key Function

[PgDn]
[PgUp]
[Home]

[End]
[Ctrl]-RIGHT or [Tab]
[Ctrl]-LEFT or [shift]-[Tab]

DOWN arrow
UP arrow

RIGHT arrow

LEFT arrow

Scrolls down by one page
Scrolls up by one page
Goes to the top of the browse table

Goes to the bottom of the browse table
Scrolls right one page
Scrolls left by one page

Moves the pointer to the same field in the next record
Moves the pointer to the same field in the previous record
Moves the pointer to the right by one field

Moves the pointer to the left by one field
Goes to a specified record number[F5]

Tabic 3
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The GOTO key, [F5], provides the ability to skip to any record by using its

record number. For example, suppose you want to display the records starting

from record number 18. All you have to do is press [ F5] and indicate the

record number.@BASE does the rest.

Press [F5]

@BASE prompts for the record number in the control panel.

Type: 18 [Ret]

This function is especially useful for locating records when you are dealing

with a large file.

Use the [Esc] key to return to the @BASE menu when you are done

viewing the browse table

Viewing Records One at a Time

Another method of viewing records is to use Data Edit. Data Edit displays
one record at a time and always displays all the fields in each record. Data edit
may also be used to edit records, but right now, you will just view records.

Select Data from the @BASE menu

Select Edit

Select EMPLOYEE

Your screen should look like Figure 25. Page through the records one at a
time with the [PgDn ] and [PgUp] keys. The arrow keys move the pointer
between fields within a record. The [Home] and TEnd] keys skip directly to the
top and bottom of the file.
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KffflB
File: EMPLOYEE

Record 1 Of 50

MM Value
Stephen
McPherson
410 Market St
Boston

LttlME
STREET
CITY
STATE MR

02115ZIP
364120EMPLOYNUM

SEX M
DEPT Data Processing

25800.00SALARY

Press ESCAPE to exit
07-Oct-87 03132 PM

Figure 25

As in the Data Browse, you can use the [F5] key to skip to any record.

Press [F5]

Type: 25 [Ret]

Use the [Esc] key to return to the @BASE menu when you have finished view-
ing records.

Selecting Records Using Criteria

Sometimes you only want to work with certain records in a file. To choose
only the records you want, you can specify criteria conditions for the file.
Only those records that match the conditions will be processed.

Let's say we only want to work with personnel records for people in the data
processing department. The field DEPT in the EMPLOYEE database tells us
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which department each person works in. Therefore, we can build the criteria
string DEPT='Data Processing’ to select only the records we want.

Note: —“

If you make a mistake at any time during this session you can press [Esc] to backup one
step and try again.

Select Criteria from the @ BASE menu

Select Prompt

Select EMPLOYEE

We must now choose the field to be examined from the record selection screen.

Move the pointer to DEPT and Press [Ret]

Select = (Equal) from the list of logical operators

The control panel now displays:

EDI!All
DEPT:
Enter value :

Figure 26

Enter the comparison value, Data Processing. It is important to type the
comparison value accurately. Do not enclose the comparison value in quotes.
@BASE insens the quotes for you.

Type: Data Processing [Ret]

Select Quit to end the criteria string
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Browsing Selected Records

When a criteria has been set, @BASE operations such as Data Browse will

use only those records that pass the criteria. Let’s browse through the
EMPLOYEE database to see how the criteria changes what we see.

Select Data Browse from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE

You now choose whether to display all fields or only selected fields. Let's
look at EMPLOYNUM, FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME and DEPT.

Choose Select

Select EMPLOYNUM, FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME, and DEPT in that
order.

Press [Esc] to view the browse table

MENU
Criteria: DEPT='Data ProcessingFile; EMPLOYEE

Record EMPLOYNUM FIRSTNAME LASTNAME
364128 Stephen
542734 Robert
396847 Douy
518226 Andrew
276745 Francis
584837 Marlena
348243 George
168243 Barry
384583 Rae Ann
133354 Alice
838422 Lynn
204858 Roberta
382182 Hitzi
828203 Herb

DEPT
Data Processing
Data Processing-
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing
Data Processing

McPherson
Iracy
ililliahs

1
7
9

11 Bass
Lavois
Evans
Miller
Johnston
Howard
Horton
Hubbard
Condon
Matuso
Bittner

12
22
25
26
37
39
48
44
45
46

07-Oct-37 03134 PM

Figure 27
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Note that the criteria string is displayed at the top of the screen. Only the
records that meet the active criteria are being displayed.

Press [Esc] to return to the @BASE menu

The Data Edit command also uses the active criteria to filter records. To see
this work, let's page through a few records in the Data Edit mode.

Select Data Edit from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE

Use [PgDn] to view the next few records

@BASE only pages through the records meeting the active criteria,
DEPT='Data Processing*. The only exception occurs when you use the [F5]
GOTO key. The GOTO key is used to skip to any record in the file, regardless
of the active criteria. Skip to record number 33 and note the contents of the
DEPT field.

Press [F5]

Type: 33 [Ret]

The DEPT field of record 33 is ’Marketing* and not 'Data Processing'.

Press [Esc] to return to the @BASE menu

Canceling Criteria

When you no longer want to select records with the active criteria you must
cancel the criteria.

Select Criteria from the @R ASP menu

Select Cancel

Select EMPLOYEE

The previously set criteria is now canceled. All @BASE operations will now
access the entire database file.
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Settings - Deleted and Case

In addition to setting up a criteria, @BASE provides two global settings which

filter the records before processing. The Settings options globally set case-
sensitivity and determine whether or not to skip records marked for deletion.
These settings will act upon all the database files that are used during the cur-
rent session.

The Settings Deleted command specifies whether or not @BASE is to ignore
records which have been marked for deletion. The default is set to skip deleted
records.

The Settings Case command tells @BASE whether or not to be case sensitive
with strings. This setting option is useful when you have strings where case
makes no difference. For example, suppose you create the criteria string,

DEPT=Taccounting’. With the setting at Ignore-casc, the records with a DEPT
equal to "accounting" or "Accounting" or "ACCOUNTING" will all meet this
criteria.

Use Criteria Prompt to create the criteria string,
DEPT= 1 accounting ' for the EMPLOYEE database

Use Data Browse All to view the active records in the EMPLOYEE
database

With Ignore-case set, all the records with a DEPT field equal to "accounting" or
"Accounting" arc displayed. Let’s change the case setting to Use-case and view
the active records again.

Select Settings from the @BASE menu

Select Case

Select Use-case

Select Quit

Use Data Browse All to view the active records from the EMPLOYEE
database
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Now there are no active records to process because all the DEPT fields equal
"Accounting" and not "accounting".

Press [Esc] to leave the Browse table

The default @BASE setting will ignore the case of strings. You can save the
settings you prefer and they will be retrieved automatically each time you enter

@BASE.

Before continuing, let's select the Ignore-case setting and cancel the active
criteria.

Select Settings Case Ignore-case Quit

Select Criteria Cancel EMPLOYEE

Sorting Records

One of the most useful functions of a database file is the ability to organize
data in a logical order. In @BASE, records are initially stored in the order in
which they are entered. You can use the Data Sort command to reorganize a
database alphabetically, numerically or chronologically based on the values in
specified fields.

Let’s sort the EMPLOYEE database alphabetically by lastnamc and firstname
using the Data Sort command.

Select Data from the @BASE menu

Select Sort

Select EMPLOYEE

From the field selection screen, select the fields to sort the file on. First,
select the LASTNAME field. This is the primary sort field.

Select LASTNAME

Select Ascending
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Now select the secondary sort field, FIRSTNAME, and Ascending

Press [Esc] to leave the field selection screen

You have a choice whether to sort to a new file (Create) or sort to the same
file (Overwrite).

Select Overwrite

At this point you can cancel the operation or execute the sort.

Select Execute

In a couple of seconds, the sorting is complete. Use Data Browse to view the
file.

Select Data Browse from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE

Select All

File; EMPLOYEE
Record FIRSTNAME LASINAME STREET

Aldridge
Banningr
Barthol

CITY
1 Jeff
2 David
3 Anne
4 Andrew
5 George
6 Dennis
7 Herb
8 Eugene
9 Anna
10 Abe
1 Liz

,.2 Roberta
. 3 Killian
, 4 Don
5 Neil,

, 6 WilliaM
17 Gwen
18 Oliver
19 Marlena
28 Joshua

07-OCH7 03;45 PM

153 Parker Ave
108 Catherine Ave Burlington
943 Eoulton St Brookfield
44 South Park St Fitchburg
27 Lenbrook Lane
624 Holiday Hill
109 23rd Ave
888 Centre Park Rd Brookline
99 Spruce Place Maynard
101 Mayflower St Sudbury
255 Denise Rd
9 Oak Ualley Dr
248 Washington St Jamaica Plain
1899 Abilene St
28 Herbert Ed
5 Dixwell B vd
22 funta De Este Sudbury
8 _ George Dr kestboro

Lowell
Sudbury

Medford

e«ew
Bass
Bayliss
Bender
Bittner
Bradford
Brady
Carver
Chandler
Condon
Connely
Craig
Curtis
Daley
Davies
Davies
Evans
Fallon

Sudbury
Burlington
North Reading

Reading
Sudbury

Bur ington
Eos on
Lexington

HH
HA
HA
MA?99 51 St, NE

lJBtfc Ct U
HA
HA

Figure 28
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The records are ordered by last name and first name. The record numbers arc

still in numerical order, indicating that the records have been physically rear-
ranged in the file.

You can use the browse table movement keys to view other portions of the
file. When you are done, press [Esc] to return to the @BASE menu.

Closing a Database File

When you have finished working with a particular database file, you can close
the file and reclaim about 8 K bytes of memory. Closing a database file is
very simple.

Select File from the @BASE menu

Select Close

Select EMPLOYEE

Now the file is closed. It is not necessary to close database files before ending
a 1-2-3 session. When you quit 1-2-3 the files are closed automatically.

Return to READY mode

You must exit @BASE and return to READY mode before you can issue 1-2-3
commands or move around in your worksheet. Exit @BASE by selecting
Quit or by pressing [Esc] from the @BASE menu.

Select Quit from the @ BASE menu

You have returned to 1-2-3 READY mode, (a) BASE can be re-invoked at any
time by pressing [All]-[F8].
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Summary

In this lesson, you learned how to enter and exit @BASE, open a database file
for processing, close a database file, view selected fields from records using
Data Browse, view all the fields from individual records using Data Edit,
create and cancel record selection criteria, and sort records in a database file.
Remember these points:

The @BASE menu is invoked at any time from the 1-2-3 ready mode
by pressing the [Alt]-function key combination that was assigned
during installation.

File Open is used to activate files for @BASE processing. A file must
be opened for processing before you can use any @BASE commands
with that file. Each open file takes 8 K bytes of memory.

Data Browse is used to view or modify multiple records from a selected
portion of a database in full-screen mode. [F5] can be used to skip to
any position in the file by indicating the record number.

Data Edit is used to view or modify one record at a time. Data Edit
always displays all the fields from each record. [F5] skips to any record
in the file.

Criteria Prompt creates record selection criteria for a given database and
allows you to select specified records for processing. Criteria Cancel
cancels the active criteria for a given database.

Settings act on all the database files for the current session and tell
@ BASE whether to ignore deleted records or to ignore the case of
strings.

Data Sort physically reorganizes the records in the database file in a
specified order.
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Lesson 2
Adding, Changing
and Deleting Records

5

Once a database exists, it must be kept up to date. This process involves
changing existing data as well as adding new data. In this lesson, you will
learn how to add, modify, and delete records in an existing database.

Let's see how we would make changes to the EMPLOYEE database used in the
previous lesson.

Press [Alt]-[F8] to see the @BASE main menu

Use File Open to open the EMPLOYEE database

Adding Records to an Existing Database

Records can be added to a database file in five ways:

They can be added from Data Edit

They can be added from within the Data Browse window

They can be transferred from another .DBF file using Data Transfer
Copy

They can be transferred from the spreadsheet using Data Transfer
Export

They can be added using the function @dbupd

In this lesson we will discuss only the first two methods. Data Transfer
operations are explained in Lesson 3. The @dbupd function is discussed in
Lesson 6.
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Suppose you hire two more employees and you want to add their employee in-
formation to your personnel database EMPLOYEE.DBF. Let's add one record
with Data Edit and one with Data Browse.

Select Data from the @BASE menu

Select Edit and EMPLOYEE

You are now looking at the first record in the EMPLOYEE database. You
may use the [Ins] key to add as many new records as you want. Note that new
records are always added to the end of the file. You can change the order of
records at a later time using Data Sort.

Press [Ins]

You will be presented with a blank input form. The display will indicate that
this is Record 51 of 50. This tells you that you are entering in the 51st record,
but that it has not yet been added to the database. If you press [Esc] the record
will not be added to the database and you will return to the edit mode.

Enter the data below. Press [Ret] after completing each field. If you
make a mistake in one of the fields and you have already passed it, just
continue with the next field. You will have a chance to edit the fields
when you are done.

A1
FIRSINANE

Of 50needl'd 51
Ualue
Patrick
Mans
442 Madison five
Brookline

NiHe
FIRSINANE
LASTNAME
STREETcm
STATE HA

02145ZIP
100245EMPLOYNUM
HSEX
Data Processing

25000.00
DEPT
SALARY

Figure 29
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When you press [Ret] after entering the last field, you will be prompted to
accept, carry-forward or edit the record. Choosing Accept will cause the record
to be added to the database. If you choose Carry-forward, the record will be ac-

cepted and all of the fields will be duplicated in the next record. This option

can save time when you are adding many similar records. Edit allows you to

make changes before accepting the record. If you made any mistakes in enter-
ing the data, now is the time to make your corrections. Let's edit the data by
changing the ZIP field to 02146.

Select Edit

Now you can move the cursor to the field you want to change and edit it.

Select ZIP, and press [F2]

Change ZIP to 02146 and press [Ret]

You can edit any other fields in this record at this time by using the [F2] key.

Press [Esc] to stop editing

Select Accept to enter the new record into the file

Press [Esc] to exit input mode, and [Esc] again to leave Data Edit

Now let's use Data Browse to verify that the record was added.

Select Data Browse from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and All

Press [End]

Patrick Adams's record appears as record 51 in the database. Now we will add
another record from within the browse.

Press [Ins] to add a record
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Enter a new record so it looks like the following:

MENU
Accept Carry-Forward Edit
Enter record into database

Of 51Record 52

Value
Betty

Nane
FIRSTNAKE
LASINAME IhoHpson

1356 Lowery St
Allston

STREETcm
MASTATE
02134ZIP
443256EMPLOVNUM
FSEX
Accounting
32500,00

DEPT
SALARY

Press ESCAPE to exit
07-Oct-87 04:25 AM

Figure 30

Select Accept and press [Esc] to end the input mode

Press [Esc] to exit Data Browse

In order to make the new records appear in the proper positions in the file, you
should sort the EMPLOYEE database by last name and first name again using
the Data Sort command. Refer to Lesson 1 if you need help on sorting the
file.

Sort EMPLOYEE in ascending order by LASTNAME , FIRSTNAME

Modifying Individual Records

Individual Records in the database can be modified using Data Edit, Data
Browse, Data Transfer Export (see Lesson 3), or by using the @dbupd func-
tion (see Lesson 6). Let's modify a record in the EMPLOYEE database using
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the Data Browse command. We will change the address on Paula Mendleson’s
record to 29 Center St, Cambridge, MA 02154.

Select Data Browse EMPLOYEE All and locate Paula Mendleson's
record

H/nf;
You can use one of a number of methods to locate a particular record. Since
EMPLOYEE is sorted by lastname and 'M’ is in the middle of the alphabet, you
could guess that the record is somewhere around 25 and use the GOTO (F5) key
to get to 25. Then you could use PGUP and PGDN to locate the record from
there. Or you could use the QUERY [F7] key to set up a criteria of LAST-
NAME=’Mendleson’ to go directly to the right record.

Move the cursor to the STREET field of this record and press [F2]

Change STREET to: 29 Center St

Press [Ret]

The change is entered into the file as soon as you press [RetJ. Use this same
method to modify the rest of the address.

Change CITY to Cambridge and ZIP to 02154

Press [Esc] to leave Data Browse

Replacing Field Values in Selected Records

Suppose you need to set a field to a specific value for a number of records in
your database. In @BASE you don't have to update the records one by one.
The Data Replace command is used to update one or more fields in all the cur-
rently selected records. For instance, suppose you want to change the depart-
ment "Marketing" in the EMPLOYEE database to "Marketing/Sales". You
can set a criteria to select only the desired records and use the Data Replace
command to update the DEPT field on those records.
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Caution:
Data Replace is a very powerful command. If you do not follow the directions careful-
ly, you may accidently replace data you had intended to keep.

Use Criteria Prompt to set up a criteria of DEPT='Marketing

Select Data Replace from the @ BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE then select the DEPT field

Type: Marketing/Sales [Ret]

Press [Esc] and select Execute

The DEPT field has now been changed on those records. It is important to
realize that if you were to do a Data Browse at this time you would get the
error message "No active records to process". That is because there are no
longer any records that pass the criteria of DEPT=,Marketing'. To view the
replaced records, you must either cancel the active criteria or change it to
DEPT=,Marketing/Salest. Let’s cancel the criteria.

Select Criteria Cancel EMPLOYEE

Marking and Unmarking Records Using Data Edit

When a record is no longer of any use, we can remove it from the database.

The first step in removing records is to mark the records for deletion. Records
are marked for deletion with Data Delete Mark, Data Edit, or Data Browse.
When you mark a record, a flag is set which tells @BASE to regard the record
as deleted. Marked records still physically remain in the database, and they can
even be unmarked. You can have @BASE either ignore or use these deleted
records through a global setting.

The second step in the deletion process is to compress (pack) the file using the
Data Delete Pack command. This command permanently removes from the
file those records that are marked for deletion.
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Let’s mark Francis Lavois’ record for deletion using Data Edit.

Select Data Edit from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and locate Francis Lavois’ record

Once the given record is displayed, you can mark or unmark it with the [Delj
key. If the record is marked for deletion, the word ”*** DELETED ***” ap-
pears next to the record number. Successive depressions of the [Del] key will
toggle the setting between marked and unmarked.

Press [Del]

@BASE ignores deleted records if the global setting is set to skip deleted
records. That is the current @BASE default. Let’s see how that affects what
we see.

Press [PgUp], then [PgDn]

Although you might expect to be back at Francis Lavois’ record, that is not
what has happened. When @BASE is set to ignore deleted records, they be-
come invisible to @ BASE operations. You can still use the [F5] key in Data
Edit to skip to a deleted record if you need to undelete it.

Press [Esc] to leave Data Edit

Marking Records Using Data Delete Mark

If you need to mark a number of records at one time, you can do so by using
the Data Delete Mark command in conjunction with an active criteria. For in-
stance, if you want to delete all the records in the EMPLOYEE database from
the Production department, first create the criteria, DEPT=’Production', then
use the Data Delete Mark command to mark the active records.

Create the criteria DEPT= 1 Production 1 using Criteria Prompt

Select Data Delete Mark from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE then Execute to mark the records
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You have just marked all the records passing the active criteria. Let's use the

Settings command to change the deleted setting and view the deleted records.

Select Settings Deleted Use-Deleted, then Quit

Select Data Browse EMPLOYEE All

The "*" to the left of each of the records indicates that they are marked for dele-
tion.

Press [Esc] to exit Data Browse

Unmarking Records Using Data Delete Unmark

Records can be unmarked with Data Edit, Data Browse or Data Delete Un-
mark. Data Delete Unmark is used to unmark all the records passing the ac-
tive criteria.

Let's unmark the selected records, where DEPT=,Production', using the Data
Delete Unmark command.

Select Data Delete Unmark from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and Execute to unmark the selected records

To go back to working with the entire database, we should cancel the criteria
and reinstate the Ignore-deleted setting.

Select Criteria Cancel EMPLOYEE

Select Settings Deleted Ignore-deleted Quit

Packing a Database File

The delete commands you have seen thus far only mark and hide records. The

last step in the deletion process is to remove the marked records from the data-
base permanently. This is done with the Data Delete Pack command. Once a
record is removed from a database file using the Data Delete Pack command, it
is erased from the disk and no longer accessible by @BASE.
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Warning:
Packing a database file removes deleted records permanently. They cannot be retrieved
by @ BASE.

The only record in the EMPLOYEE database that should be marked for deletion
at this time is record number 33, which was marked using Data Edit. Use
Data Delete Pack to permanently remove this record from the file.

Select Data Delete Pack from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and Execute to pack the database

The marked record is removed from the EMPLOYEE file and the disk space
that was occupied by that record is recovered.

Preventing Modifications to Data

There may be situations where you do not want to allow modifications to data.
The Settings menu provides a File-lock feature which can be used to prevent
any alteration of data. With File-lock set, @BASE has read-only access to data
files. Let’s see how this works.

Select Settings File-lock Lock to set the File-lock feature

Press Q to quit the settings menu

Now let’s see what happens if we try to modify data.

Select Data Browse EMPLOYEE All

Press [Del] to delete the first record

@BASE will not mark the record for deletion. Instead, a beep is sounded and
the error message "Piles are locked” appears on the bottom line of the
screen.

Press [Esc] to clear the error
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Press [PgDn], then [F2] to change a data field

Again, @BASE beeps and the error message is displayed. Note, however, that

you can view the data in the file as you normally do. You may not modify the

data, but accessing the data is not restricted. Let's put the setting back to its

original slate and close the file.

Press [Esc] to clear the error message

Press [Esc] to exit the browse

Select Settings File-lock Unlock Quit to allow updates

Select File Close EMPLOYEE Quit

Summary

In this lesson, you used the Data Edit command to add, modify, mark and un-
mark records in the EMPLOYEE database. The Data Replace command was
used to replace a field value for a number of selected records. The Data Delete

Mark command was used to mark a number of records passing a selected
criteria and the Data Delete Unmark command was used to unmark the same
selection of records. You learned how to compress the EMPLOYEE database
by removing all records marked for deletion with the Data Delete Pack com-
mand. You also learned how to prevent modifications to database files using

Settings File-lock Lock. Remember the following:

Data Edit is used to edit existing records ([F2]), add new records ([Ins]),
or delete/undelete records ([Del]). [F5] (GOTO) is used to skip to any
record in the file and [F7] (QUERY) is used to change selection criteria
from within Data Edit.

Data Browse is used to view, modify ([F2]), add ([Ins]), dclctc/undeletc
([Del]), and GOTO ([F5]) records in a database. [F7] (QUERY) is used
to change the selection criteria from within Data Browse.

U Data Replace is used to set the value of a specified field for all active
records.
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Data Delete Mark is used to mark all the active records in a file.

Data Delete Unmark is used to unmark all the active records in a file.

Data Delete Pack is used to permanently erase marked records from a
database file and relinquish the unused disk space.

Settings File-lock is used to restrict or allow updates to open files.
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Lesson 3
Working with 1-2-3

The strength of <§> BASE is its ability to work closely with 1-2-3. This
integration allows @BASE to take advantage of 1-2-3's computational power.
Complex analysis can be performed on data while it resides on disk or after
selected records have been transferred into the worksheet.

In this lesson, you will transfer data between the worksheet and a database file.
You will also create statistical cross tabulations of your data, and get an intro-
duction to special database @db functions.

Importing Data into the Worksheet

The ability to transfer data from a .DBF file is very useful. Data is transferred
to the worksheet in 1-2-3 database format, with each row comprising one
record and each column comprising one field. The transfer is accomplished
with the Data Transfer Import command.

Let's transfer some records meeting a specified criteria from the EMPLOYEE
database file to the worksheet.

Use File Open to open EMPLOYEE . DBF

Use Criteria Prompt to create the criteria DEPT= 1Production 1

for the EMPLOYEE database

Now you can import the active records to the worksheet.

Select Data Transfer Import from the @BASE menu
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Select EMPLOYEE and All to import all the fields

You can import the data into any area of the worksheet. Since the current
worksheet is blank, let's choose A1 as the starting location.

Choose cell A1 as the start of the output range

READ7Al: "Recno

GE Fe c DA
1 Recno F1RSTNAMELASTNAHE STREEI CITV STATE ZIP EMPLOifNUH

15 Don Craig 1899 AbilBurlingtoMA 01883 594303
16 Neil Curtis 28 HerberBoston MA
18 Gwen Davies 22 Punta Sudbury HA
19 Oliver Davies 8 George Hestboro MA
23 Danny Grant 1211 RockBurlingtoMA
31 Don Kincaid 9 Nye Rd BurlingtoMA

82178 948403
01776 483850
01581 243532
01803 593403
01803 384042

3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12

Figure 31

Cancel the current criteria and return to 1 -2-3.

Select Criteria Cancel EMPLOYEE

Select Quit

Note that some of the fields do not fit completely into the worksheet columns.

Use the /Worksheet Column Set-width command to adjust the column widths
as necessary.

Now that the data is in the worksheet, you can use 1-2-3 to perform analysis.
But remember that the data you have imported is just a copy of what is in the
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database. No active link has been established between the database and the
worksheet. Active links are established with special @db functions, discussed
in Lesson 6.

Exporting Data to a Database File

Data which resides in a 1-2-3 worksheet can be transferred to a .DBF file with
the Data Transfer Export command. The field names in the worksheet must
correspond with Field names in the .DBF file.

Note:
The Export command assumes that a destination .DBF file already exists before the
transfer can be accomplished. If a destination file does not exist, the File Translate
command can be used to create one. Refer to the Reference section or Lesson 4 for
more information about the File Translate command.

When exporting data from the worksheet to the database using Data Transfer
Export, @BASE looks at the Recno field for each record in the worksheet
and compares it against the database. If there is already a record with that
number in the database, the record is replaced with the one from the worksheet.
If the record number does not match, a new record is added using the data from
the worksheet. We can use this method to change existing records and add new
records to a database file all in one operation.

Suppose we have noticed an error in one of the existing records. "Don” should
actually be ’’Ron" in the first record. Make the change to the first record in the
worksheet.

Change "Don" to "Ron" in the first record
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Before exporting the records, we’ll add two new employee records into the
worksheet. Start by filling in the Recno field. Since these are new records,
we want to make sure that they are added to the database and do not overwrite
existing records. The Recno field must not duplicate the number of an existing
record. We can enter 0, or a number larger than the number of records in the

DBF file. We’ll enter 0 in the Recno field for both records.

Add two new database records as shown in Figure 32.

Ai: [U6 ] "Recno

9feSiriW St Burlington BIT
Curtis 23 Herbert Rd Boston hft

brlLrim
Production 25136.00
Production 25730«

tflrLluNUPl btr U t t .
01803 594303 M
02178 940403 M
01776 483850 F
61551 248532 H
01363 593403 M
02178 384042 M
01462 781102 F
01420 610211 ft

16 Neil
18 Gwsn
19 01 iver
23 Danny

i
6 Cindy
0 Donald

Production 26990.90
Production 16700.09
Production 13300.00

Davies 22 Punta Del Este Sudbury MR
Davies 8 George Dr Uestbcro MR
G ~ant 1211 Rockwell St Burlington MR
Kincaid 9 Nye Rd Burlington MR
Rider 79 Pleasant St Lunenburg IIP
Edwards 34 Bumblebee Dr Fitchburg IIP

Production 25300.00
Production 35600
Production 25000

31 Don

-Nov -87 03:28 Rd

Figure 32
(Display compressed using SeeMORE by Personics)

We are now ready to update the database. The first row of the sample work-
sheet contains the field labels. The field label row must be used to perform an
export from the worksheet.

Press [Alt]-[F8] to invoke @BASE

Select Data Transfer Export from the @ BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE
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Now select the data range to export. The range must include the labels row as
well as the data. If the Recno field is not included in the range, the records
from the worksheet are automatically added to the database. No checking is
done to see whether the records are already in the database. If Recno is included
in the data range, a check is done against existing records to determine whether

the record is a new entry or an Update to an existing one.

Mark the label range A1. .K9 and press [Ret]

Now, let's look to see that the changes have been made to the actual database.

Use Data Browse to view the new records at the end of the EMPLOYEE

database and to verify that Don Craig is now Ron Craig

Sort the database so that the new records appear in the appropriate positions.

Use Data Sort to order the records alphabetically by last name and first
name

Erase the worksheet using /WEY

x*:*

Generating Crosstabs

Crosstabs are used to present summary information about database files. The
Data Crosstab command generates a crosstab report and places it in the work-
sheet. The report can either count records or sum numeric fields.

Suppose you need to count the number of employees in each department in the
EMPLOYEE database.
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The Data Crosstab command prompts you to specify one or more fields to be

used in the tabulation. Once the fields have been specified, @BASE uses key
values of those fields when tallying information. In our example, we specify
the DEPT field, and the key values are the department names (Accounting,

Production, etc).

We'll use Data Crosstab to create a report counting the number of records in

the EMPLOYEE database for each department.

Select Data Crosstab from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and Generate

Select DEPT

Press [Esc]

The key values label row is the position on the worksheet where the tabular re-
port begins. The keys generated from the DEPT field arc placed in the column
beneath the cell you choose and the result appears to the right of this column.

Select A3 as the starting cell for the key values label row

Select Count

The tabular report should look like this:

HMMrA3 : ' DEPT

BA C t E F G
1
3 DEPT
4 Account in
5 Data Proc
6 Harksting
7 Productio
8 Shipping
5
10
11
12

Figure 33
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Suppose you also need the breakdown of employees by sex within each depart-
ment. Use Data Crosstab again to add a two-dimensional tabular report to the
same worksheet.

Select Data Crosstab from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and Generate

Select the DEPT and the SEX fields in that order, then press [Esc]

(If you make a mistake when selecting fields, just press [Esc] twice and select
Data Crosstab again.) Display the report in matrix form using the Across op-
tion and begin the report in cell D3.

Select Across

Type: D3 [Ret]

Select Count

Column D contains the DEPT key values and row 3, beginning in column E,
contains the SEX key fields.

Exit @BASE and use /WDC to delete columns C and D to make the
two tabular reports appear as one report. You may also adjust column
widths and add a report title so that the worksheet will look like this:

REASV(19! [M161

CA B I £ F G
1 EMPLOYEES PER DEPARTMENT BY SEX

3 DEPT
4 Accounting
5 Data Processing
6 Marketing/Sales
7 Production
8 Shipping

Count F M
38 5

14 6 8
13 94

17 6
11 74

18
ll
12

Figure 34

Use /WEY to erase the worksheet
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Special Crosstab Techniques

In the next example, we demonstrate how to set up key fields on the worksheet
and use Data Crosstab to match the key fields exactly or as an upper limit
range.

Suppose you need to know how much money is expended on salaries in the
Accounting and Production departments. You could have @BASE generate the
key values for you, but it would generate a key for each one of the departments
in the DEPT field. You only need two of them. The Exact option in the
Data Crosstab command allows you to place key values on the worksheet be-
fore running the crosstab. You can do this by entering the keys in ascending
order in column A.

Move to cell A2 and type: Accounting [Ret]

Move to cell A3 and type: Production [Ret]

REAM ifft?

A B C D E F G
1
2 Accounting
3 Production
4

Figure 35

Select Data Crosstab from the @BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and Exact

Select DEPT then press [Esc]

Type: A1 [Ret]
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In order to compute salary expenditures for these departments, we need to add
up the SALARY fields for all employees in both departments.

Select Sum

Select SALARY

Quit @BASE and widen the column widths using /WCS to display
the fields

B8: [M3] REm
D J EB C F G

1 DEPT
2 Accounting 238080,00
3 Production 152888,00

SALARV

4
5
6
7

Figure 36

Notice that @BASE has only summed the SALARY field in those records
matching the key field values you specified.

Use /WEY to erase the worksheet

Another method of matching to key values is to treat them as upper limits.
Suppose you want to know how many employees are in the $20,000 to
$30,000 salary range, the $30,000 to $40,000 salary range, etc. You need
some way to have @BASE match the SALARY fields to the keys as an upper
limit. To do this, you must first put the salary range values into the work-
sheet.

Enter the key fields 20000 thru 60000 into cells A2. . A6
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REAMM ; 6m

A B C P E F G H
1
2 20888
3 38000
4 40008
5 50080
6
7
8
9
10

Figure 37

Now we will use the Range option to match to these values as upper limits.

Select Data Crosstab from the @ BASE menu

Select EMPLOYEE and Range

Select SALARY then press [Esc]

Type: A1 [Ret]

Select Count

REAR
7»'fF. A B C l £ F G H
1 SALARY Count

20000
3 38000 19
2
4 15
5 50000 7
6 3
7e
9
10

Figure 38

Cell B2 displays the number of employees with a SALARY less than or equal
to $20,000. Cell B3 displays the number with salaries between $20,000 and
$30,000, and cell B4 displays the number between $30,000 and $40,000.
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Use /WEY to erase the worksheet.

Introduction to @db Functions

@db functions are special database functions that return values to the work-
sheet. All @db functions act upon a single database file and require one or
more arguments. Lesson 6 will describe typical applications for @db
functions. In this lesson, we will describe @db functions and explain their
command structure.

Let's look at how one of the functions, @dbrecs, is used. The @dbrecs func-
tion returns the total number of records in a database file. @dbrecs always re-
turns the total number, regardless of the active criteria or whether records are
marked for deletion. The format of the @dbrccs function is:

@dbrecs(ALIAS)

To demonstrate the functionality of @dbrecs, exit (©BASE and return to
1-2-3 ready mode.

Move to cell A1 and type: Qdbrecs ("EMPLOYEE" ) [Ret]

All Mbrecs( "EMPLOYEE") HEADY

A B C D E r G
1 53
2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 39

The total number of records in the EMPLOYEE database is 53.
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Adding Criteria to @db Functions

Most @db functions use the global criteria to filter the records being processed
by the function. Many @db functions allow optional selection criteria as one
of the arguments. Optional criteria are appended to the global criteria if they

start with a logical .OR. or .AND.; otherwise they take precedence over the
global criteria.

Suppose you need to know the number of employees in the Accounting
department. The @dbcnt function returns the number of active records in the
database file. We can set a global criteria of DEPT= Accounting' before
performing the function to give us a count of just those records.

Use Criteria Prompt to set the criteria, MDEPT='Accounting T » f

Move to cell C3

Type: @dbcnt("EMPLOYEE") [Ret]

Cell C3 should now display the value 8.

Now we need a count of the number of employees in the Shipping department.
Rather than change the global criteria, we'll use a criteria string in the @dbcnt
function to override the global criteria.

Move to cell C4

Type: @dbcnt("EMPLOYEE",”DEPT='Shipping ) [Ret]T »*

The number of employees in Shipping is 11.

Now suppose you need to know the total number of employees in the Ac-

counting and the Production departments combined. Since half of the desired
criteria is already provided in the global criteria, DEPT='AccountingT, why not
temporarily add to this criteria?
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You need to append the optional criteria to the global criteria, so the optional
selection criteria is: .OR.DEPT='Production '.

Move to cell C5

Type: gdbent("EMPLOYEE",".OR.DEPT='Produc-
tion ) [Ret]i u

The combined total of the employees in the Accounting and Production depart-
ments is 15.

Another way to build a criteria is to use cell locations to store the value to

match against.

Move to cell D3

Type: Production

Move to cell D5

Type: @dbcnt("EMPLOYEE","DEPT=D3") [Ret]

The number of employees in Production is 7. Now, look at what happens
when you change the value in cell D3.

Move to cell D3

Type: Shipping

Press [F9] to recalculate the spreadsheet

Now the value in D5 has changed to 11, the number of people in the Shipping
department! Before leaving, close the file and erase the worksheet.

Select [Alt]-[F8] File Close EMPLOYEE Quit

Use /WEY to erase the worksheet
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Summary

In this lesson you learned how to use @BASE together with 1-2-3. You

transferred data to and from the worksheet using Data Transfer Import and Data
Transfer Export. You used three different methods for creating key values
(Generate, Exact, and Range) to produce reports with Data Crosstab. You

also looked at @db functions. Remember the following:

Data Transfer Import is used to transfer database records from a
database file to the worksheet.

Data Transfer Export is used to transfer records from the worksheet to a
database file. The labels row must be included in the data range.

Data Crosstab is used to produce tabular reports based on fields in a
database file. Crosstabs can either count records or sum values in
numeric fields. You can create key values for crosstab reports in three
ways: you can choose to have @BASE generate the keys (Generate),
you can enter the keys on the worksheet and have @BASE match data
to those keys exactly (Exact), or you can enter the keys on die work-
sheet and have @BASE treat each key as an upper limit (Range).

@db functions are special database functions that return information
about a database to a cell in the worksheet. The global criteria or an
optional criteria can be used to qualify records for the function.

@dbrecs counts the total number of records in a database
file.

@dbcnt counts the number of records in a database passing the
active criteria. Optional criteria can be added as an argument in the
function.
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Lesson 4:
Setting Up a New Database

In previous lessons we have been working with a database that already exists.
For your own applications you will want to create new database files. There are
three ways to create a database file in @BASE.

Build a new .DBF file from scratch

Create a new file by extracting records from an existing database file

Translate database records from the worksheet to a new .DBF file

The first step in creating a new database file is to build a database definition.
A database definition tells a database management system how the fields are or-
ganized in each record, the data types of each field, the length of each field, and
the number of decimal places in numeric fields. If you extract a new database
from another database file or from existing database records, @BASE creates
the definition for you. If you create a database from scratch, you must build
the database definition yourself.

In this lesson, we will create a new database using two of the methods. First,
we will build a database from scratch, including building the database definition
with File Define and entering records into the database. Then we will translate
an existing on-shcet database originally created in 1-2-3 to a disk-based database
using File Translate.

Creating a Database Definition Using File Define

The first step to creating a new database file is to define the fields. To do this,
use File Define. This command allows you to set up the order of the fields in
each record, and the field types, lengths, and decimal places.

We'll create a simple database file for a mailing list to demonstrate the use of
the File Define command. The new database file will be called MAILLIST
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and contains information about magazine subscriptions. The fields in the file
will be;

EMI

lleciwilsLengthisNane
FIRSINMIE
LftSTNAME 15Char

20CharSTREET
15CharC1H

CharSTATE 5CharZIP 12CharPHONE
20CharMAGAZINE

EXriREMIE Date
2Nuneric

Logical
PRICE 1PAID

Press ESCAPE to exit
08-Oct-87 02:58 PM

Figure 40

The database definition consists of 11 fields. The first 7 fields contain name
and address information. The remaining fields are related to subscripdon infor-
mation. MAGAZINE is the name of the magazine that has been ordered and
EXPIREDATE contains the expiration date. PRICE contains the price of the
subscription and PAID is a logical field indicating whether or not the subscrip-
tion bill has been paid.

Select File Define from the @BASE menu

Type: MAILLIST [Ret]

Enter the first field name at the prompt. (You do not have to use upper-case
letters, <@BASE will convert to upper-case automatically.)

Type: FIRSTNAME [Ret]

Press [Ret ] to select Character for the field type

Type: 10 [Ret]
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Now you’ve entered the first field into the database definition. The rest are just
as easy.

Enter the rest of the fields in the same manner, using figure 40 as a
guide. When entering the EXPIREDATE Field, be sure to select Date
as the field type. @BASE will automatically enter a length of 8 for the
field. Similarly, when entering the PAID field, select Logical and
@BASE will enter the length for you. If you make a mistake in any of
the field definitions, just continue. You will have a chance to edit the
definition when you are done.

Press [Esc] to enter edit mode

We can now use the pointer and [F2] to edit any field names, types, lengths, or
decimals. Let’s change the ZIP field length to 6 characters to allow for Cana-
dian postal codes.

Move the pointer to the ZIP Length and press [F2]

Type: 6 [Ret]

You can make any other necessary changes to the MAILLIST database defini-
tion at this time.

Press [Esc] when you are done editing the new database definition

Now, choose whether to cancel creation of the definition or save the new data-
base definition to disk.

Select Save

@BASE opens the file for processing. Accept MAILLIST as the alias.

Press [Ret]

The MAILLIST file is now open for processing. View the current status of
the new database file by using the File Status command.

Select File Status from the @BASE menu

Select MAILLIST
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NAMES
fci:

HftlLLlSI
C:\123\NA1LL1ST ,SBFFilenane .. ...

Last update 0/8/0
it records 0
Record length 118
# fields 11
Criteria

Indexes

Figure 41

The database definition is complete. The next step is to add some records to

the new database.

Press [Ret] to return to the @BASE menu

Entering Records into a New Database

Now that you have a database definition to work with, you can enter records
into the database by using the Data Edit command introduced in Lesson 2.
When you begin Data Edit, you arc automatically placed in input mode,
because there are no records in the file.

Use Data Edit to add the following 3 records to the MAILLIST

database:

1. Jennifer Hobart, 1262 Dixwell Ave, North Haven, CT, 06284,
203-278-1300, Newsweek, 04/25/88, 35.95, T

2. Richard Northrop, 447 West End Ave, New York, NY,10026,
212-597-3341, Money, 06/18/88, 24.95, F
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3. Anthony Bertollini, 396 East 22nd, Chicago, IL, 60609,
312-445-1326, Fortune, 11/01/87, 17.95, T

Note:
@BASE only accepts valid date entries into date fields. Therefore, be sure you type the
dates in the MM/DD/YY format. You do not have to type the slashes ( / ).For example,
if you are entering the date March 7, 1987, type: 030787.

Press [Esc] twice to return to the @BASE menu

Use Data Browse to generate a browse table consisting of all the fields
in the MAILLIST database

mPi
File; MAILLIST
Record FIRSTNAME LASTNAME

1 Jennifer
2 Richard
3 Anthony

STREET cm
Hobart
Northrop
Bertollini

1262 Dixwell Ave
44? West End Ave
396 East 22nd

North Haven
New Vork
Chicago

Figure 42

Press [Esc] to return to the @BASE menu

Translating a 1-2-3 Database

Many people use 1-2-3 for storing information. But, since 1-2-3 stores the
information in memory, record capacity can quickly become a problem.
@BASE provides a very simple mechanism for translating existing 1-2-3 data-
bases to disk-based databases.
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Let's assume that we have been selling magazine subscriptions for some time

and have been keeping track of them in a 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Let’s retrieve the
spreadsheet and use File Translate to convert the database.

Use / FR to retrieve MAGSALES .WKI

Invoke @BASE and select File Translate

Select A1..K11 as the database range

@BASE now prompts for a file name. This will be the name of your new da-

tabase file. Let's call it MAG_SUBS.DBF.

Type: MAG_SUBS . DBF [Ret]

Press [Ret] again to accept MAG_SUBS as the alias

You are now presented with a suggested database definition. @ BASE suggests

data types and field lengths based on the column definitions in the worksheet.

We can change any of the field definitions as we see fit.

EDIT

DecimalsKan BS
LASINAHE Char
STREEI Charcm Char

CharSTATE
CharZIP
CharPHONE

MAGAZINE Char
EXPIFEDAIE Date

Nuneric
Nuheric

2PRICE APAID

Press ESCAPE to exit
0HcH7 82:58 PH

Figure 43
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Let's compare these field types and lengths with what we chose when creating
the MAILLIST database. You will note that the first 4 fields match exactly in
type and length. However, @BASE has suggested longer field lengths for
STATE and ZIP than we need. Let's change them.

Move the cursor to the length of STATE and press [E2]

Change the length to 2

Use the same method to change ZIP to a length of 6

Change the length of the PHONE field to 12

MAGAZINE, EXPIREDATE and PRICE have the correct field types and
lengths. However, the PAID field has a length of 9 rather than 1 and has been
designated as a numeric field rather than a logical field. @BASE has no way of
determining logical fields, so they must always be changed manually. Let’s
make this final change.

Move the cursor to the TYPE field of the PAID field and change
the type to logical

Note that the field length is changed to 1 automatically.

Press [Esc], then select Save to save the database definition as well as
the records in the marked range

You have now created a new database file, MAG_SUBS.DBF, that contains the
10 records from the worksheet. You can use Data Browse to peruse the file if
you like.

Use Data Browse to view the MAG SUBS file

Appending One .DBF File to Another

We now have two files which contain subscription information. It would be
nice if there was a simple way to combine the two files into one. Well, there
is! Let’s use the Data Transfer Copy command to append the MAILLIST file
to the MAG SUBS file.
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Select Data Transfer Copy

Select MAILLIST as the input file

Select MAG SUBS as the output file

That’s all there is to it. You can use Data Browse to see the result.

Use Data Browse to view the MAG SUBS data file

Use File Close to close MAILLIST and MAG SUBS

Erase the worksheet using /WEY

Summary

In this lesson you created a new database file called MAILLIST using the File
Define command. Records were added to the new MAILLIST database using
the Data Edit command. We then created a second database file called
MAG_SUBS by translating records from an existing worksheet. This was
done using the File Translate command. Finally, we combined the two files
into one using Data Transfer Copy. Remember these points:

The first step in creating a new database file is to build the database
definition. The database definition tells @ BASE how the fields tire

orgainzed in the file.

Field types can be character, numeric, logical or date. Field names can
be up to 10 characters long and can consist of only alphanumeric
characters and the underscore character. Field names cannot contain any
spaces.

File Define is used to create a new database definition. A database file
can have up to 128 fields and each field can be up to 254 characters
long.
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Data Edit or Data Browse can be used to add records to a new database
file.

File Translate is used to translate a worksheet database to a disk-based

database file. @BASE will suggest a database definition based on the
1-2-3 column definitions. You may alter the suggested field definitions
as you choose.

Data Transfer Copy is used to append records from one database file to

another.
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Lesson 5
Modifying a Database Definition

After you've worked with a database file for a while, you may find it necessary

to make changes to the file's database definition. @BASE allows you to
change field names, lengths and types easily.

In this lesson we will modify various parts of a definition after data has been
entered into a database. We will also create a new database file from an exist-
ing database.

Modifying the Database Definition

There are two commands in @BASE that can be used to modify a database defi-

nition. File Modify is used to change the length of a field or to convert a field
from one data type to another. It is also used to add new fields or delete fields
from the database definition. File Field_rename is used to change field names
only. This command has no effect on the actual data in the file.

Using File Modify to Change a Database Definition

The File Modify command is used to change field type, length and decimal
places.

When changing field types, @ BASE automatically converts the data to the new
format. Careful consideration must be given when changing field types to en-
sure that the conversion process docs not cause loss of data. For example,

changing a numeric field to a character field can be done without any problem.

However, if you attempt to change a character field to a numeric field, you

must first make sure that the characters to be converted are all numbers, other-
wise the resulting field will be empty. For the complete rules for converting
between field types, consult the Reference section under the File Modify com-
mand.
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When changing field lengths, only the field lengths of character and numeric
fields can be changed, because date and logical fields have set field lengths.
When you decrease the field lengths of character strings, excess characters are
truncated from the end of the fields. If you decrease the field lengths of numer-
ic fields, numbers that can no longer fit in the new field length are set equal to
the null value (NA).

Let's see how this works by changing the PAID field in the MAG_SUBS
database from a logical field to a single character field. We will also decrease
the length of the STREET field from 20 to 16.

4 Invoke @BASE and open MAG_SUBS.DBF

4 Select File Modify and MAG_SUBS
4 Use [F2J to change the STREET field length to 16 and the PAID field

type to Character

4 Press [Esc] when you are done

4 Select Save to save the new definition

The data in the PAID field remains the same, but now you can enter any single
character into this field. The first 16 characters of the STREET field remains
the same and any characters beyond 16 have been truncated.

Adding and Deleting Fields with File Modify

Adding and deleting fields from an existing database definition is also done us-
ing the File Modify command. New fields may be inserted anywhere in the
current database definition. To insert a field, position the cursor where you
want the new field to appear and press fins]. A blank line will be inserted and
you will be prompted to enter in the new field definition. To delete a field,
move the cursor to the field to be deleted and press [Del]. The field will disap-

pear. If you decide that you do not want to delete the field after all, just press
[Esc] and then Cancel. The changes you have indicated are not actually made
until you Save them explicity.
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Let's add a 30-character field called COMMENT to the MAG_SUBS database

and delete the PHONE field.

Select File Modify and MAG_SUBS

Fields can be inserted into the database definition at any position. Let's add the

COMMENT field after the ZIP field and before the PHONE field.

Move the pointer to PHONE and press [Ins]

Enter COMMENT as a character field with a length of 30

Now delete the PHONE field using [DelJ.

Move the pointer to PHONE and press [Del]

Press [Esc] and Save the modified definition

Changinga Field Name

It is important to note that you cannot change field names using File Modify.
Here's why: @BASE uses the field name to identify the field. If you were to
change a field name in File Modify @BASE would not recognize it as the

same field. To @BASE, it would be the same as deleting the original field and
creating an entirely new one. Therefore, the data in the field would be lost. If
you want to simply rename a field, your must use File Field-rename.

Let's rename the field PAID in the MAG SUBS database to PAIDFLAG:

Select File Field rename and MAG SUBS

From this screen, you can only use the UP and DOWN arrows to select field
names.

Select PAID and press [F2]

Type: FLAG [Ret]
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Press [Esc]

The change is effective immediately.

Creating a New Database using File Extract

Suppose you want to create a new database that is a subset of an existing data-
base. File Extract does this in one step. With the File Extract command,
you have the option to copy only the definition of the file, or the definition
and all the active records. The file you are copying from must be open for pro-
cessing. Selected records can be copied from the source file by setting a record
selection criteria.

Let's create an Accounts Receivable database file from the MAG_SUBS
database.

Set up a criteria of PAIDFLAGO 1 T 1 to look at only those
customers that have not yet paid

Select File Extract and MAG SUBS

Choose Select

Select the FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME, EXPIREDATE ,
MAGAZINE , and PAIDFLAG fields from the field selection screen

Press [Esc]

Call the new .DBF file ACCTSREC and copy the data records along with the
database definition.

Type: ACCTSREC [Ret]

Press [Ret] to accept the default alias

Select Copy to extract the database records
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The new file, ACCTSREC, is created and put in the 1-2-3 default directory. It
contains only the fields we chose and only records for unpaid subscriptions.

Use Data Browse to view the records in ACCTSREC

Select File Close MAG SUBS

Summary

In this lesson, you learned how to modify an existing database using the File
Modify and File Field_rename commands. The File Extract command was
used to create a new database file from an existing file. Remember the
following:

File Modify is used to change field types, lengths and decimal places,
or add and delete fields in an existing database. Changes made with File
Modify can have an effect on the data in the file.

File Field_rename is used to change only the field names of an existing
database file.

File Extract is used to create a new database file from an existing
database. You can clone an entire database with this command, or you
can create a subset of a database and its definition.
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Lesson 6
Using @dbFunctions

@db functions perform calculations and evaluate records in a database file.
Like normal @ functions in 1-2-3, @db functions arc entered in cells on the
worksheet.

There are three categories of @db functions: statistical, logical, and database.
Statistical @db functions return computed values to the worksheet. Logical
functions return a 1 or a 0 based on the results of a conditional statement.
Database functions perform such operations as opening and closing .DBF files,

locating specific records, and modifying data.

All @db functions use one or more arguments to specify which database,

record, and/or field to work with. Several functions allow optional criteria, let-
ting you perform a function on selected records in a file.

In Lesson 3 we discussed two statistical @db functions, @DBRECS and
@DBCNT. In this lesson we will introduce you to some of the other @db
functions and show some ways they might be used.

Using @db Functions to Summarize

Using @db functions, you can compute summary information on an entire
database while it remains on disk, and pull the results into your worksheet for
analysis.

Let's look at how we might compute summary figures on sales for the month
of January. We’ll set the 1-2-3 recalculation mode to automatic so we can see
the result of the functions as soon as they are calculated.

Start with a blank worksheet

Set recalculation to automatic using /WGRA
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:Operating Tip:
When using @db functions, serious consideration should be given to the 1-2-3
recalculation setting. If recalculation is set to automatic, the entire spreadsheet is
recalculated every time a cell is changed. In many cases, that is exactly what you
want to happen. However, if you have many @db functions and a large database file,

recalculation may take a long time. In that case, you should set recalculation to
manual so the worksheet is recalculated only upon request.

Use File Open to open SALES .DBF

Use Criteria Prompt to set the following criteria:

S A L E D A T E > = 0 1/ 0 1/ 8 6 .a n d . S A L E D A T E < = 0 1/31/ 8 6

Exit @BASE and type the following formulas into the cells noted:

In B4 type: @ DBCNT ( "SALES" )

In B5 type: 0DBSUM ( "SALES", "AMOUNT" )
In B6 type: @ DBMAX ( "SALES", "AMOUNT" )

In B7 type: 8DBAVG ( "SALES", "AMOUNT" )

You should obtain the figures shown in the screen display below. (Our screen
looks different from your screen because we have taken the liberty to add labels
and change cells B5, B6, and B7 to currency format.)

B7 : WLavgl "SALES V'AHOUNI " ) READY

C D FA B E
1
2 January sales
3
4 It sales luriny nonth
5 Total sales
6 Largest sale
7 Average sale

21
$3, 214.90

5437 , 00
$153,89

9
ie

Figure 44
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To get the same information about February, all you need to do is change the
criteria and recalculate the spreadsheet. You may wish to experiment with dif-
ferent criteria to get sales figures for a particular region or salesperson as well.
When you are done, close the SALES.DBF file.

Use File Close to close SALES . DBF

Using @db Functions to Perform Lookups

@BASE also has a number of @db functions that perform database operations.
One way to use these functions is to build a query form.

For example, let's say we want an easy way to look up an employee's address
in the EMPLOYEE database. You could set up a criteria and use Data Edit,
but you might prefer that the user did not see the salary field. We only need
two @db functions to create a simple query form for this database: @dbfirst
and @dbfld.

@dbfirst is used to locate records in a database file. @dbfirst returns the record
number of the first record in a database that matches a specified condition. The
format for the function is @dbfirst (ALIAS,CRITERIA). To obtain the record
number for the record containing Doug William's address, we could say:

@dbfirst("EMPLOYEE","LASTNAME=Williams'").

But we want to make our query form work for anyone, and we don't want to
edit the @db function for each lookup. A better method would be to use a cell
location such as D2 to store the lastname we are searching for.

@dbfirst("EMPLOYEE","LASTNAME=D2").

When "Williams" is typed in cell D2,@dbfirst returns the value 51, the record
number for the first record where LASTNAME=Williams.

Once we know the record number, we can use @dbfld to return the value of a
particular field in that record. The format of the @dbfld function is
@dbfld(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,RECNO).
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Let's look at an example.

Use File Open to open EMPLOYEE.DBF

Exit to 1-2-3 and retrieve the worksheet LOOKUP.WKl

READYB8 : [M3] HbfldCwloseeVstoeetMB)

GFEDCB0
i WilliamsEnter lastnaMe here2
3
4 515 Record it :
6

Williaws7 Nane : Doug
9 Laurence St
Burlington MB 018033

18
11
12

Figure 45

Cell B5 contains the @dbfirst function. Cells B7 through D9 contain @dbfld
functions which return field values from the record whose number appears in
cell B5. For example, cell B9 contains the function that returns the value for
CITY: @dbfld("EMPLOYEE","CITY",B5).

To look up a different employee, move the cursor to cell D2 and type a
different lastname. Try Tracy or Brad* and see what happens. (* is a wildcard
character.) Then try typing a name that is not in the database.

Using @dbopen and @dbclose

@dbopen and @dbclose give you the power to open and close database files
from cells on the worksheet. The @dbopen function performs the same
operation as the File Open command, and the @dbclose function is the same
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as the File Close command. Both functions return a 1 to the worksheet if the
operations are successfully completed, otherwise they return a 0.

Let’s use these @db functions to close and re-open the EMPLOYEE database
file for processing.

The formats for these two functions are:

@dbclose(ALIAS)

@dbopcn(ETLENAME,ALIAS)

Move to A1 and type: @ d b c l o s e ( "E M P L O Y E E” ) [Ret]

You will see that the function returns a value of 1, indicating that the close op-

eration was successful. Let's see what happens when we recalculate the work-
sheet.

Press [F9] to recalculate the worksheet

Now the function returns a 0. That is because the file has already been closed,

so @BASE cannot close it again. The @dbfirst and @dbfld functions return
ERR, because they cannot be evaluated if the database is not open.

Move to A1 and type:

@ d b o p e n ( "E M P L O Y E E " , "E M P L O Y E E " )

The value 1 is returned indicating that the OPEN operation was successful.

Press [F9] to recalculate

Now, a 0 is returned because the file is already open. Since it is open, the
@db functions can be evaluated. Let's save the worksheet with the @dbopen
function in cell Al. Then the next time the worksheet is retrieved, the
EMPLOYEE file will be opened automatically.

Select /FS and accept LOOKUP .WK1 as the worksheet name
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Select Replace

select /WEY to erase the worksheet

Using @db Functions in Macros

Macros allow 1-2-3 users to automate a series of steps to perform an operation.

This facility works equally well with @BASE commands, allowing users to

perform fairly complex operations quickly and easily.

One of the macro commands is particularly useful when automating @ BASE

operations. The LET command is used to enter a label or value in a specified

cell. You can also enter values using @db functions.

T.et's revisit our lookup example to see how it might be improved using a
macro. In that example, we used @dbfirst and @dbfld to retrieve information

about certain employees. However, you probably noticed a flaw in our work-

sheet. By using @dbfirst, we were only able to retrieve the first record that
met the given criteria. Since we were looking up records based on the employ-
ee's last name, that means we would never be able to look up two different
people with the same last name. In fact, there are several duplicate last names
in our sample database. In order to retrieve them, we need to use the @dbnext

function and a few decision rules to determine when it should be used.

The @dbnext function can only be used after an @dbfirst has been used to re-
trieve the First record that matches a specified condition. The format for the
function is:

@dbnext(ALIAS,CRITERIA)

Use @dbfirst to retrieve the first record for a particular last name, and @dbnext
for all subsequent retrievals. Let's see how a macro could do this.
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Retrieve the file MACRO.WKl

Press [PgDn] to view the macro

A2l:

in a
e ;Last nane used for querv

TNRriE XXX

If not , use SCBNEXT
Display first nare

last na:te
street
city
stafe
zip code

Saue last nane to compare

C.if D2=LRSTHP,MEXlet B5.6DBICXT("EMPLOYEE “ , “ L^£TMflMt=D2- )>
< let B7, eDBFLD < '•EMPLOYEE" . 'FIRSTNRQE ' B5)}

mwmM -.mm*
in
in ®trin<07»>

01:S9 RM

Figure 46

The lookup macro \L uses the previous value of LASTNAME to determine
whether an @dbfirst or an @dbnext function should be performed. If the last
name has changed since the last lookup, an @dbfirst is used; otherwise
@dbnext is called. Once the appropriate record has been located, the LET
statement is used to fill in the field values. The last name used is then stored
for the next comparison. Let’s try it out.

:::::::::::::::
vivivlv

Press [Home] .v.’vlv

Press [Alt]-[L]
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A i: ' READY

D E FA B C G
1
2 Enter lastnawe here : Hilliaws
3
4
5 Record i 51
6
7 Nawe : Doug Hi 11 iaws

3 Lawrence St
Burlington MA) 91803

19
11
12
13
14
15
16 Use [ALTHL] to perforin lookup
17
18
19
20
0Hct-87 10:11 AM CAPS

Figure 47

Press [Alt]-[L] again to see if there are any more people with
LASTNAME=’Williams’

READYAl

GE FDB CA
1 HilliansEnter lastnawe here2
3
4

525 Record A:
6

Julie Hillians
12 Horizon Hill Dr
Andover MA 01810

7 Name :
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Use 1ALTHL1 to perforw lookup16
17
18
19
20 CAPS09-Oct-87 10:12 AM

Figure 48
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Run the \L macro a few more times and see what happens. Try changing the
last name for the lookup as well. When you are done, erase the worksheet.

Erase the worksheet using /WEY

Using @dbupd to Update Records

The @dbupd function is used to edit the values of specified fields in a particular
record. The function returns either a 1 or a 0 to the worksheet cell to indicate
whether or not the field was updated. A 1 indicates that the field has been up-

dated, and a 0 indicates that the given field could not be updated with the speci-
fied value. The format of the function is:

@dbupd(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,RECNO,VALUE)

Fields in any record of a database can be updated using this function, regardless
of the active criteria or deleted settings. Records can be added to the file by us-
ing a record number that is greater than the total number of records in the file,
or by entering 0 as the record number.

Let's see how we would use the @dbupd function to change Julie Williams'

street address.

Type:

@dbupd("EMPLOYEE”,"STREET",52,"31Hickory Lane")

Use Data Browse to verify that the street was changed

Obviously, it is much easier to change an address using Data Browse or Data
Edit. However, the @dbupd function can be quite useful in a macro. Let's
close the EMPLOYEE file and take a look at another example that illustrates
the use of the @dbupd function.
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Use File Close to close the EMPLOYEE file

Erase the worksheet

A Simple Order Entry System

In this example we will be working with three data files. The CUST file has

50 customer records with customer IDs between 1001 and 1050. It contains

the names and addresses of our customers. The PROD file has 10 product

records with product codes of FC82, DEM, CHOI , WI65, LA98, PS20, SH33,

MM40, CF49, and RC11. Each product record also contains a product descrip-
tion and price. The ORDERS file contains information about each customer's

order. It uses the customer id to identify the customer, and lists the quantity

and product code of each product being ordered. It also contains the total dollar

amount of the order. Note that the ORDERS file does not repeat information

that is available from other files. It contains the customer id and product code,

but not the customer's name or the product description. That information can
be retrieved from the CUST and PROD files when necessary.

The sample worksheet ORDFORM.WK1 automates the customer ordering pro-
cess. The user fills in the customer id number and product codes along with

the quantity of each product desired. The rest of the information is filled in au-
tomatically. When the order is complete, pressing [Alt]-[C] causes the order to

be added to the ORDERS file. Let's try it out.

Retrieve the ORDFORM.WKl file
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KEANB5 : u [i t f i A

E F GA 6 C D
i

OMR FORM2
3
4 ! Customer ID : ( 1001 - 1050)
5
6
7
3
9
10
11 Qty Product code Description Unit Price Amount
12
13
14
15
16
17 Total
18

PRESS ALI-C TO APPEND ORDER TO ORDER FILE19
28
09-Oct-87 10: 23 AH

Figure 49

As soon as you retrieve the worksheet the three database files are opened by
@dbopen functions on the worksheet. Let's enter a customer ID.

Type: 1035 [Ret]

An @dbfirst function locates the first record in the CUST file with a CUSTID
of 1035 and the information from this record is displayed using @dbfld func-
tions. The product description and price are looked up in the same manner. En-
ter the specific order information for this customer as follows:

Move to cell B13 and type: 2 [Ret]

Move to cell C13 and type: inm40 [Ret]

Enter1and chOl in cells B14 and 04

This order is now complete and you can add it to the ORDERS file.

Press [Alt]-[C]
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It's as easy as that! Now you're ready to add another one, but first let’s take a

look at what you've added.

4 Invoke @BASE and use Data Browse to view the ORDERS file

Record number 11 is the order you have just added. This record only contains

the necessary information about the order. The customer information and prod-

uct description can be looked up from the other files when needed.

4 Return to the worksheet

4 Press [Tab] to view the macro

iiIMHi : PR

i'UORKJflft
CUSTREC
R0DREC1
R00REC2 Efifi
RQ3REC2 ERR

ERR
ERR

' 3 ZU62V ;Turn on 2?ro suppression
{LET UCWJfiR ,M«OPEN< HMK-PRQW)
CLET HORKWR,eOBOPEIK -CUST-jl

,,CW1"»
(LET U0RKUPR,6060PEN< "ORDERS”,"ORDERS")>

,edbr*cs< "ORDERS ")*!)
2
3

{LET NEHIORD
CUINDOUSOFF5
(LEI UOFKUftR .CdbypdC "ORDERS 11."CUSTID •' NEHTOfiC. ID»
(IF 813)0} <[ET UORKVHR ,MBUPD<"ORDERS","PRCOlu
{IF B14>0) <LET HORXURR ,Mbupd< "ORDERSVPBG02 MOTOR
{IF 815)0} (LET UORK'jaS,(sdbupd< "ORDERS ". "PP0D31 . NEK'OR
{LET WRKUflR^dbupdC'OKERS 1 TOTAL",NEATORDPFI?))'
(30 TOB5-'

;Get next record nuNber into Kl
)Shut off screen display
;Store customer- nu«ber in ORDERS f i l e
;Store products ordered and quantities in ORDERS f i l e

j
11

;Store total in ORDERS f i l e
;Return pointer to c e l l 65 for newt custcner ID
;Clear custid
;Set QTV to 8
;Set product code tc
;Turn screen display on

' L4s
16 mm

>

( LEI B13,9> (LEI 814,0}{LEI 815,0}
(LET 013," "} (LET C14;"
<UINDOUS6N>

••> (LET C15,"

A

ct -8? 0S:52 flfl

Figure 50

The \C macro, beginning in cell 114, appends a new record to the ORDERS
file and fills in the appropriate field values using the @dbupd function. The
worksheet is then cleared to allow for entry of the next record.

4 Press [Home] and move to cell B5 to add more orders
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Erase the worksheet and close the ORDERS, CUST and PROD files
when you are done

Summary

In this lesson you learned some advanced uses of @db functions. You used
@db functions to locate records meeting specified conditions, modify data, test
records for conditions, and open or close a database file. You also saw how
@db functions can be used in 1-2-3 macros to automate database operations.
Remember the following:

U All @db functions require one or more arguments and return a single
value to a cell on the worksheet.

@dbfirst is a database function which returns the record number of the
first record in a file meeting specified criteria.

@dbnext is a database function which returns the record number of the
next record after the current record number that meets specified
criteria

@dbopen is a database function used to open a database file for
processing. It returns a 1 if the file can be opened, otherwise it returns
a 0.

@dbclose is a database function used to close a database file. It returns
a 1 if the file is closed, otherwise it returns a 0.

@dbupd is a database function used to update a field in a specified
record. Any record can be modified, regardless of the active criteria. It
returns a 1 if the modification is successful, otherwise it returns a 0.
Records can be added to a file by using a record number greater than the
number of records in the file, or by entering 0 as the record number.

@db functions can be used in 1-2-3 macros.

If you have many @db functions on the same worksheet, be sure that
1-2-3's Recalculation is set to manual mode, otherwise every function
will be recalculated each time a cell is modified.
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Lesson 7
Printing with @BASE

@BASE does not provide special facilities for printing. We rely on 1-2-3 for
this capability. In this lesson we will show how to print columnar reports
and mailing labels. Both examples use @db functions in conjunction with
1-2-3 macros to perform the print operations.

Printing Columnar Reports

We provide a simple general-purpose macro for columnar report generation.
(The macro is in a worksheet called PRINT.WK1.) Let's see how we might
print a report from the EMPLOYEE database.

Use /FR to retrieve the PRINT .WK1 worksheet

Bl ; PR [NISI 'Page BEAK

B C D E
1 Page:
2 File:
3 Criteria:

0 of 0
EMPLOVEE

4
5 FIRSTNAME LASINAME STREET CITY
6
7
8
9
8
1
3
4
.5
7
9

20
18-tat-87 10:23 AM

Figure 51
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The database file containing data to be printed is specified in cell C2. An

optional criteria string is specified in cell C3. In row 5 are the names Of the
fields to be printed. This macro has already been set up to print all of the

records in the EMPLOYEE database. Let’s try it out.

Verify that your printer is ready

Press [Alt]-[P] to start printing

The macro goes to the database and gathers the records that match the given

criteria. If no criteria is specified (as in this example) all records are retrieved.
The macro gathers one pageful of records at a time and puts them into the

worksheet. It then prints the page and goes on to get the next pageful of

records.

How to Define a New Report

Retrieve the PRINT.WK1 file.

In cell C2, enter the name of the .DBF file which contains data for the

printout.

Optionally, type a criteria string in cell C3. (Be sure to use valid
syntax for the criteria string.)

Type the names of the fields to be printed across row 5 starting in
column B. (Type over the field names used in the EMPLOYEE
example.)

" — Note: - — " - - — 1

If many fields are to be printed, you can use the Date Transfer Label-import command in

@BASE to bring the field names into the worksheet instead of typing each one individ-
ually.

The report will be printed with a number of characters per field which

corresponds with column widths set in the worksheet. Use 1-2-3's
/WCS command to adjust the column width for each field as

necessary.
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Likewise, adjust the cell format in the worksheet for each field to

correspond with the desired print format. (For example, to print in date
format, select /RFD4.) For each field, you must formal the range of
cells in rows 7 through 57 in order for the macro to function properly.

That’s all there is to it. The worksheet contains the new report

definition. Save the worksheet using a new filename.

When you want to print the report, retrieve the worksheet and press
[Alt]-[P] to start printing.

Now, we’ll use the macro to print a transaction list from the SALES database.
We’ll print a list of all transactions in the western region in the first quarter of
1986.

Move to cell C2 and enter SALES

Move to cell C3 and enter REGlON='WEST'.and.
SALE DATE>=01/01/86.and.SALE DATE<04/01/86

We must now indicate which database fields are to be printed. The fields must
be located in row 5 of the spreadsheet. Let's print the fields REGION, SALES-
MAN, PRODUCT, SALE_DATE, and AMOUNT.

Erase the old report fields using /Range Erase B5. . K5

Type: REGION,SALESMAN,PRODUCT,SALE_DATE and
AMOUNT in B5. . F5

Use /WCS to set widths for the fields as follows:

REGION
SALESMAN 15
PRODUCT 15
SALE_DATE 10
AMOUNT 12

10
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Columns must also be formatted according to data type. This macro assumes a
page length of 66 lines, so rows 7 thru 57 must be formatted identically. Por
this example, we want the SALE_DATE to print in date format and the
AMOUNT field to print in dollar format. Therefore, cells E7..E57 must be set
for DATE format and cells F7..F57 must be formatted for CURRENCY .

Use /RFD4 to format cells E7. .E57

Use /RFC2 to format cells F7. .F57

We are now ready to print

Press [Alt]-[P] to print

REAMBi: [ HIM ' Page

F GC 5 EB
1 Page: 1 of
2 File : SALES
3 Criteria: REGION:1 WEST' , and , SALEJAIE>=01/01/86 , and , SALEJAIEU03/31

SALEJATE AHOUNI
03/30/86 $195 , 98
01/29/36 $130, 42
01/04/86 $156 , 50
02/16/86 $156 , 50
01/29/86 $326 , 05
01/15/86 $155 , 55
03/26/86 $156 , 50
02/01/86 $469 , 50
01/04/86 $95 , 21
03/03/86 $130 , 42
02/26/86 $155 , 55
03/18/86 $466 , 65
02/12/86 $95 , 21
01/21/86 $133 , 56

1

4
PRODUCT5 REGION SALESMAN

? West
8 West
9 West
18 West
11 West
12 West
13 • West
14 West
15 West
16 West
17 West
18 West
19 West
20 West
18-Oct-87 10:29 AM

6
ChairBryson

Henry
Bryson
DeFoe
Eisenstadt
Defoe
Sandford
Eisenstadt
Eisenstadt
Peterson
DeFoe
Sandford
Peterson
DeFoe

Table
Shelf
Shelf
Table
Cabinet
Shelf
Shelf
Table
Table
Cabinet
Cabinet
Table
Desk

Figure 52
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Printing Mailing Labels

We have supplied a sample worksheet, entitled LABELS.WK1 which
illustrates the use of macros to generate mailing labels. This macro uses the
EMPLOYEE database. It prints all the records in the database unless you

specify otherwise by setting a criteria before running the macro. The labels are
printed 3 1/2" wide by 15/16" high in a single column. Let’s see how the
label macro works.

Open the EMPLOYEE database and create the selection criteria
DEPT= 1 Accounting’

Retrieve the worksheet LABELS.WKl

P/ sure your printer is ready and press [Alt]-[C]

The macro prints labels for all the active records in the Accounting department.

You can use this label macro or a variation of it to produce customized labels
for any of your database files.

Erase the worksheet using /WEY

Summary

In this lesson, you have seen that 1-2-3 macros can be used to print database
information. These macros obtain the desired information, place it in the
worksheet, and then use 1-2-3 to perform the print operation.

Printing with @BASELesson 7
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File Commands

File

T T T T I
Open Close Define Modify Extract Translate Field-rename Status

File FO opens a database file for processing. A database file must be opened before
O p e n any @BASE commands or functions can be used with the database.

The number of database files that may be open at one time is limited by

available memory. Each open database file uses 8K of memory.

@BASE defaults to opening a database from the 1-2-3 default directory.
A list of these files is displayed on the file menu. To open a file in

another directory or on another drive, enter the correct drive and directory

pathnames before the file name.

An alias is created for each open database and is used by @BASE to keep
track of each open file. An alias can be up to 12 characters long and can
contain any alphanumeric characters and the underscore. The default alias
is the same as the DOS file name without the extension.

Procedure

1. Select File Open from the @BASE menu.

2. Choose a file to open. Select the name of a database file and press

[Ret].

3. Enter the alias. Press [Ret] to accept the default alias or type another
alias and press [Ret].
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Remember, an alias can be 12 characters long and can contain any alphanumer-

ic characters and the underscore.

Related Commands

File Close closes a database file, making it unavailable for @BASE process-

ing.

FC closes an open database file so it is no longer available for processing.File
Close

The date of the file's last modification is recorded with the file and 8K of
memory is released at this time.

All open databases are automatically closed when you quit 1-2-3. All
open files are temporarily closed when you exit to the system from
1-2-3 (/S). These files are reopened when you return to 1-2-3.

Procedure

1. Select File Close from the @BASE menu.

2. Choose a database file to close. Select the alias of an open data-

base file, and press [Ret].

Related Commands

File Open opens a file for @BASE processing.
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FD creates a new database file definition. The process of creating a file defini-
tion involves naming and defining fields. Each field has up to four elements
which must be specified where appropriate.

File
Def ine

Name of field

Type of field (character, numeric, logical, or date)

Length of field (the number of characters allowed in each field)

Decimals for field (the number of decimal places in each numeric field)

Procedure

1. Select File Define from the @BASE menu.

2. Name the database File. Enter the file name of your choice, and
press [Ret]. The file extension defaults to .DBF. Be sure to enter the
correct drive and directory if they are different from the defaults.

Normally, File Define is used to create a new file. File Define may
also be used to overwrite an existing database. When File Define is se-
lected, the @BASE file menu displays all the database files in the current
default directory. You can use the pointer to select an existing database
file to overwrite.

Caution:
If you overwrite an existing database file, the existing
data is lost and the definition is overwritten.

If an existing database file name is chosen and you wish to overwrite the file,

press Y to overwrite. Otherwise, press N, repeat steps 1 and 2, and choose an-
other file name.
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3. Define each field. @BASE displays a full screen that prompts you

for the field definitions. When adding a database definition, you are
prompted for the name, type, length and decimals for each field.

If you choose LOGICAL or DATE for type, @ BASE automatically

supplies the correct entry for length and decimal.You must observe the
following conventions when defining a database file.

Each field name can be up to 10 characters long. @BASE and dBASE III

allow the same characters for field names. Legal characters are the letters

of the alphabet, the integers 0 - 9, and the underscore character,

Type can be character, numeric, logical or date.

Character fields consist of any alphanumeric characters.

Numeric fields consist of numbers, decimal places, and +/- signs.

Logical fields contain one character, T for true or F for false.

Date fields arc displayed in the MM/DD/YY format and are stored
in the dBASE III YYYYMMDD format. Dates are converted to the
1-2-3 serial date format when they are used internally by @BASE.

Enter the name, type, length and decimals for each field.

4. Editing field definitions. When you have finished adding fields,

you can edit any part of the file definition. Press [Esc] to activate edit
mode. Move the pointer to any item you want to change and press [F2].
@BASE prompts you for the correct response in the control panel.

In edit mode, you can add more field definitions or delete existing field
definitions with [Ins] and [Del]. Press [Ins] to enter a new field defini-

tion at the pointer position. Press [Del] to erase the definition at the
pointer position. Cursor past the last field to add a new field definition.

Press [Esc] to leave edit mode.

File Commands
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5. Cancel or Save.

Cancel ignores the new file definition. Pressing [Esc] at this point
also cancels the database definition and returns you to the @BASE
menu.

Save stores the new definition to disk and leaves the new file open for
use.

6. Choose an alias. If you save the database definition, press [Ret] to

accept the default alias or enter another alias for the new file.

Related Commands

File Modify is used to modify an existing database’s field definitions.

File Field-rename lets you change a database’s field names only.

File Translate creates a new database file from a data range in the worksheet.

File Extract creates a new database file from an existing database file. The
new file can be a subset or an exact copy of the old file.

File FM changes an existing database definition. File Modify is used to alter the
definition of a database by adding, changing or deleting fields.Modify

Field types, lengths and decimals can be changed using File Modify

If you reduce a field length using File Modify, any existing data in that
field is truncated to match the new length.

If you change a field type, be sure that the existing data in the field will
be converted to the new field type. If the data types are incompatible,

the data for that field will be lost. Consult the Conversion Table on the
following page.
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Conversion Table

Character: Numbers are converted to alphanumeric
characters.

Numeric

Logical: 0 is converted to F and I is converted to T. Any

other values arc left blank.

Date: Numbers in the range 1 to 73050 are interpreted as
1-2-3 serial date numbers. 1 is converted to January 1, 1900
73050 is converted to December 31, 2099.

Character — Numeric: Converts if numeric (and no alpha) characters
exist in the field; otherwise, the field will be empty.

Logical: (Not recommended.) Will convert only data
beginning with a T or an F to a one character logical field.

Date: If the character field contains a valid date in the
"MM/DD/YY" format it is converted to the appropriate date.
Any other value is left blank.

Logical Character: Converts to a one character field containing a T,
F, or blank if the field is undefined.

Numeric: T is converted to 1, F is converted to 0.

Date: Do not try to convert logical fields to date fields. All
fields are left empty with this conversion.

Numeric: Converts from the MM/DD/YY format to a
number equal to that of the 1-2-3 date serial number. Re-
turns a positive integer between 1 (January 1, 1900) and
73050 (December 31, 2099). Numbers can be converted
back to dates if they fall within the accepted serial number
range.

Date

Character: Converts to a character string in the
"MM/DD/YY” format. (February 22, 1987 is converted to
02/22/87.)

Logical: All fields are left blank.
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Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired database.

2. Select File Modify from the @BASE menu.

3. Choose a database File. Select the alias of an open database file
and press [Ret].

4. Edit the definition. Modify the field definitions using the pointer
to select the desired definition and [F2] to edit. Use [Ins] and [Del] to

insert and delete fields. Press [Esc] when you are done.

5. Cancel or Save.

Cancel aborts any changes to the field definitions. Pressing [Esc] also
cancels the changes.

Save saves the new field definitions and makes any changes to the ex-
isting data if needed.

Related Commands

File Field-rename allows you to change a database's field names only.

File
Extract

FE creates a new database file from an existing file. You can create a new da-
tabase which is identical to an existing database file, or you can create a new
file which is a subset of an existing file.

The file definition is automatically copied to the new file. Data can be
optionally copied to the new database.

Only data that passes the active criteria for the open file is copied to the
new database file.
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Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the database file to be copied from.
2. Select File Extract from the <§> BASE menu.

3. Choose the source file. Select the alias of the source database file

and press [Ret].

4. Choose All or Select.

All extracts all the fields from the open database.

Select prompts you to select the fields that will be extracted from the
open database.

5. Selecting fields to extract.

@BASE displays the field selection screen if you choose to extract se-
lected fields from the source database. Use the pointer to point to the
desired field definitions to be extracted and press [Ret]. A selected mark-
er appears to the right of the fields that you choose.

Select all the fields that you want to be extracted and press [Esc] when
you are done. The fields will appear in the new file in the order that
they were selected from the source file.

6. Enter the new filename. Choose a file name from the file menu
or type the name of a new database file and press [Ret].

If you choose a file name that already exists,@BASE prompts you
whether or not to overwrite the file. Choose Overwrite if you do want
to overwrite the existing file definition and data. If you do not want to

overwrite the existing file, choose Cancel . You cannot overwrite an
open file.

7. Choose an alias. Enter the alias for the new database file. The
new file is left open for @BASE processing.
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— Caution:
If you choose Yes to overwrite an existing database
file, the existing file definition and data are lost.

8. Choose Copy or No-copy.

Copy transfers the data from the specified fields to the new file.
@BASE copies only those records which meet the active criteria. If
you want all the records from the source file to be copied to the new
file, make sure that you cancel the criteria for the source file before
attempting to extract.

No-copy copies only the file definition from the source file to the
new file.

Related Commands

File Translate creates a new database file from 1-2-3 data on the worksheet.

Data Transfer Copy copies active records from one open database file to

another.

Data Transfer Export transfers records from the worksheet to an open database
file.

File
Translate

FT creates a new database file from existing 1-2-3 records, using the labels and
data located on the worksheet. The database definition and data are both auto-
matically transferred to the new file.

File Translate automatically creates a temporary database definition
from the worksheet data. You can modify the temporary definition
before any data is transferred to the file.
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The field attributes of the new file are determined by looking at the

column width, cell contents and format of the first data record.

Transferred field types:

Character, if the data cell is a label, string formula, or blank.

Date, if the cell is formatted for date display.

Otherwise, the field is numeric.

Transferred field lengths:

The length defaults to the column width (8 if it is a hidden column),
the length of the cell format, or the maximum field length in the

database column for character fields.

Transferred field decimals:

The number of decimals defaults to the display format number of dec-
imals.

@BASE recognizes the 1-2-3 format for organizing database records.
Each column on the worksheet comprises one field and each row
represents one record. The first row of the database must contain field
labels.

The database records can be located anywhere on the worksheet. A range

is used to identify where the 1-2-3 data is located.

Procedure

1. Use /FR to retrieve the worksheet file that contains data you want

to translate.

2. Select File Translate from the @BASE menu.

3. Specify the 1-2-3 database range. Highlight the database range
on the worksheet and press [Ret].
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Be sure to include all the field labels and data in the range. If a data in-

put range has been set up for the records using the 1-2-3 /DQI com-
mand, @BASE defaults to using this range, but you can modify this
range before translating the records.

4. Choose the name for the destination file. Type the name of a
new database file or choose an existing database file from the file menu
press [Ret]. You cannot translate to a file that is already open for
processing.

If you select an existing database file name, @ BASE prompts you
whether to Cancel or Overwrite.

Cancel does not translate any data and returns you to the @BASE
menu.

Overwrite overwrites the existing file with the newly translated defi-
nition and data.

Caution:
Be aware that if you choose Overwrite, the data and the defini-
tion in the existing file are replaced by the translated data. The
overwritten data and definitions are permanently lost.

5. Verify the field definitions created by @BASE.

@BASE places you in a full screen edit mode, giving you a chance to
modify the field definitions before the data is translated. Select the de-
sired field definition with the pointer and press [F2] to modify the tem-
porary definition. Be sure to check the field lengths and restore the field
type of logical fields.

Logical fields in 1-2-3 data are read by @BASE as numeric fields since
the data contained in those fields are 1 or 0. At this point you may re-
define them as logical fields.

You can change the lengths of the field definitions with [F2], or you
can change the column widths on the worksheet to match the maximum
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field length on the worksheet before attempting to translate the work-

sheet data.

Press [Esc] when you are done modifying the database definition.

6. Choose Cancel or Save.

Cancel aborts the translation and returns you to the @BASE menu.

Save saves the file definition and copies the worksheet data into the
database file.

Related Commands

File Extract creates a new database file from an open database file.

Data Transfer Copy transfers selected records from one database file to another.

Data Transfer Import transfers records from a database file to the worksheet.

File
Field- rename

FF allows you to change the field names in a database definition without
changing any data.

Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired file.

2. Select File Field-rename from the @BASE menu.

3. Choose a database file. Select the alias of an open database and
press [Ret].

4. Modify the field names. Make any necessary changes to the
field names and press [Esc] when you are done.
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@BASE places you at the field selection screen to modify the field
names. Use the pointer to select the fields and press [F2] to edit the
field names.

Fieldnames can be a maximum of 10 characters long and can contain
any alphanumeric characters and the underscore. Spaces are not al-
lowed.

Press [Esc] when you are done modifying the field names.

Related Commands

File Modify is used to change an existing database definition.

File FS displays current information about an open database file. File Status is a
quick and easy way of obtaining pertinent information relating to the immedi-
ate status of an open file.

Status

File Status displays the following information:

Current alias

.DBF file name (including drive and directory path)

Date of the last update

Number of records in the file

Length of the records

Number of fields in each record

Active criteria for the currently selected file

Open index files (only with optional indexing module)
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Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired file if necessary.

2. Select File Status from the @BASE menu.

3. Choose a database file. Select the alias of an open database file

and press [Ret].

Press [Esc] to return to the @BASE menu when you are done viewing
the status information.
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Data Commands

Data

Browse Edit Replace Crosstab Sort Transfer Delete

I
Mark Unmark Pack Zap

Copy Import Export Label-import

Generate Exact Range

Data
Browse

DB is used to view, add, modify and delete selected records from an open data-

base file. @BASE displays as many records and fields as will fit on the screen
at a time. The on-screen view of the records formed by Data Browse is called
a browse table.

You can choose to display all fields, or selected fields from a database.

Records must meet the active criteria for the selected database to be
displayed in the browse table.

Records can be added to a file with [Ins] or deleted from a file with [Del].
[F2] or EDIT can be used to edit a field in the browse table.

[F5] or GOTO is used to start the browse table from a given record
number. If the desired record number is not active, then the browse table
starts from the next higher active record number.

[F7] or QUERY is used to modify or cancel the selection criteria from
within Data Browse.

Marked records will not appear in the browse table if Ignorc-dclctcd has
been selected from the @BASE settings menu.
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Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired database file.

2. Select Data Browse from the @BASE menu.

3. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database file and

press [Ret].

4. Choose All or Select.

All displays the contents of all the fields for the selected records in the

browse table.

Select allows you to choose which fields will be displayed and in

what order they will appear in the browse table.

5. Select the fields to browse. If you choose Select, @BASE
places you at the field selection screen to select the fields to be included

in the browse table. Point to the desired fields with the pointer and press
[Ret] to select the fields. A selected marker appears next to the fields

that you have chosen. Fields are displayed in the browse table in the
order that they are selected from the field selection screen.

Press [Esc] when you have selected all the fields you want to appear in
the browse table.

6. Viewing a browse table. The following movement keys can be
used to navigate through a browse table.
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Browse Table Keys
FunctionKey

[PgDn]
[PgUp]
[Home]
[End]
[Ctrl]-RIGHT or [Tab]
[Ctrl]-LEFT or [shift]-[Tab]
DOWN arrow
UP arrow
RIGHT arrow
LEFT arrow

Scroll down one page

Scroll up one page
Go to the top of the browse table
Go to the bottom of the browse table

Scroll right one page
Scroll left one page

Move the pointer to the same field in the next record
Move the pointer to the same field in the previous record
Move the pointer to the right one field
Move the pointer to the left one field
Edit a field
Go to a specified record

Query
Insert a record
Mark/unmark a record for deletion
Return to @BASE main menu

[F2]
[F5]

[F7]
[Ins]
[Del]
[Esc]

Press [Esc] to exit a browse table.

7. Query the database while browsing. Use [F7] to quickly modify
or cancel the current selection criteria, or to set a new criteria. When
you leave Data Browse you will have the option to Keep the criteria
created with [F7] or Restore the original criteria. (See Criteria Com-
mands, pp. 163 - 177 for more information about selection criteria.)

8. Adding records. Records are added with the [Ins] key. The new
records are automatically appended to the end of the database file.

The [Ins] key invokes a full-screen mode for adding records. The
@BASE control panel will prompt you to enter a value for each field.
Enter all the fields for the new record, then select Accept, Carry-Forward
or Edit from the menu.

Accept enters the record into the database and prompts for another new
record.

Carry-Forward enters the record into the database and prompts for
another new record. The current field values are carried forward and
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repeated in the new record. Use [F2], to edit the fields that are differ-

ent from the previous record. Carry-Forward can be very useful if
some of the data are repeated in numerous records.

Edit allows you to edit the fields before entering the record into the

file. Move the pointer to the field you want to edit and press [F2].
Edit the field and press [Ret] when finished. When you have changed

all the fields that need to be edited, press [Esc] to return to the Accept,
Carry-Forward and Edit choices.

Press [Esc] at any time to abort entering the current record and return to

the browse table.
9. Modifying records. Move the pointer to the field you want to

change and press [F2], Make the desired changes and press [Ret].

10. Deleting records. Records are marked for deletion with the [Del]
key.

Move the pointer to any field in the desired record and press [Del]. The
marker indicates that the record has been marked for deletion. You

can undelete a record by pressing the [Del] key a second time.

Related Commands

Data Edit allows you to add, modify and delete records in an open database
file.

Data
Edit

DE is used to add, modify or delete selected records in a database file.

Data Edit only displays the active records in the given database file.

Marked records will not appear if Ignore-dcleted has been selected from
the @BASE settings menu.

[F5] or GOTO is used to skip to any record in the file regardless of die
active criteria and deleted setting.

[F7] or QUERY is used to modify or cancel the criteria from within
Data Edit.
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Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired database file.

2. Select Data Edit from the @BASE menu.

3. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database and press
[Ret].

4. Edit the records. @BASE places you in a full-screen edit mode to
modify records. One record is displayed on the screen at a time.

Use the [Up] and [Down] arrow keys to move the pointer between
fields within a single record.

Use [PgUp] and [PgDn] to advance one record or skip backwards one
record. Use [Home] and [End] to skip to the beginning or end of the
active record selection.

Use [F5] (GOTO) to skip to any record in the file by indicating the
record number.

Note:
The cursor control keys can only access active records. Use [F5] to
skip to records that don't meet the active criteria or records that are
marked for deletion.

To edit a field, locate the desired field with the pointer and press [F2].
@BASE prompts you for the new field value in the control panel.
Enter the new value and press [Ret].

Press [Esc] to leave Data Edit and return to the @BASE menu.

5. Query the database while editing. Use [F7] to quickly modify or
cancel the current selection criteria, or to set a new criteria. When you
leave Data Edit you will have the option to Keep the criteria created
with [F7] or Restore the original criteria. (See Criteria Commands,
pp. 163 - 177 for more information about selection criteria.)
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6. Adding records. Records are added with the [Ins] key. The new
records are automatically appended to the end of the database file.

The [Ins] key displays a blank record. The @ BASE control panel will
prompt you to enter a value for each field. Enter all the fields for the new
record, then select Accept, Carry-forward or Edit from the menu.

Accept enters the record into the database and prompts lor another new
record.

Carry-Forward enters the record into the database and prompts for
another new record. The current field values are carried forward and
repeated in the next new record. Use [F2], to edit the fields that are
different from the previous record. Carry-Forward can be very useful
if some of the data are repeated in numerous records.

Edit allows you to edit the fields before entering the record into the
file. Move the pointer to the field you want to edit and press [F2].
Edit the field and press [Ret] when finished. When you have changed
all the fields that need to be edited, press [Esc] to return to the Accept,
Carry-Forward and Edit choices.

Press [Esc] at any time to abort entering the current record and return to
the edit mode.

7. Deleting records. Records are marked for deletion with the [Del]
key.

Locate the desired record and press [Del]. The ***DELETED***
marker indicates that a record has been marked for deletion. Records
can be undeleted by pressing the [Del] key a second time.

Related Commands

Data Replace allows you to set the values of specified fields for all active
records.

Data Browse is used to view, add, modify and delete records in a database file.
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DR sets the values of specified fields on all selected records. Data Replace is
useful if you need to set certain fields in a group of selected records to a default
value.

Data
Replace

Only the active records are affected by the Data Replace command.

You can replace more than one field at a time for the active records.

Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired database file.

2. Set the selection criteria. Choose criteria that will select only the
records having field values that you want to replace. (See Criteria Com-
mands pp. 163 - 177)

3. Select Data Replace from the @BASE menu.

4. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database file and
press [Ret].

5. Select fields to replace. @BASE places you in a full screen mode
for selecting the fields and their default values. Point to a desired field
and press [Ret]. @BASE prompts you for the default field value in the
control panel.

Enter the new field value and press [Ret]. A selected marker indicates
that the field will be replaced.

N o t e: =
Be sure that the default field value is appropriate for the field
type of each selected field.

Press [Esc] when you are done selecting the fields and values to replace.

6. Choose Cancel or Execute.

Cancel does not replace the fields and returns you to the @BASE
menu.

Execute replaces the desired fields on all the selected records with the
specified default values and returns you to the @BASE menu.
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Related Commands

Data Edit is used to view, add, modify or delete records in a database file.

Data Browse is used to view, add, modify or delete records in a database file.

Data

Crosstab

Generate Exact Range

DC is used to generate a tabular summary report on the worksheet from
records in a database file. Cross-tabulations are useful for obtaining statistical
information about data.

Data
Crosstab

The Data Crosstab command can be performed on selected records by
setting criteria for the given database file.

You can use Data Crosstab to produce a report that counts the number
of occurences of a specified value or sums a numeric field.

The Data Crosstab command uses key values for comparisons in a
tabular report. The key values are created from field values in the
database by @BASE at the time of the cross tabulation or by you before
you run the command.
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A crosstab report can be based on one or more fields in a database file.
A report based on two or more fields can optionally be displayed in
matrix form with the key values from the last selected field listed across
the top of the report.

Here is an example of a crosstab report for a personnel database counting the
number of employees in each department. The five key values have been
generated by @BASE from the values in the DEPT field.

ramAlt IU16I'DEPI

a C D E F GB
1 DEPI
2 Accounting
3 Data Processing
4 Marketing
5 Production

Shipping

Count
6

14
13

6
11

Figure 53

Here is an example of a two-dimensional tabular report for a sales database that
counts the number of sales of each product in a given region. (This database,
SALES.DBF is on the @BASE distribution diskette.) The key values for the
REGION field are in column A and the key values for the PRODUCT field are
across row 1.

Al! 'REGION REAW

A I C I E F G
1 REGION Cabinet Chair Desk Lan
2 Central
3 East
1 West

Shelf TableI1 2 3 1
1 2 3 2 2
5 1 Z 3 4 &

5
5

Figure 54
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Procedure

1. Use File Open to open the desired database file.

2. Set the Criteria. (Optional.)

3. Select Data Crosstab from the @BASE menu.

4. Select a database file. Selectthe alias of an open file and press [Ret].

5. Choose Generate, Exact or Range. Select the method for using key
values.

Generate creates the key values for you. A separate key value is
generated for each different field value in the database. This way you
don't have to set up any key values on the worksheet ahead of time.

Exact uses specified values from the worksheet as keys. Only those
records that are exact matches to the keys are counted or summed in
the tabulation. You must put the key values on the worksheet before
using the Exact option. The key values must be arranged in ascend-
ing order.

Range uses keys that you have placed on the worksheet as upper
limits for the tabulation. Data is compared to the key values using
the "up-to and including" approach. The key values must be arranged
in ascending order.

Key values can contain the wildcard characters ? and *. The ? repre-
sents any single character and the * represents any remaining charac-
ters. The crosstab wildcards behave in the same manner as the DOS
wildcard characters.

6. Creating keys using Generate. When you choose Generate,

@BASE displays the field selection screen. Point to the fields that you
want included in the crosstab and press [Ret]. The selected marker indi-
cates which fields have been chosen. Press [Esc] when you are done se-
lecting fields.
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(©BASE creates the keys from the values in the fields that you choose
for the crosstab.

For example, suppose you have a sales database, SALES.DBF, and you
need to count the number of sales in each region. The REGION field
contains the values: Central, East and West. All you have to do is
use the Generate option, select the REGION field, choose a cell as the
start of the key values label row, and select Count (©BASE generates
all the key values for you. The crosstab report should be similar to this:

REAMAll ' REGION

HC 9 E F GA
1 REGION
2 Central
3 East
4 West
5
6
7

Figure 55

If you select more than one field to be used as a key, the selection order
is significant. The last key you select will be displayed across the top of
the report if you choose the Across option. (See Step 10. Choose
Across or Down.)

7. Matching data to keys using Exact. Use Exact when you want to
match the data exactly to predefined keys.

The Exact option requires you to set up the key values on the worksheet
before you run the crosstab. The keys can be set up for a one-dimen-
sional or two-dimensional report and can contain the wildcard characters.
The keys must be arranged in ascending order.

Suppose you want to count the number of sales that four of your sales-
man have made for each product in your SALES database. Enter the key
values for the SALESMAN field on the worksheet in column A starting
in cell A2. Enter the key values for the PRODUCT field in row 1 be-
ginning in cell Bl. The worksheet should look like this:
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Mfti ;

c E Gft B D F
i Cabinet Chair Desk Lanp Shelf Table
2 Defoe
3 Eisenstadt
4 Harington
5 Killians
6
7

Figure 56

Now you can use the Data Crosstab command to create a two-dimen-
sional report for the SALESMAN and PRODUCT fields. Select the

Exact option and choose the SALESMAN and PRODUCT fields in that
order. Select Across for the format of the report, A1 for the start of the
key values label row and Count for the type of calculation. @BASE
counts only those records that match the SALESMAN and PRODUCT
keys exactly. The tabular report should look like this:

REftNfti; "SALESMAN

B ECBft
1 SALESMAN Cabinet Chair Desk
2 Defoe
3 lisenstad 1 8 1
4 Harington 1
5 Killians 1 1 1

0 12
11

6
7

Figure 57

8. Matching data to keys using Range. Use Range when you want
to match data to predefined keys as upper limits.

If you use the Range option you must set up the key values on the
worksheet before you issue the Data Crosstab command. The key values
are treated as upper limits, therefore all the records whose data values are
less than or equal to the key value are counted in each range.
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Suppose you want to count the number of sales for January, February
and March, but you also want the totals broken down into categories of
$100 amounts. For instance, you need to know how many sales
between $100 and $200 were made in February and how many sales
between $200 and $300 were made in January. You need a two-
dimensional report based on the SALE_DATE and AMOUNT fields in
the SALES database.

The delimiting SALE_DATE ranges are the last day of each month:
01/31/86, 02/28/86 and 03/31/86. (Note that the SALES database does
not contain any records with a SALE_DATE before 01/01/86. If it did
contain earlier records it would be necessary to set a criteria to exclude
them.) The delimiting AMOUNT ranges that you need are 100, 200,

300, 400 and 500. Set up the SALE_DATE keys in column A. (Be
sure to format the cells for D4 before entering the dates.) Put the
AMOUNT keys in row 1. The worksheet should look like this:

R E f l D V lA l:

A B C D £ F HG
1 100 200 300 400 500
2 01/31/86
3 02/28/86
4 03/31/86
5
6
7

Figure 58

Choose the Range option and select the SALE_DATE and AMOUNT
fields. Select Across for the format of the report, cell A1 for the start of
the key values label row and Count for the type of calculation. The re-
port should look like this:

f l l : ' SALEJATE REAM!

A B
SALEMTE
01/31/86

3 02/28/86 5
4 03/31/86

C i i F G H
190 200 300 400 5001

2 8 1 1 29
7 1 3

i ll l 0 1
5
6
7

Figure 59
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9. Entering the key values label row. The key values label row is
the position on the worksheet where the value labels appear. The cross-
tab report appears below and to the right of this cell position.

If you use Generate, indicate where you want the report to begin.

If you use Exact or Range, indicate the row where you want the key

value labels to appear. If you have not already entered a label for the

first field,@BASE enters one for you. (For instance, SALE_DATE
in the previous example.)

Enter the starting cell of the key values label row and press [Ret].

10. Choose Across or Down. This option is only available if you select
more than one field for the crosstab.

If you select Across, the last key selected is displayed across the first
row of the report. The report appears in matrix form. For instance, if
you create a crosstab report for the SALES database using Across and
counting records for the PRODUCT and REGION fields, the report
looks like this:

f Al : ' PRODUCT READY

A B C D E F G
1 PRODUCT Central
2 Cabinet
3 Chair
4 Desk
5 Lamp
6 Shelf
7 Tab e

East West
.1 5

1 2 1
2 3 2
3 2 3
3 2 4
7 0 6

3
10
11
12

Figure 60
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If you select Down, all the keys are displayed in the leftmost
columns of the report. Suppose you create a crosstab report using

Down and the same parameters as the report in the previous
example. The report looks like this:

mwAl:'PRODUCT

d B C B T F G
! PRODUCT REGION Count
2, Cabinet Central¥ Cabinet East
4 Cabinet West
5 Chair Central 1
6. Chair East
7 Chair West
8 Desk Central

Desk East
10 Desk Wes
11 LAMP Central
KtS K!
14 Shelf Central 3
}5 She f East
18 She f West
17 late Central
18 Tab e West

H
3
1
5
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
4
7
6

19
20
23-0ct-87 11: 03 AM

Figure 61

11. Choose Count or Sum.

Count counts the number of records that match each key value. If
you use Exact, only the records that match the keys exactly arc count-
ed. If you use Range, only the records that fall within the specified
limits are counted.

Sum computes the sum of a numeric field for the records that match
the given key values. The field being computed is generally not one
of the key fields. Only one numeric field can be summed using this
option.

If you use the Sum option, @BASE displays the field selection
screen. Select one numeric field to sum.
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For example, suppose you need to know the total dollar amount of

sales for each region in the SALES database.

Use the Generate option and select the REGION field. Enter A1 as
the Start of the key values label row and select Sum. Select the

AMOUNT field from the field selection screen. The report should
look like this:

READY ^( Al:'REGION

F fi HEDB CA
1 REGION AMOUNT
2 Central 3268, 13
3 East 1537, 02
4 West 3300, 73
5
6
7

Figure 62

Here is an example of a crosstab where the field being summed is not
one of the key value fields. Suppose you want to know the total
dollar amount of sales for each salesman by product. Choose the
Generate option and select the SALESMAN field followed by the
PRODUCT field. Spread the PRODUCT key values Across the top
and begin the table in cell Al. Choose Sum and select the
AMOUNT field. The resulting table should look like this:

READY ^Al: 'SALESMAN

F GE»E CA Shelf TableChair Desk
$233,97 $133,56

Lawr
$35.951 SALESMAN Cabinet

2 Bryson
Defoe

$78,25
$133, 56 $71,90 $156,50

$42,75 $626,00 $858,263 $311,10
4 Eisenstad $155,55 $195,98 $128,88
5 Foulkes $78 , 25512Q go
6 Harington $155,55 $195,98 $m 68 $35,95
7 Peterson
8 Sanford
9 SoloMon
10 IhoHpson $155,55
11 Killians $155,55 $195,98 $267,12 $35,95

$225,63
$156 ,50 $130,42

5128,88 585 ,50 5313 , 00 Jl.034.fi
$171.00 $234,75 $334,88

$85,50
$622,20
5155, 55

12
Figure 63

In the above example, the 1-2-3 global setting is to suppress zeros
and the range (B2..G11) is formatted for currency.
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DS is used to physically rearrange all the records in a database in a specified
order. Sorting is useful for reorganizing your data alphabetically, numerically,
or chronologically.

Data
Sort

You can sort on any number of fields and each field can be organized in

ascending or descending order.

The sorted data can be written onto itself, or you can choose to have the

sorted output sent to a new file.

If the case setting is set to be case sensitive, then upper case letters will
come before lower case letters in the alphabetical ordering.

Data Sort always sorts all the records in a file regardless of the active
criteria or deleted settings.

Procedure

1. Select Data Sort from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a file to sort. Select the alias of an open file and press [Ret].

3. Select fields to sort on. @BASE displays the field selection screen
for selecting fields to sort on. Point to the desired field with the pointer
and press [Ret]. Select Ascending or Descending.

Ascending arranges the sort field from low to high. (0 - 9, A - Z,

and a - z)

Descending arranges the sort field from high to low. (z - a, Z - A,

and 9 - 0)

You can select as many sort fields as you want. The order in which you
choose the fields to sort on is important. The first field you choose be-
comes the primary sort field. The second field you choose is used to sort

within the primary sort field, and the next field is used to sort within the
second sort field and so on.
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4. Choose Overwrite or Create.

Overwrite writes over the existing file with the sorted records.

Create allows you to copy the sorted records to another file.

If you choose Create, select a file name and press [Ret]. Enter the alias
for the new file. You cannot choose an existing file if it is open for
processing. If you choose to write over an existing file, select Cancel or
Overwrite.

Cancel does not sort the file and returns you to the @BASE menu.

Overwrite writes over the existing file with the sorted records and re-

turns you to the @BASE menu.

5. Choose Cancel or Execute

Cancel does not sort the file and returns you to the @BASE menu.
Pressing [Esc] also aborts the operation.

Execute sorts the file and returns you to the @BASE menu.
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Data Transfer Commands

Data

Transfer

lT I
Copy import Export Label-import

DTC transfers selected records from one open database file to another.Data
Transfer

Copy Both the source database and the destination database must be open for
processing.

Only field names found in both of the files are copied to the destination
file. The field names do not have to be in the same order in both files.

Character fields in the destination file that are shorter than fields in the
source file are truncated. Numeric fields in the destination file that are
shorter than numeric fields in the source file are left blank. Decimals are
rounded to the new definition.

All records that meet the active criteria in the source file are copied to the
destination file. Records that are marked for deletion in the source file
arc copied to the destination file and left marked if the @BASE setting is
set to use deleted records. Deleted records are not copied if the setting is
to ignore deleted records.

Procedure

1. Select Data Transfer Copy from the @BASE menu.

2. Select the file to copy from. Choose an input file from the file

menu or type the alias of an open database file.

3. Select the file to copy to. Choose an output file from the file menu
or type the alias of an open database file.
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Related Commands

File Extract creates a new database from an open file.

File Translate is used to create a new life from database records on the
worksheet.

Data Transfer Export is used to transfer database records from the worksheet
to a database file.

DTI is used to transfer records from an open database file to the worksheet.Data
Transfer

Import The imported database records are organized in rows and columns on the
worksheet in the 1-2-3 database format.

All the active records in the source database file are transferred to the
worksheet.

You can import all the fields from the database, selected fields, or fields
which match a row of field labels on the worksheet. Record numbers are
automatically transferred to the worksheet if you import all fields or
selected fields. Record numbers are also imported when you match fields
to labels if RECNO is the first label on the worksheet label row.

Caution:

You should import the record numbers to the worksheet if you plan to modify records
on the worksheet and export them back to the .DBF file. If you include the record
numbers when you export records back to the database, the database records with
matching numbers are updated by the worksheet records. If you do not include the
record numbers when you export records back to the database, those records are
appended to the end of the database- they are added to the database instead of being
used to update the database.
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Procedure

1. Select Data Transfer Import from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a database file to import from. Select the alias of an open
database file and press [Ret].

3. Choose All, Select, or Labels.

All imports all the fields and the record numbers from the active
records to the worksheet.

Select allows you to select which fields to import to the worksheet.
The record numbers are also imported.

Labels imports only those fields that match a row of field labels on
the worksheet. If you want the record numbers to be imported when
using the labels option, "Recno" must be the first label on the label
row.

4. Selecting fields to import. @BASE displays the field selection
screen. Select the desired fields with the pointer and press [Ret]. The
order in which you select the fields is the order that they appear on the
worksheet. Press [Esc] when you are done. Record numbers arc auto-
matically imported with the selected fields.

5. Using Labels toselect fields. The field labels must be set up on
the worksheet before you use the Data Transfer Import command.
Record numbers can be imported if you include "Recno” as the first field
label.

@BASE prompts you to select the field labels row on the worksheet.
Be sure to include all the field labels in this range then press [Ret]. The
imported fields appear below the appropriate labels.

For example, suppose you arc importing the FIRSTNAME, LAST-
NAME and DEPT fields from the EMPLOYEE.DBF database along
with the record numbers. In this example select A1..Dl for the field la-
bels range.
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Hi: ’ Secno MM

£I C DA F Q
FUSINftHE LftSINftME HRL Hecno

Z
3
4

Figure 64

6. Enter the starting cell of the output range. Do this step if you
choose All or Select for importing. Omit it if you import using
Labels.

@BASE generates the field labels and places these labels in the starting
row of the output range. The imported records appear below the field
labels.

Caution:
Data Transfer Import overwrites anything in the cells that fall within
the output range. Be sure to leave enough space to account for the
number of records being imported.

Related Commands

Data Transfer Label-import is used to generate a row of field labels on the
worksheet.

Data Transfer Export allows you to transfer records from the worksheet to a
database file.
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DTE is used to transfer database records from the worksheet to an open data-
base file. This is an easy method of appending 1-2-3 database records to an
existing .DBF file, and to uupdate individual database records.

Data
Transfer

Export

The destination file must already exist. If no file exists, use File
Translate.

The field names in the worksheet must correspond to field names in the
.DBF file exactly.

If an exported record number (Recno) matches a record number in the
database file, the exported record overwrites the existing record. This is
useful if you use Data Transfer Import to transfer records to the
worksheet, modify them, and use Data Transfer Export to transfer the
records back to the database file. If record numbers are not included in
the selected database range, or if the record numbers don't match any
record numbers in the database file, the exported records are written to the
end of the file.

All the records in the database range on the worksheet are exported to the
database file regardless of the active criteria.

Procedure

1. Select Data Transfer Export from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a file to export to. Select the alias of an open database file
and press [Ret].

3. Mark the database range on the worksheet. Point to the range of
records that you want to export and press [Ret]. You must include the
field labels. The labels need not be in the same order as the fields in the
database, but the field labels must match the database field names
exactly.

If you have previously set a 1-2-3 data input range, @BASE uses this
range as the default. You can change the default input range before
exporting records.
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Related Commands

File Translate creates a new database file from the current worksheet labels and
data. The worksheet data and the database definition are exported to the new da-

tabase file.

File Extract creates a new database file including a definition from an existing
database file.

Data Transfer Import transfers database records from a database file to the
worksheet.

DTL generates a row of field labels on the worksheet. Data Transfer Label-
import is useful for setting up the worksheet before using options that require
a row of field labels such as Data Transfer Export or Data Crosstab.

Data
Transfer

Label-import

All or selected field labels can be imported and they can be placed in any
row on the worksheet.

Procedure

1. Select Data Transfer Label-import from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database file and
press [Ret].

3. Choose All or Select.

AU generates field labels on die worksheet for all die fields in the
database file.

Select lets you choose which field labels to generate and in what order
they'll appear on the worksheet.
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4. Selecting fields. Select the fields from the field selection screen by
pointing to the desired fields and pressing [Ret]. The order in which you
select the fields is the order in which they appear in the field label row
on the worksheet.

Press [Esc] when you are done selecting fields.

5. Enter the start of the range. Indicate the starting position of the
range for the field labels.

The labels are placed in this row beginning at the starting cell position.

Data Delete Commands

Data

Delete

i T
Mark Unmark Pack Zap

DDM is used to mark selected records for deletion. Data Delete Mark is use-
ful w'hen you need to mark more than one record at a time for deletion. All the
records that meet the active criteria are marked for deletion.

Data
Delete

Mark

The * marker appears next to marked records in Data Browse, and the

**DELETED** marker appears next to marked records in Data Edit.

Data Delete Mark is useful if you are marking a number of records that
match the same criteria. However, if you are only marking one or two
records that don't pass similar criteria, it's more efficient to use Data
Edit or Data Browse along with [DEL] to mark the records for deletion.

Data Commands
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Procedure

l. Set the criteria that will select the records you want to delete.

Warning:
You must set the selection criteria before doing the

Data Delete Mark command. If no criteria is set all
records in the file will be marked for deletion!

2. Select Data Delete Mark from the @BASE menu.

3. Select a file. Choose a file from the file menu or type the alias of an
open database file and press [Ret].

4. Choose Cancel or Execute.

Cancel returns you to the @BASE menu without marking the active
records for deletion.

Execute marks all the records that match the active criteria and returns
you to the @BASE menu.

Related Commands

Data Delete Unmark is used to unmark records that have been marked for
deletion.

Data Delete Pack permanently removes records that have been marked for
deletion.

Data Delete Zap is used to remove all the records from a file.
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DDU unmarks records that have been marked for deletion. Data Delete
Unmark unmarks all the marked records that meet the active criteria. This
command is most useful if you intend to unmark more than one record meeting
similar criteria.

Data
Delete
Unmark

If you are only unmarking one or two records, you can use Data Edit or
Data Browse along with the [DEL] key. [DEL] is used to toggle the
delete marker on or off.

Procedure

1. Set the criteria to select the records you want to unmark.

2. Select Data Delete Unmark from the @BASE menu.

3. Select a file. Choose a file from the file menu or type the alias of an
open database file and press [Ret].

4. Choose Cancel or Execute.
Cancel doesn’t unmark any records and returns you to the @BASE
menu.

Execute unmarks all the marked records that meet the active criteria
and returns you to the @BASE menu.

Related Commands

Data Delete Mark is used to mark active records for deletion.

Data Delete Pack permanently removes records that have been marked for
deletion from a database file.

Data Delete Zap is used to remove all the records from a file.
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DDP is used to permanently remove any records that have been marked for

deletion using Data Delete Mark or the [DEL] key in Data Edit or Data
Browse.

Data
Delete

Pack

Data Delete Pack frees up any disk space that is taken up by records that
have been marked for deletion.

Packing the database deletes all marked records, regardless of any criteria.

Procedure

Select Data Delete Pack from the @BASE menu.1.

Select a file to Pack. Choose a file from the file menu or type the

alias of an open database file and press [RetJ.
2.

Choose Cancel or Execute.3.

Cancel doesn't remove any records and returns you to the @BASE
menu. Pressing [Esc] here is the same as Cancel.

Execute removes the records marked for deletion and returns you to
the @BASE menu. All marked records are removed from the file, re-
gardless of the deleted setting.

Caution:

All the records that are marked for deletion are permanently erased from
the file when you issue the Data Delete Pack command. Be sure that
you have marked only the correct records for deletion before performing
this command.
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Related Commands

Data Delete Mark is used to mark records for deletion.

Data Delete Unmark is used to unmark records that have been marked for
deletion.

Data Delete Zap is used to remove all the records from a file.

DDZ removes all the records from the database file. Data Delete Zap is a
quick way of clearing all the records out of a database file while keeping the
database definition intact.

Data
Delete

Zap

All the records are erased from the file regardless of the active criteria and
dcleled-settings.

Procedure

1. Select Data Delete Zap from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a file to Zap. Choose a file from the file menu or type the
alias of an open database file and press [Ret].

3. Choose Cancel or Execute.

Cancel doesn't Zap the file and returns you to the @BASE menu.
You can also press [Esc] to abort this operation.

Execute removes all the records from the database file and returns you
to the @BASE menu.

=caution: g - , -=
The records in a file that’s zapped with the Data Delete Zap
command are lost for good. Be sure that you want to remove all
the records in the file before issuing this command.
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Related Commands

Data Delete Pack is used to permanently remove marked records from a data-

base file.
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Criteria Commands

Criteria

1T
Prompt Edit Save Retrieve Cancel

Criteria are a means of selecting specified portions of your database for
@BASE processing. Records are selected for processing by telling @BASE to
only include those records that meet specified conditions (criteria). Records
that don't meet the specified conditions are temporarily ignored.

The criteria that is activated for a given database is called the active criteria.

Only one criteria string can be active for a database at a given time. However,
separate criteria strings can be set up for each open database and these criteria
can be modified or canceled during a 1-2-3 session. Criteria for a database can
even be saved to cells on the worksheet and retrieved at a later time.

XvXvXw

XvX::;::::x:

X::::jXvX;:;

Active criteria affect most commands relating to data display or data modifica-
tion. The commands that follow the conditions of the active criteria are:

File Extract
Data Browse
Data Edit
Data Replace
Data Crosstab
Data Transfer Copy
Data Transfer Import
Data Delete Mark
Data Delete Unmark
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Some commands that don 't use active criteria are:

Data Sort
Data Transfer Export
Data Delete Pack
Data Delete Zap

If the case selection in the Settings option is set to Use-case, then the evalua-
tion of the criteria expression is sensitive to case.

Criteria remain active only as long as the database file is open. As soon as
you close the database file or exit 1-2-3, the criteria string is erased from
memory.

You can view the currently active criteria at any time by using the File Status
command or the Data Browse command. The active criteria string is also dis-
played when using Data Edit.

The criteria for a given database consists of a string of field comparisons called
a criteria string. The comparisons in the criteria string can consist of varia-

bles, cell addresses, wildcards, functions and expressions. The maximum
length of a criteria string is 240 characters.

Here are some examples of simple criteria:

REGION=,East *

This criteria string would select all records where the value of the REGION
field is "East”. If @BASE is set to Ignore-case (SEE Settings, p. 180) then
records where the REGION is "EAST” or "east" will be selected.

PAIDo.T.

In a database where PAID is a logical field, this criteria will select all records
that are not marked paid.

COMPANY= fUniv*

This criteria uses the wildcard "*" meaning, "any characters that follow."
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All records where the company name starts with "Univ" will be selected. This

could be used to look at all university records.

If there are multiple comparisons in a criteria string, they are called
compound criteria and arc separated by the logical operators AND or OR.
@BASE recognizes both the dBASE III Plus format for logical operators

(.AND. and .OR.) and the 1-2-3 format (#AND# and #OR#).

Here arc some examples of compound criteria:

SHIPDATE> = 10 /01/87.and .SHIP DATE < = 10 /31/87

This criteria will select all the records for items shipped in October 1987.

MONTH(SHIPD ATE) =10.and .YEAR ( SHIPDATE) =1987

The MONTH and YEAR functions are used here to return the same result as
the previous example. (See p 166 for a complete list of criteria functions
supported by @BASE.)

PRODCODE=,TA????,.or.PRODCODE=tCH????’

This example uses the "?" wildcard to select records with 6 character product
codes beginning with "TA" or "CH".

QUANTITY> 10.or.AMOUNT> =100.00

This criteria selects all records where the value in the QUANTITY field is
greater than 10 or where the value in the AMOUNT field is greater than or
equal to $100.00

S ALAR Y> 75000. and . ( DEPT = * Shipp in g\or.DEPT ='Accounting ' )

This criteria selects all records for individuals making more than $75,000 per
year in the Shipping or Accounting departments. Notice the use of parentheses
to associate comparison strings with the correct logical operator. If no
parentheses are used, the criteria expression is evaluated from left to right.
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The functions supported by @BASE criteria are:

UPPER converts a string to upper case. Records containing "Williams",
"williams", or "WILLIAMS" in the SALESMAN field will meet the criteria

UPPERCSALESMAN^WILLIAMS’.

LOWER converts a string to lower case. Records containing "Nelson",
"NELSON", or "nelson" in the LASTNAME field will meet the criteria
LOWER(LASTNAME)=,nelson'.

LTRIM removes any blanks or spaces at the beginning of a character
string. Records containing the character string " chair" or the string "chair"

in the PRODUCT field will meet the criteria LTRIM(PRODUCT)=,chair'.

RTRIM removes any blanks or spaces at the end of a character string.
Records containing the character string "Carlson "or "Carlson" in the
LASTNAME field will meet the criteria RTRIM(LASTNAME)= Carlsori.

TRIM operates exactly the same as RTRIM

SUBSTR extracts a substring from a string. This function has three
arguments: the string, the starting position, and the number of characters to
extract. If the third argument (the number of characters to extract) is
omitted, then characters are extracted until the end of the expression is
reached. Therefore, records with the character string "TC-789A" or "RB-
789C" in the product code field will meet the criteria
SUBSTR(PROD_CODE,4,3)='789'.

RIGHT extracts the rightmost portion of a character string. The function
has two arguments: the string and the number of characters to extract.
RTRIM is usually used in conjuction with RIGHT to remove blanks at the
end of the field. Records with the value "Xerox Corp." or "IBM Corp. " in
the COMPANY field will satisfy the criteria expression
RIGHT(RTRIM(COMPANY,5))=’Corp:.
LEFT extracts the leftmost portion of a character string. The function has
two arguments: the string and the number of characters to extract. Records
with the value "Wright Corp." or "Wright Brothers" in the COMPANY
field will meet the criteria LEFT(COMPANY,6)='Wright1.
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INT returns the integer part of a numeric expression. Records with the
value 10.99 or 10.02 or 10 in the PRICE field will all meet the criteria of
INT(PRICE)=10.

LEN returns the length of the character string. Records with the value
"West Hartford" and "Wilkinsonville" in the city field would meet the crite-
ria of LEN(CITY)>10.

MONTH returns the month of a date expression. The month is expressed
as an integer in the range 1-12. Records with the value 01/14/86 or
01/31/85 in the ship date field would meet the criteria
MONTH(SHIP_DATE)=1.

DAY returns the day portion of a date expression. The day is expressed as
an integer. Records with the value 05/26/87 and 11/21/85 in the ship date
field would meet the criteria DAY(SHIP_DATE)>15.

YEAR returns the year portion of a date expression. The year is expressed
as a four-digit number. Records with the value 05/01/86 and 12/22/86 in
the ship date field would meet the criteria YEAR(SH3P_DATE)=1986.

CTOD converts MM/DD/YY string to a date variable. Records with a sales
date of 02/01/86 would meet the criteria of SALE_DATE=CTOD
("02/01/86").

DTOC converts date format to a string in the form MM/DD/YY. Records
with a sales date of 05/22/87 would meet the criteria of
DTOC(SALE_DATE)="05/22/87".

ROUND allows you to round a numeric expression by a specified number
of decimal places. This function has two arguments: the numeric
expression and the number of decimal places to round to. If the second
argument is negative, the rounded number returned will be a whole number.
Records with a unit price of 34.70 or 35.02 would match the criteria of
ROUND(UNIT_PRC,0)=35.
STR converts a numeric expression to a character expression. This
function has three arguments: the numeric expression, the length of the
converted string, and the number of decimal places. If the length is not
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specified, the string length is 10 characters. If no decimal places are
specified, the number is rounded to an integer. Records with a unit price
of 99.95 or 100.32 wouldmatch the criteriaof STR(UNITJPRC,6,0)='T00".

VAL converts a character string composed entirely of numbers to a numeric
expression. Records with the value "123" or "35” in the customer code field
would match the criteria of VAL(CUST_CODE)<500.

RECNO returns the current record number as its value. A record number is
the physical position of a record in the selected database file. Records with
record numbers of 101 or 134 would match the criteria of RECNO()>100.

IF returns one of two values depending on the value of a logical expression.
The function has three arguments: the logical expression, the value to be re-
turned if the expression is true, and the value to be returned if the expression
is false. IF is necessary in compound criteria that check whether a numeric
field^.NA. and compare the same numeric field to a value. Records with
blank QUANTITY fields and records with QUANTITY>4 would meet the
criteria, IF(QUANTITY=.NA.,.T.,QUANTITY>4).

IIF operates exactly the same as IF.

Criteria
Prompt

CP is a quick and easy way of creating record selection criteria strings for a
given database. You select the fields, relational operators, and logical operators
for the criteria string by using the pointer. The only part of the criteria string
you have to type in is the comparison value.

If Criteria Prompt is used when an active criteria already exists for a
given database, the existing criteria is erased from memory and the new
criteria prevails.

Procedure

1. Select Criteria Prompt from the @ BASE menu.

2. Select a file. Select the alias of an open database file and press [Ret].

3. Select a field to include in the criteria string. @ BASE displays
the field selection screen. Point to a field that you wish to include in the
criteria string and press [Ret]. The field appears in the control panel.
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4. Select a relational operator.

The available relational operators are:

(Equal)
<> (Not equal)
> (Greater than)
>= (Greater than or equal)
< (Less than)
<= (Less than or equal)

Choose an operator relating to the last field that you selected. This
operator tells @BASE how to compare data to the comparison value.

Point to the desired operator and press [Ret].

5. Enter the comparison value. Enter the value that you wish to
compare to the data. Do not include quotes when you enter comparison
values with Criteria Prompt. If you are comparing a value to a charac-
ter field @BASE inserts the quotes for you. If are comparing a value to
data in a logical field, @BASE prompts you for True, False or NA.
For numeric fields, enter the value with the correct number of decimal
places, if applicable. For date fields, @BASE prompts you for the
correct date format, MM/DD/YY.

When comparing character fields, the comparison values can contain the
two wildcard characters, ? and *. The ? represents any single character
and the * represents any remaining characters. For example, if you
create the criteria string REGION=,??st\ all the records with a
REGION field equal to "East" or "West" meet the active criteria.

6. Choose Quit, And, or Or. The logical operators And and Or are used
to continue building a compound criteria string.

Quit leaves the criteria string as it appears and returns you to the
@BASE menu.
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And is used to add another comparison value to the criteria string. If
you use the And operator, only the records that meet both the first
and second comparisons are included in the related commands. For
example, if you want to select records from the East REGION with a
QUANTITY greater than 5, the criteria string looks like:
REGION= * East\and.QUANTITY>5. Choose And only if you

want the records to pass both of the comparisons.

Or is used to add another comparison value so that all records meeting
the first or the second comparison are selected. For example, if you
want to include records from the East or Central REGION in the crite-

ria range, the criteria string looks like:
REGION=,Eastt .or.REGION=fCentrar . Choose Or if you
want the records to pass either or both of the comparisons.

You can add as many comparisons to a compound criteria string as you
want, as long as you stay within the 240 character limit. If you exceed
the 240 character limit, @BASE automatically terminates the building
of the criteria string.

If you plan to build a more complicated compound criteria string, you
may want to use Criteria Edit. Criteria Prompt does not let you enter

parenthesis in the string expression. The criteria expression will be
evaluated from left to right. Criteria Prompt also does not allow you to
enter cell addresses or any of the criteria functions.

Related Commands

Criteria Edit creates or modifies criteria strings.

Criteria Cancel cancels an active criteria string.
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CE is used to create or modify record selection criteria. Criteria Edit is useful
if you need to develop complex selection criteria strings.

Criteria
Edit

Criteria Edit can be used to create criteria strings containing
expressions, nested comparisons, cell addresses or variables.

Criteria Edit requires you to type the entire criteria string including the
field names, quotes, relational operators, logical operators and the
comparison values.

.NA. is used to check whether or not a field has a value.

Enclose all character values in quotes (single or double quotes). Enter all
logical values as .T., #T#, .F., #F# or .NA., and enter date values
in the MM/DD/YY format.

Comparison values can contain the wildcard characters * and ?. The
values can come from variables contained on the worksheet or from cell
addresses. If a comparison value is coming from a variable or a cell
address, enter the address or range label without quotes.

Procedure

1. Select Criteria Edit from the @ BASE menu.

2. Select a file. Select the alias of an open database file
and press [Ret].

3. Enter the record selection criteria string. Type a new criteria
string or edit the existing criteria string and press [Ret].

@BASE prompts you for the criteria string in the control panel. If you
plan to create a compound criteria string, be sure to separate the
comparisons with AND or OR operators, using the dBASE III Plus or
1-2-3 format.
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If you plan to use nested comparisons, be sure to place parenthesis
around the nested section of the selection criteria string. For example,
here is a nested criteria string:

REGION ='East \and . (SALESMAN =’Jones\or. (SALESMAN =
'Mart in ' .and .AMOUNT> 100) )

By changing the parenthesis in this example, you can come up with very
different results. For instance:

REGION ='East'.and .( SALESMANSJones'.or .SALESMAN =
'Mart in * ) .and . AMOUNT >100

In the first example, all Jones’ records in the East REGION are included
in the criteria range, but only Martin’s records in the East REGION that
have an AMOUNT greater than 100 are included. In the second example,
the same records are included for the salesman Martin, but now only
Jones’ records with an AMOUNT greater than 100 and REGION=East are
included.

If no parentheses are included in the expression, it will be evaluated from
left to right. That means that the expression:

REGION ='East' .and .SALESMANSJones',or .SALESMAN̂
'Mart in' .and.AMOUNT> 100

would be evaluated as:

( ( REGION = ’ East' .and .SALESMAN =\Jones' ) .or.SALESMAN =
'Mart in ') .and.AMOUNT> 100

If you plan to use label cells in the criteria string, be sure to set up the
label cells on the worksheet before you build the criteria string. Do
not place quotes around labels and cell addresses.
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For example, suppose your worksheet looks like this:

itil
GFEDC8

Figure 65

You can include cell A1 in the criteria to represent the character string
East. In this example, the criteria string REGION=Al is the
same as the criteria string REGION=,Eastf . All you have to do is
change the value of cell A1 to modify the active criteria.

Caution:
If you are using cell addresses in a criteria string and you move a cell to a
new location, the criteria string does not automatically update to reflect the
change, you must re-edit the criteria using Criteria Edit.

You can use a named range instead of a cell address to indicate compari-
son values in the criteria string. You must use 1-2-3's Range Name
command before you build the criteria siring.

In our example, we could use /RNC to give cell AI the name Region1.
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You can create the criteria string by using the named range in place of
the cell address. The criteria that uses the named range is:
REGION =Regionl .

When a named range is used in a criteria string, @ BASE finds that
named range when the criteria is first activated. If you move a named
range during a working session, you must re-activate the criteria or it
will still refer to the old location of the named range. To do this, sim-
ply select Criteria Edit and press [Ret].

You also can use expressions and functions in the comparison string.
Computed comparisons are useful when you are dealing with numeric
fields. For example, if you need to include all the records in your data-
base that have an EARNINGS field equal to twice that of the COST
field, the criteria string looks like: EARNINGS=ROUND(COST*2,2)

— Note:
When using numeric expressions as comparison values, you should
include the rounding function to make sure the decimal precision
matches that of the database field.

Related Commands

Criteria Prompt is used to create simple record selection criteria.

Criteria Cancel is used to cancel active criteria.
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CS is used to save the active criteria string to a label cell on the worksheet.
Criteria Save is useful if you frequently use the same record selection criteria
strings for a given database.

Criteria
Save

Criteria Save stores the active criteria string as a label in a cell on the
worksheet. The criteria string can be edited as a label cell entry, then
retrieved using Criteria Retrieve.

Procedure

1. Select Criteria Save from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database file
whose active criteria you want to save.

3. Enter a cell location. Type the cell address or point to the cell loca-
tion to store the active criteria string and press [Ret].

It’s a good idea to label the saved criteria strings so you know which
database they are related to. This allows you to save many criteria from
many different databases on the same worksheet and retrieve the one you
want at a later time. For example, suppose you use certain criteria
strings frequently with the SALES and EMPLOYEE databases. Here is
an example of what your worksheet containing the saved criteria might
look like:
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READYAll 'Sales

F GA B C D E
1 Sales REGION:'East' , or , REGION:' Hoot'

REGION:' Central '
3
i Person DEPI=' Production' , OJ( .DEPI='Shipping
' DEPI:' Marketing/Sales1 , or , DEP1: Accounting'5
6
7
8

Figure 66

Related Commands

Criteria Retrieve retrieves a saved criteria string from a cell.

Criteria Cancel is used to cancel an active criteria string.

Criteria
Retrieve

CR retrieves record selection criteria strings from cells on the worksheet. The
criteria string that is retrieved from the label cell becomes the active criteria for
the given database file.

Procedure

1. Select Criteria Retrieve from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database file and
press [Ret]. The retrieved criteria string becomes active for the database
file you select.
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3. Enter the cell location of the criteria string to be retrieved.
Type the cell address or point to the cell location containing the saved
criteria string and press [Ret].

The saved criteria string is loaded into memory as the active criteria
string for the given database file.

If any of the fields in the criteria on the worksheet do not match the
fields in the database, @BASE does not retrieve the criteria and displays
an error message containing the first field that it does not recognize. To
avoid this problem, it’s a good idea to include labels next to the saved
criteria strings indicating which database file each one relates to.

Related Commands

Criteria Save is used to save active criteria to a label cell.

Criteria
Cancel

CC is used to cancel the active criteria for a database file. The active criteria
for a database file is also canceled when the file is closed.

Procedure

1. Select Criteria Cancel from the @BASE menu.

2. Select a database file. Select the alias of an open database file and
press [Ret]. The active criteria is cancelled for the database file you se-
lect as soon as you press [Ret],

Related Commands

Criteria Prompt is used to create simple record selection criteria.

Criteria Edit is used to create or modify record selection criteria.
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Settings

Settings

T I I
Deleted Case File-lock Save Quit

Three important global settings can be changed at the @BASE Settings menu.
The Deleted setting determines whether @BASE uses or ignores records
marked for deletion. The Case setting determines whether @BASE is case sen-
sitive. The File-lock setting can be used to make @BASE "read only." This
feature is used to prevent users from changing data in the database files.

Settings act upon all the database files that are used during the current session.
The default @BASE Settings are to skip deleted records, ignore the case of
strings, and to allow writing to database files. You can save the Settings you
frequently use. The saved settings are automatically retrieved by @BASE each
time you begin a session.

S e t t i n g s
D e l e t e d

SD specifies whether or not @BASE is to ignore records which have been
marked for deletion.

If the delete option is set to ignore deleted records, all the records that
have been marked for deletion are ignored by most of the @BASE
commands. For instance, Data Browse, Data Edit, and Data Transfer
Import act as if the deleted records don't exist if ASE is set to ignore
deleted records.

Data Sort acts upon all the records in a file no matter what the deleted
setting is.

Data Delete Pack will remove all records marked for deletion from the
file no matter what the deleted setting is.

S e t t i n g s
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Procedure

1. Select Settings Deleted from the @BASE menu. @BASE displays the

current settings.

2. Choose Ignore-deleted or Use-deleted.

Ignore-deleted causes @BASE commands other than Data Sort and
Data Delete Pack to act as if the deleted records do not exist.

Use-deleted causes @BASE to look at both deleted and non-delcted
records.

3. Select Quit to exit the Settings menu. Choose Quit or press
[Esc] to return to the @BASE menu.

Related Commands

Data Delete Mark is used to mark selected records for deletion.

Data Delete Unmark is used to unmark records that have been marked for
deletion.

Settings
Case

SC specifies whether or not (a) BASE should be case-sensitive with character
strings.

If you choose to set @BASE to be case-sensitive, all of the commands
that deal with strings or string functions treat upper-case characters as
being different from lower-case characters.

Procedure

1. Select Settings Case from the @BASE menu. @ BASE displays the
current settings.

Settings
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2. Choose Ignore-case or Use-case.

lgnore-case causes @BASE not to be case-sensitive.

Use-case causes @BASE to be case-sensitive when dealing with char-
acter string expressions.

3. Select Quit to exit the Settings menu. Choose Quit or press
[Esc] to return to the @BASE menu.

Sett ings
Fi le-lock

SF prevents the user from changing database files. If this setting is on Lock,
@BASE can read any database file, but cannot add or change any of the data or
database definitions. This feature is useful in providing users with easy access
to the information in database files without giving them the ability to alter the
data.

Settings File-lock is a global setting. It cannot be used to make
individual files read-only.

Procedure

1. Select Settings File-lock from the @BASE menu. @BASE displays
the current settings.

2. Choose Unlock or Lock.

Unlock allows @BASE to update data files.

Lock prevents the @BASE user from updating data Files.

3. Select Quit to exit the Settings menu. Choose Quit or press
[Esc] to return to the @BASE menu.

Sett ings
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Sett ings
Save

SS saves the current @BASE settings. The current deleted, case, and file-lock

settings are saved to a configuration file called @BASE.CFG. The saved set-
tings are automatically retrieved by @BASE when it is loaded into memory.

Procedure

1. Select Settings Save from the @BASE menu. The configuration file is

updated with the current settings and you are returned to the Settings
menu.

2. Select Quit to exit the Settings menu. Choose Quit or press
[Esc] to return to the @BASE menu.

SQ exits the Settings menu and returns to the main @BASE menu. You
may also return to the @BASE menu by pressing the [Esc] key from the
Settings menu.

Sett ings
Quit

Sett ings
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@db Functions

Perhaps the most powerful aspect of @ BASE is its ability to perform complex
data analysis using special database @ functions. These functions, called @db

functions, enable you to analyze or perform calculations on database files from
within a 1-2-3 worksheet while the data files remain on disk. @db functions
perform such operations as producing statistical output, opening and closing
database files, and even updating records in a database file.

Each @db function uses one or more parameters specifying database files,
records, or fields. @db functions can work on all the records in a database, or
just the records which are not marked for deletion and meet the active criteria.
You can also set up criteria strings in certain @db functions which take prece-
dence over or are added to the active criteria for a given database.

Like @functions in 1-2-3, all of the @db functions in @BASE return a single
value to the cell on the worksheet where they are entered. For example, the
@dbsum function returns a numeric value equal to the sum of the values in a
specified field. The @dbfld function returns the value in a specified field of a
given record whether it is a numeric, string or logical value.

@db Function Format

The general format of an @db function is:

@db[function name](argument l ,argument2,...(criteria string})

The function name tells @BASE which @db function to perform. The
arguments are the parameters used in the function's operations or calcula-
tions. The first argument is usually the alias of the database file you want
(a> BASE to perform the function on. The remaining arguments can be field
names, record numbers, or values. The criteria string is optional and can
be used to select records from the database during the processing of the @db
function. For example, the function,

III

@dbsum("SALES","AMOUNT" ," REGION='East"')

calculates the total of the AMOUNT field in the SALES database for all the

@db Functions
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records with a REGION field equal to East. The function name is @dbsum

and the first argument is the alias, SALES. The second argument, AMOUNT,

is the name of the field to be summed by @dbsum, The optional criteria
string is REGION='Eastr.

Don’t include spaces in @db functions. The arguments, and any criteria, must
be enclosed in parentheses. Separate the arguments with commas and be sure

to use double quotes around string arguments and criteria. If you use a criteria
string with a string constant, enclose the string constant in single quotes and
the entire criteria in double quotes as in the previous example. If the compari-
son value in the criteria string is either a numeric value, a cell address, or a
named range, do not use any quotes.

@db Function Arguments

Arguments in @db functions can consist of string values, numeric values, cell
addresses, range names, embedded @db functions, or expressions.

Suppose your worksheet looks like this:

HEADY 'lA1

GE FDCBA
1

SALES2
SALESMAN3

14
5
6
?

Figure 67

Cells B2 and B3 have been named ’’File” and "Field" respectively using the
Range Name command in 1-2-3. Cell B4 contains the record number 1. Thus,

we can set up the function, @dbfld(File,Field,B4) to mean the same as:

@dbfld("SALES","SALESMAN",!).

@db Functions
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Criteria in @db functions

@db functions act only upon records that meet the active criteria for the given
database file. Some of the functions allow you to enter an optional criteria
string as one of the arguments. If an optional criteria string is entered as one
of the arguments, it takes precedence over the active criteria for the given data-
base, unless otherwise specified. For example, if the active criteria for the
SALES database is: REGION='East’, and the optional criteria entered in the
function is: REGION=,West’, then only the records from the West region are
included in the processing of the given function.

An alternative is to start the criteria argument of the @db function with a
logical operator (AND or OR). This allows you to temporarily add to the
active criteria string for a given function. For instance, if the active criteria for
the SALES database is: REGIONSEast1 , and the optional criteria in the func-
tion is: .or.REGION='West\ then all the records from either the East or
West Regions are included in the function's calculation. The optional criteria
in the function is only logically added to the active criteria during the process-
ing of the @db function, and has no affect on the active criteria for the database
file.

@db Function Recalculation

@db functions on the worksheet are automatically recalculated unless manual
recalculation is set on. If you have set 1-2-3 for manual recalculation, @db
functions can be recalculated manually from the worksheet or from within a
1-2-3 macro using the RECALC command. If you use the statistical func-
tions, @dbsum, @dbavg, @dbmax, or @dbmin, automatic recalculation
should always be turned off. Otherwise, the statistical functions are recalculat-
ed each time any cell on the worksheet is updated.

@db functions can also be recalculated by changing the argument values. You
can edit the arguments in the functions themselves or you can edit values in
cells or ranges used by the functions.

The value of an @db function can also be changed under macro control via the
(LET) command. The(LET) command can be used to assign a new value to a
given cell location and only that one cell is recalculated.

@db Functions
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@db Function Descriptions

The following terms represent the parameters used in @db function arguments:

ALIAS is the internal name @BASE uses to identify an open database
file.

DATABASE is the full name of a database file, including the extension.

FIELDNAME is the name of a field in a specified database.

VALUE is the value in a particular field.

RECNO is a record number in a specified database file.

CRITERIA is the optional selection criteria.

Statistical @db Functions

Statistical @db functions compute values based on numeric data in an open
database file. Each function returns a numeric value to a cell.

@dbavg @dbavg(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,CRITERIA) returns the average value of the
numeric field FIELDNAME for all the records in the database file ALIAS.
Records must meet the active criteria or the optional criteria argument to be
included in the computation. Records marked for deletion are not included if
@BASE is set to ignore deleted records.

This function can only be performed on a numeric field, but remember that
dates are stored in the 1-2-3 serial date format. Thus, you can retrieve an
average date from a date field, but you must set up the cell containing the @db
function with a 1-2-3 D4 date format.
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Examples:

@dbavg("SALESV'QUANT") returns the numeric average of the QUANT
field in the SALES database.

@dbavg(" S ALES" ,"UNIT _PRC" ," PRODUCT = f Chair'" ) returns the
average cost of chairs in the SALES database.

@dbavg("PROJECT","ENDDATE","TYPE= * Const* .and.STRTDATE> =
01/01/86") returns the average completion date (ENDDATE) for all the pro-
jects with a TYPE equal to Const, started after January 1, 1986. The cell con-
taining the @dbavg function has been formatted for the 1-2-3 D4 date format.

@dbcnt(ALIAS,CRITERIA) returns the number of records in ALIAS.
Records must meet the active and/or optional criteria in order to be counted.
Records marked for deletion are not counted if @BASE is set to ignore deleted
records.

@dbcnt

Examples:

@dbcnt("SALES") returns the number of active records in the SALES data-
base file.

@dbcnt("SALES","REGION^East"* ) returns the number of records from
the SALES database file in the East region.

@dbcnt("CUSTOMER" ,".and.STATUS=,AAA* " ) returns the number of
customers with an AAA STATUS meeting the active criteria. If the active cri-
teria happens to be STATE=,MA*, then only the AAA customers from
Massachusetts are counted.

@dbcnt("PROJECT","TYPE='Const'.or.TYPE='Arch'") returns the
number of projects that have a TYPE field equal to Const or Arch.

@db Functions
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@dbmax @dbmax(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,CRITERIA) returns the largest value of the

numeric field FIELDNAME in the database file ALIAS. Records must meet

the active and/or the optional criteria in order to be included ill the Computa-
tion. Records marked for deletion are not included if @BASE is set to ignore
deleted records.

@dbmax can be used on a date field to obtain a maximum date , but you
must format the cell containing the function in the 1-2-3 D4 date format in or-
der to get a date as the result.

Examples:

@dbmax("SALES","UNITPRC") returns the cost of the highest priced
item in the SALES database.

@dbmax("CUSTOMER","INVAMT","CUSTNUM=3258") returns the
amount of the biggest invoice (INVAMT) sent to the customer with a custom-
er number (CUSTNUM) of 3258.

@dbmax( ,, PROJECTM ,"STRTDATE,, , ,, .or.STATUS=tOpenMt ) returns
the date (STRTDATE) of the last project started that meets the active criteria or
has an Open STATUS. If the active criteria is STATUS^Canceled* , then all
records that have an Open or Canceled STATUS are scanned for the maximum
STRTDATE. The cell containing the @dbmax function must be formatted
for the 1-2-3 D4 date format.

@dbmin @dbmin(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,CRITERIA) returns the minimum value of
the numeric field FIELDNAME in the database file ALIAS. Records must
meet the active and/or optional criteria to be included in the computation.
Records marked for deletion are not included if @BASE is set to ignore deleted
records.

@dbmin can be used on a date field to obtain the minimum date, but you
must format the cell containing the function in the 1-2-3 D4 date format in
order to get a date as the result.

@db Functions
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Examples:

(adbminO’CUSTOMER'Y’RATE”) returns the minimum RATE value
charged to any customer in the CUSTOMER database.

@dbmin("SALES*' SALE DATE" PRODUCT=,TableMf ) returns
the earliest SALE DATE for a Table in the SALES database.

(^dbminOTROJECTV'TOTCOSTVand.ESTCOST̂ TOTCOST" )
returns the minimum total cost (TOTCOST) for all the projects meeting the
active criteria and with the estimated cost (ESTCOST) less than the total cost
(TOTCOST). If the active criteria is STATUS=,CIosedt, then the function
only scans the projects with a closed STATUS and an estimated cost less than
the total cost.

@dbrecs @dbrecs(ALIAS) returns the total number of records in the database file
ALIAS.

@dbrecs always returns the total number of records in the database, regardless
of the active criteria and the number of records marked for deletion.

Examples:

@dbrecs("SALES") returns the total number of records in the SALES data-
base file.

@dbrecs(Fi!e) returns the total number of records in the database file named
in the range File. If the range File contains the string, CUSTOMER, then
the number of records in the CUSTOMER database is returned. (This example
assumes that the range File, was named on the worksheet before the

@dbrecs function is attempted.)
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@dbsum(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,CRITERIA) returns the sum of the values
in the numeric field FIELDNAME of the database file ALIAS. Records must
meet the active and/or optional criteria to be included in the computation.
Records marked for deletion are not included if @BASE is set to ignore deleted
records.

@dbsum

Examples:

@dbsum("SALES" AMOUNT”) returns the total amount received for all
products in the SALES database. (Assuming there is no active criteria set for
the SALES database.)

@dbsum(”SALES”,” AMOUNT ”,"PRODUCT^Deskhand.SALE DATE
>04/01/87”) returns the total AMOUNT received for all desks sold after
April 1, 1987 in the SALES database.

@d bsum ( ” CUSTOMER ” ,"INVAMT” ,”.and.INVDATE> =03/01/87
.and.INVDATE<=03/31/87” ) returns the total invoice amount (INVAMT)
billed for March 1987 for customer records meeting the active criteria. If the
active criteria happens to be LNAME='Jones', then the sum of all of Jones'

invoices for March of 1987 is returned.

Logical @db Functions

Logical @db functions test data in an open database file for a specified condi-
tion and return a 1 (True) or 0 (False) to the cell containing the function.

@dbisact @dbisact(ALIAS,RECNO,CRITERIA) returns a 1 if record RECNO in the
database file ALIAS is not marked for deletion and meets the active and/or op-
tional criteria. Otherwise, @dbisact returns a 0.

If @BASE is set to ignore deleted records, @dbisact returns a 0 if the record
is marked for deletion. If @BASE is set to use deleted records, the record must
simply meet the criteria in order for a 1 to be returned.
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Examples:

@dbisact(MSALES",15) returns a 1 (True) indicating that record number 15
in the SALES database is not marked for deletion (or @BASE is using deleted
records) and meets the active criteria.

@dbisact( M CUSTOMER M ,B13,"STATUS=’Active \and.RATE>55")
returns a 1 (True) if the record in the CUSTOMER database with a record num-
ber equal to the value contained in cell B13 has an active STATUS and has a
RATE greater than 55. (Cell B13 on the worksheet contains a numeric value
equal to a valid record number in the CUSTOMER database)

@dbisdel(ALIAS,RECNO) returns a 1 if record RECNO in the database file
ALIAS is marked for deletion. Otherwise, @dbisdel returns a 0.

@dbisdel

@dbisdel returns a 1 for marked records regardless of whether @BASE is set
to ignore deleted records or not.

Example:

@dbisdel("SALES",53) returns a 1 (True) if record number 53 in the data-
base file SALES is marked for deletion.

@dbisdel("CUSTOMER",E5) returns a 0 (False) if the record number corre-
sponding to the value in cell E5 is not marked for deletion in the CUSTOMER
database.

@dbisna(ALIA5,FIELDNAME,RECNO) returns a 1 if field FIELDNAME
of record RECNO in the database file ALIAS has no value. If the field does
have a value, the function returns a 0.

@dbisna

A numeric field does not test true for @dbisna if it contains a 0. Numeric
fields must be blank to have no value.

@db Functions
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E x a m p l e s :

@dbisna("SALES","QUANTITY",27) returns a 1 (True) if the numeric
QUANTITY field of record number 27 in the SALES database has no value

(NA).
BUSN TYPE",C12) returns a 0 (False) if the@dbisna(M CUSTOMER

string field BUSN_TYPE of record number C12 in the CUSTOMER database

is not empty. (Cell C12 contains a numeric value representing the record
number.)

t » it

@dbissel(ALIAS,RECNO,CRITERIA) returns a 1 if record RECNO in the

database file ALIAS meets the active and/or optional criteria. Otherwise,
@dbissel returns a 0. A record meeting the criteria will return a 1 even if it
is marked for deletion.

@dbissel

In order for a given record to be selected, it must meet the active criteria, unless
otherwise specified by the arguments in the @dbissel function. Remember
that the optional criteria in the function takes precedence over the active criteria
unless you start the optional criteria with a logical .AND. or .OR. operator.

Examples:

@dbissel("SALES",36) returns a 1 (True) if record number 36 meets the
active criteria for the SALES database.

@d bissel("PROJECT",79,"STATUS= f Active1" ) returns a 0 (False) if
record number 79 of the PROJECT database does not have an Active STAT-
US.

@dbissel("PERSON",28,".and.SALARY> =29000" ) returns a 1 (True)
if record number 28 in the PERSON database meets the active criteria and the
optional criteria, SALARY> =29000.
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Database @db Functions

Database @db functions act upon an entire database file (@dbopen and
@dbclose), manipulate or display data within a database file (@dbupd and
@dbfld), or locate specified records in a database file (@dbfirst and
@dbnext).

@dbclose(ALIAS) closes the database file ALIAS and returns a 1 to the cell
containing the function. If the database file cannot be closed, @dbclose re-
turns a 0. You only have to provide the ALIAS of the database when closing
the file. This @db function performs the exact same operation as the @BASE
File Close command.

@dbclose

Examples:

@dbc!ose("SALES”) closes the open SALES database and returns a 1 indi-
cating that the file has been closed.

@dbclose(File_one) closes the open database file named in the range
"File_one", and returns a 1 indicating that the file has been closed. ("File_one"
is a range name the worksheet.)

@dbclose(”PRODUCT”) returns a 0 indicating that the file with an alias of
PRODUCT was not found. (If the alias is not found, it implies that the file is
not open, because only an open file can have an active alias.)

@dbfirst @dbfirst(ALIAS,CRITERIA) returns the record number of the first record
found in the database file ALIAS that meets Lite active aml/or optional criteria.

@dbfirst always starts searching the database from the beginning of the file.
If no active or optional criteria is specified, the record number of the first record
in the file is returned.
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If the @BASE deleted setting is set to ignore deleted records, then @dbfirst
does not locate records that are marked for deletion. The record number of the
next unmarked record that meets the active criteria after the deleted record is re-

turned. If no record is found matching the specified criteria, an ERR value is
returned to the cell containing the @dbfirst function.

Examples:

(In the following examples, we assume that the @ BASE deleted setting is set
to include deleted records. Thus, deleted records are found with the @dbfirst
function.)

@dbfirst("SALES") returns the record number of the first active record in
the file.

@dbfirst("PROJECT","STRTDATE=04/01/87") returns the record num-
ber of the first record in the PROJECT database with a starting date
(STRTDATE) of 04/01/87.

@dbfld(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,RECNO) returns the contents of the field
FIELDNAME contained in the record RECNO to the cell containing the func-
tion.

@dbfld

Date fields return the stored serial date number to the worksheet, but you can
set up the cell with a D4 format so it displays the date in the MM/DD/YY
format.

Logical fields return a 1 (True) for fields containing a T, or a 0 (False) for
fields containing an For fields that are undefined (NA).

Any field from any record can be displayed with the @dbfld function, regard-
less of the criteria and deleted settings.
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Examples:

@dbfld("SALES","PRODUCT",15) returns the character string, "Table",
contained in the PRODUCT field of record number 15 in the SALES database.

@dbnd(” CUSTOMER","RETIRED” ,14) returns the number 1, indicating
that the logical field RETIRED of record number 14 in the CUSTOMER data-
base is equal to T (True).

@dbfld("SALES",”SALE_DATE",Reel) returns the date contained in the
SALE_DATE field of record number 46 (Reel) in the SALES database. (Reel
is a range label pointing to an adjacent cell containing the number 46, and the
cell containing the function is formatted for the D4 date format.)

@dbfn(ALIAS,FIELDNO) returns the field name of the field specified
with the FIELDNO argument.

@dbfn

Example:

@dbfn("SALES", 3) returns the fieldname CUSTOMER from the SALES
database. (CUSTOMER is the third field in the database definition for
SALES.)

@dbnext @dbnext(ALIAS,CRITERIA) returns the record number of the next record
in the database file ALIAS matching the active and/or optional criteria.

@dbnext always starts searching from the current position in the database
file. For instance, if you have just finished editing record number 26 and you
perform the @dbnext function, the record number returned is the next record
after 26 matching the criteria. If no active or optional criteria is specified, the
record number of the next active record in the file is returned.

Examples:

(In the following examples, we assume that the @BASE deleted setting is set
to use deleted records.)
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@dbnext("SALES”) returns the record number of the next record in the
SALES database matching the active criteria.

@dbnext("PROJECT",".and.STRTDATE>05/21/87") returns the record
number of the next record in the PROJECT database meeting the active criteria
and with a STRTDATE after 05/21/87.

@dbnext("CUSTOMER", ,, LNAME> ,M’.and.STATUS^Active’ ” ) re-
turns the record number of the next record in the CUSTOMER database with
an LNAME field greater than 'M' and an Active STATUS.

@dbnext( M SALES”,11 PRODUCT= *Chair *.and.REGION= f South * M )
returns an ERR to the cell containing the function indicating that a record with
the PRODUCT field equal to ’Chair1 and the REGION field equal to 'South’

was not found in the remaining records of the SALES database file.

@dbopen @dbopen(DATABASE,ALIAS) opens the database file DATABASE with
an alias of ALIAS, and returns a 1 to the cell containing the function. If the
file does not exist or is already open, the function returns a 0. This function
performs the same operation as the File Open command.

If you do not supply an extension with the file name, .DBF is assumed. Any
extension other than .DBF must be explicitly supplied. For database files
which do not reside in the 1-2-3 default directory, a path must be supplied.

Examples:

@dbopen("SALES","SALE") returns a 1, indicating that the SALES data-
base has been opened with the alias SALE.

@dbopen("C:\DATA\CLIENT.DB2","CUSTOMER") opens a file
named CLIENT in a directory named DATA and assigns the alias
CUSTOMER.
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@dbupd(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,RECNO,VALUE) replaces the contents of
the field FIELDNAME in the record RECNO with the field value VALUE, and
returns a 1. If @dbupd is unable to replace the field, a 0 is returned.

@dbupd

Fields can be updated for any records in the active database, regardless of the
active criteria or whether the records are marked for deletion. @dbupd ignores
any criteria or deletion settings.

A 0 is returned if you attempt to fill a field with an incorrect data type or if
you supply an invalid field name or alias.

Logical fields are updated with @dbupd by using a 1 (True) and 0 (False).
For example, if you wish to change a field from F (False) to T (True), you
have to replace the field with a 1 (True).

A record is appended to the end of the database if you use a record number that
is greater than the number of records in the file, or is zero.

Examples:

@dbupd("SALES*V'SALESMAN",49,"Edison") returns a 1 indicating
that the SALESMAN field of record number 49 has been replaced with
’Edison1.

@dbupd("PROJECT","STRTDATE",E15,Newdate) returns a 1 indicating
that the starting date (STRTDATE) of the record whose number is contained in
cell E15 has been replaced with 06/01/87 (Newdate). (Newdate is a named
range on the worksheet formatted as D4 and containing the date 06/01/87.)

@dbupd("CUSTOMER","RETIRED",6,1) returns a 1 indicating that the
RETIRED field for record number 6 has been set to T (True).

@dbupd(”SALES","QUANTITY",41,’’Two” ) returns a 0 indicating that
the QUANTITY field could not be updated. The QUANTITY field in the
SALES database is numeric and can not be updated with the character string
"Two”.

@dbupd("PERSON","LASTNAME”,0,"Feldstein") returns a 1 indicat-
ing that a record was appended to the end of the PERSON database with a
LASTNAME field equal to Feldstein.
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@memory(0) returns the amount of available memory at the time the func-

tion is entered in the worksheet The value is updated whenever the worksheet
is recalulated. @memory requires the dummy argument, (0).

©memory
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@dbfn, 22, 195
@dbisact, 22, 190-191
@dbisdel, 22, 191
@dbisna, 22, 191-192
©dbissel, 22, 192
@dbmax, 9, 22, 98, 188
@dbmin, 22, 188-189
@dbnext, 22, 102-103, 109,

195-196

164
building, 46-47, 168-170, 171-

using @dbupd, 13, 22, 105-
106, 108, 109, 197

using Data Browse, 57-58, 135

174
canceling, 49, 177
editing, 171-174
functions, 166-168
menu, 163

136
using Data Edit, 56-57, 138

Add-In Manager
installing, 27-30
floppy disk System, 28-30
fixed disk System, 27-28
invoking, 30

Alias, 42, 119-120, 186
Appending files, 87-88, 151-152 Crosstabs
Attaching Add-in, 31-34
Automatic attachment, 32-34
Automatic Add-in invoke, 33

@dbopcn, 22, 100-101, 109, prompt, 47, 54, 168-170
query using, 46-48, 135, 137
retrieving, 176-177

175-176

196
@dbrecs, 22, 77, 80, 189
@dbsum, 9, 22, 98, 190
@dbupd, 13, 22, 105-106, 108,

109, 197
©memory, 198
arguments, 22, 78-79, 109,

184-185
format, 183-184

saving,
using in @db Functions, 78-79,

99-100, 185

generating key fields, 72-73,
142-143

Index
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File - Continued
menu, 119
modifying structure, 91-94, 123

Deleted records, using, 50, 60-62
Deleting

fields, 92-93
records, 60-63, 136, 138,

157-162
Detach Add-in, 35
Diskette contents, 25-26
Driver set for 1-2-3, 27, 29

Crosstabs - Continued
matching data exactly,

74-75, 143-144
matching range of values,

75-76, 144-145
spreading variables down

columns, 146-147
spreading last variable across

row', 73, 146-147
Cursor movement, 44-45
Customer support, see README

125
opening, 41-42, 54, 100-102,

119-120, 196
preventing updates to, 63-64,

181
status, 83-84, 131-132

File-lock, 63-64, 181
Files on diskette, 25-26

E

file Editing
criteria, 171-174
database definition, 91-93, 123-

G
D

125 Generating crosstabs, 72-73, 142
Data

adding; see Adding records
copying, 87-88, 151-152
browsing,42-45, 133-135
deleting, 60-63, 135, 138,

157-162
editing, 55-65, 136-138, 197
marking for deletion, 60-63, 65,

157-159
menu, 133

records, 55-65, 136-138
Entering new records; see Adding

records
Exiting @BASE, 53
Exporting data from worksheet,

69-71, 155-156
Extracting database definition,

94-95, 125-127

143
Global search and replace, 59-60,

139-140
GOTO key, 45, 46, 49, 54, 133,

135-137

H

Handbook, using this, see Preface
F

Imoving
from database to worksheet,

67-68, 152-154
from worksheet to database,

69-71, 155-156
packing, 62-63, 65, 160-161
replacing fields, 59-60, 64, 139-

Feature overview, 1-24
Fields Ignore-case setting, 50-51, 180-

changing definition of, 91-93,
123-125

conversions, 123-124

181
Ignoring deleted records, 50, 60-62
Importing data to worksheet, 67-

68, 152-154renaming, 93-94, 95, 130-131
replacing values in, 59-60, 139- Indexing add-in, 16-17

Inserting records, 56-58, 135-136,
140

sorting, 23, 51-53, 54, 149-150, 140
179 types, 21, 85, 88, 122, 124 138

unmarking, 60- 62, 65, 159,
Database definition

creating, see File, creating
modifying, 23, 91-94, 123-125,

130-131
dBase III

relationship to @BASE, 1, 14,
16, 18, 19

Default settings, saving, 182
Defining a new database, 81-84,

121-123

File Installing
@BASE, 27-34
Add-in Manager

on fixed disk, 27-28
on floppy disk, 28-30

closing, 53, 100-102, 120, 193
creating

from 1-2-3 worksheet, 85-87,

127-130
from existing DBF file, 94-95,

125-127
from scratch, 81-84, 121-123

defining, 81-84, 121-123
directory, 42

L

Labels, importing, 156-157
Labels, mailing, 115
Limitations of @BASE, 17-18

Index
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Locking files from updates, 63-64, Records - Continued
sorting, 23, 51-53, 54,

149-150, 179
Renaming a field, 93-94,

130-131
Replacing fields in selected

records, 59-60, 139-140

V
181

Viewing records, 42-46, 133-135,
136-138M

ZMacros, 102-105, 109, 111-115
Mailing labels, 115
Marking records for deletion,

60-63, 65, 157-158
Memory

ammount free, 198
requirements, 21

Menus, 20
Modifying

database definition, 23, 91-94,
123-125, 130-131

records, 55-65, 136-138, 197

Zapping a file, 161
S

Saving settings, 182
Search and replace, 59-60,

139-140
Selecting records, 22, 46-48, 135,

137
Settings

Case, 50-51, 180-181
Deleted, 50-51, 179-180
File-Lock, 181
menu, 179
saving default, 182

Sorting records, 23, 51-53, 54,
149-150, 179

Specifications, 21-23
Speed, 18
Starting @BASE, 34, 41

()

Opening a database, 41-42, 54,

100-102, 119-120, 196

P

Packing a database, 62-63, 65,
160-161

Performance, 18
Printing, 111-115

T

Technical support, see README
Q file

Transferring data
from database to worksheet, 67-

68, 152-154
from workdsheet to database, 69-

71, 155-156
Translating a 1-2-3 database, 81,

85-89, 127-130

Querying a database, 46-48, 135,
137

R

README file, 26-27
Recalculation. 97-98. 109, 185
Rccno field, using, 69-70, 152, u

155
Records

adding, see Adding records
changing, 55-65, 136-138, 197
deleting , 60-63, 136, 138,

157-162

Unlocking files, 63-64, 181
Unmarking records, 61, 62, 136,

138, 159
Use-case setting, 50-51, 180-181
Using deleted records, 50, 60-62

Index
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Quick Reference
Browse Table Keys

FunctionKey

Scroll down one page

Scroll up one page

Go to the top of the browse table
Go to the bottom of the browse table

Scroll right one page
Scroll left one page
Move the pointer to the same field in the next record

Move the pointer to the same field in the previous record

Move the pointer to the right one field

Move the pointer to the left one field

Edit a field
Go to a specified record

Query

Insert a record

Mark/unmark a record for deletion

Return to @BASE main menu

[PgDn]

[PgUp]
[Home]
[End]
[Ctrl]-RIGHT or [Tab]
[Ctrl]-LEFT or [shift]-[Tab]
DOWN arrow
UP arrow
RIGHT arrow

LEFT arrow

[F2]
[F5]
[F7|

[Ins]
[Del]
[Esc]

@db Function Syntax

Statistical @dbavg(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,CRITERIA)
@db Functions @dbcnt(ALIAS.CRITERIA)

@dbmax(ALIAS.FIELDNAME,CRITERIA)
@dbmin(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,CRITERIA)
@dbrecs(ALIAS)
@dbsum(ALIAS.FIELDNAME,CRITERIA)

Logical @dbisact(ALIAS,RECNO,CRITERIA)
@db Functions @dbisdel(ALIAS,RECNO)

@dbisna(ALIAS.FIELDNAMEJRECNO)
@dbissel(ALIAS,RECNO,CRITERIA)
@dbclose(ALIAS)

Database @dbfirst(ALIAS,CRITERIA)
@db Functions @dbfld(ALIASETELDNAME.RECNO)

@dbfn(ALIASEIELDNO)
@dbnext(ALIAS,CRITERIA)
@dbopen(ALIAS,CRITERIA)
@dbupd(ALIAS,FIELDNAME,R£CNO,VALUE)
@memory(0)

Quick Reference
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@ BASE Menu Structure

File Data Criteria Settings Quit

T
Deleted Case File-lock Save Quit

I i i
Prompt Edit Save Retrieve Cancel

l i iBrowse Edit Replace Crosstab Sort Transfer Delete

i i
Mark Unmark Pack Zap

i
Copy Import Export Label-import

Generate Exact Range

T T T 1Open Close Define Modify Extract Translate Field-rename Status

Criteria Functions

Function Description

UPPER(string)
LOWER(string)
LTRIM((string)
RTRIM(string)
TRIM(string)
SUBSTR(string)
RIGHT(string)
LEFT(string)
INT(number)
LEN(string)
MONTH(date)
DAY(date)
YEAR(date)
CTOD(string)
DTOC(date)
ROUND(number)
STR(number)
VAL(string)
RECNOQ

Converts string to upper case
Converts string to lower case
Removes leading blanks
Removes trailing blanks
Same as RTRIM
Extracts substring from string
Extracts rightmost N characters
Extracts leftmost characters
Takes integer portion of number
Length of string
Month number from date
Day number from date
Year number from date
Converts MM/DD/YY string to date
Converts date to string
Rounds number to N decimals
Converts number to string
Converts string to number
Current record number of file

Quick Reference
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